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FOOTBALL FAILURE
RECORD FALLS TO 0-7

RUNNING WILD

SPRING CLASSES
MyUCF EXPLAINED

CROSS COUNTRY SET FOR TOURNAMENT
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You [don't]
get what
you pay for

j

Board of Governors approves
block tuition for state schools

I,
I

CHRISTINE DELLERT
Associate Editor

. Some UCF students might be forced to pay for
classes they don't take if the governor· and state
lawmakers decide to implement a block-tuition
plan for future semesters.
Under the proposals approved by the Florida
Board of Governors Thursday, universities would
create a flat tuition charge where full-time undergraduates at each state university would be
required to pay for a set number of hours whether
they were enrolled in those classes or not.
While the policies don't set specific numbers those would 'be set by the legislature in the annual
budgeting process this spring - the new tuition
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Stickers -suffer
.
·sneaky switch
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MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Cars on campus that promote a presidential candidate are open targets.

,,
I

Bitter partisanship of election
leads to petty vandalism and
replacement of bumper stickers

II

MARK JUSTICE
Staff Writer

An· unprecedented degree of vandalism,
brazen mudslinging and even mobs of angry
union workers have made the 2004 presidential
election one of the most heated political battle
today's college students have ever witnessed.
Both t.b,,e Republican and Democratic headquarters for Orlando have an extremely high
number of reports of damaged and stolen signs.
For the first time in years these offices are finding
themselves with a shortage of signs for the public.
Reports include every imaginable form of sign
being stolen and defaced, something UCF students can relate to.
One such student, political science major
Tarah Tucker, recently had her anti-Bush/ Cheney
bumper sticker tom from her car. .
She's not alone. Tarah is among a number of
students who have experienced this sort of van-
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Fonner senator decries 'the most corrupt meeting I've ever· seen'
I~

Brand-new Senate
off to a rocky start;
lea4ership ill doubt
HEIDI A. DE VRIES
Managing Editor

. Leadership of the SGA Senate is in doubt after a vote
Thursday stripped the newly
elected Senate speaker of the
title he was awarded only minutes earlier, prompting some
senators to charge that a sec-

ond vote on the matter was
illegal and a "hostile takeover."
After the swearing in of the ·
50 newly elected student representatives, senators chose
between Sen. Sean Lavin and
Sen. Evan Rosenbei:g for
speaker of the senate. .
After Lavin was named the
victor by a 3-vote margin, a
few of those who voted for
him were allegedly pressured
both by other senators and
members of the SGA executive
branch to change their votes.
Sen. Victor Perez, one of
those who Rosenberg spoke to,

.asked to alter his vote. His
request, along with others,
prompted a second election to
be held- which may have violated Robert's Rules of Order
the Senate's standard guidelines for doing business resulting in Rosenberg supplanting Lavin as speaker.
SGA Attorney General
Tyler Van Voorhees is expected to make a decision this
week concerning the validity
of both elections.
The meeting began according to procedure, but evolved
into "by far the most corrupt

meeting I've ever seen," said chairmen of the Senate's vari- really secret . because afterveteran SGA senator ,Jon ous committees. Lavin, while wards it's public record."
' Lavin, as speaker, noticed
Edwards.
naming the chairmen, ignored
The first order of business most of the incumbent chair- another veteran senator, Alex
was the election of a speaker, men or committee members, Sigal, asking a newly elected
(person ·who leads the meet- according to SGA Comptrol- senator why he voted the way
· he did. Lavin told Sigal to "stop
ings by exercising control over ler Nick Merolle.
the floor), recognizing sena"When you get in and make harassing voters."
tors to speak and making a clean sweep of everything
Edwards, who was sitting in
motions official.
before you, that's what a hos- the audience during the meetIn the first election, Lavin tile takeover is," Merolle said.
ing - he is not a senator this
was elected, 26-23, over RosenAccording to several Senate year pending the outcome of
berg.
members, Rosenberg asked to an election violation hearing
After the results were see the individual voting cards - said, "You could see certain
people pulling [newly elected
announced, Lavin took over ' of the speaker election. ,
the microphone. The speaker's
"It was secret ballot," Lavin
first job is to name acting explained, "but the ballot isn't
PLEASE SEE SENATE ON AS
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Around Campus

#

Japan~U.S.sayMad·Cow

The general has arrived

Paranormal researcher and
ghost hunter John Zaft"is will be
speaking at 8 p.m.. today in Student Union Key West Ballroom
218D.
For more information, cop.tact CAB Speakers Director
Adrienne Ingram at cabspeak@mailucf.edu or call 407823-6471.

Multicultural students wanted

View.
Show starts at 8 p.m. tomorrow.at Wackadoo's in the Student Union.

AKennedy and an actress
Environmental
attorney
Robert F. Kennedy and Hollywood movie star Meg Ryan will
be on campus at 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday in the Student
Union.
The duo is scheduled to
speak on environmental protection and Election Day..

•

TOKYO - U.S. and Japan- ,
ese negotiators struck a deal
Saturday to allow limited
imports of American beef into,
Japan for the first time since
Tokyo closed its billion-dollar.
market last year dwi.ng a mad
cow disease scare.
The pact also calls for :
resuming exports of Japanese.
_Qeef .Jo .tbs !J.n'~~g States;
banned after Tokyo 'discovered a case of mad cow disr
ease in 2001.
Japan banned u:s. beef;
imports in December 2003
after the discovery of one case ·
of mad cow disease in Washington state. At the time,
Japan was the most lucrative
overseas market for American.
beef, with sales exceeding $1.7
billion in 2003.

How to hunt ghosts

This month's CAB comic is
Eric Nieves from Showtime at
the Apollo and BET's Comic

1

Disease scare over

Former presidential candidate Gen. Wesley Clark will
speak at 3:30 p.m. today in the
Student Union on the Bush
· administration and foreign policy.
He will be joined by former
Sen. Max Cleland and former
Ambassador Pete Peterson.

Tuesday Knight Live

Nation&World ·

Keep current with headlines •
you may have missed

News and notices for
the UCF community

The Multicultural Student
Center is looking for a graduate
assistant for spring and summer 2005.
Applications are available in
Student Union Room 305 and
on the OSI Web site at
http://www.osa.ucf.edu. The
deadline is S p.m.. Friday.
For more information, call
407-823-0401.

••
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Martinez, Castor seek lastminute support in final debat!
NASEEM sown /CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

John Turner, right, a Bush administration official with environmental programs, was at UCF to discuss the president's positive changes and reinforcements of his environmental policy.

Expansive environmentalism
Bush official
defends his boss'
record; talks of
global partnership
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

reason is making the post 9/11America safer,'' Turner said "It
has everything to do with our
safety."
He added that assisting
developing countries will
break cycles of poverty,
empower women and fight
deadly diseases.
Turner explained that the
United States has joined and
created voluntary and collaborative initiatives known as sustainable development partnerships. He stated that the
United States has made more
than "280 agreements around
the world" to improve the
issues of forestry, oceans; air,
science, housing and biodiversity.
He said that the Congo
Basin Forest Partnership is one
of the largest conservation
projects ever-undertaken on
the continent of Africa.
"People in [West Central
Africa] have bet their future on
conservation and [they] chose
the United States as a partner,''
Turner said
He added that President
Bush is on track to meet his $15
billion, five-year commitment
to "fight pandemics such as
HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and
malaria."
Some students were concerned whether these large
sums of money should be
spent in the United States,
which has its own .set of envi- ,
ronmental and economical
issues.
In
response,
Turner
explained that in order to
finance these partnerships the
Bush administration is planning to embrace entrepreneurships and look at private
investors.
In regards to the United
States' dependency on Middle
Eastern oil, Turner said, "Our
climate program will break us
from fossil fuel."
He said that "the administration ~as been investing in
stockpiling," and is "cautious
when and how to release our
oil reserve,'' with Saudi Arabia

being a "strategic partner."
Turner explained that
America was exploring investing in hydrogen, electrical and
nuclear reactors as alternative
sources of energy.
"Methane is a potent greenhouse gas, and we've got to
capture methane and put it to
use," Turner added.
"[But], these are all longrange programs."
Questioned about Bush
administration's environmental record, Turner answered,
"This administration is doing

Leon Mcintyre Jr., the vice
president of Free the Planet, a
UCF environmental activist
group, disagreed with Turner's
assessment. "I agree with the
international community, and
a majority of Americans, in
that I believe we're falling
back," he said. ''We're repressing and repealing a lot of
processes that it takes to have a
sustainable healthy country
and world. I don't believe that's
setting a good example for the
rest of the world!'
During a heated speech on
, the same day in Pittsburgh,
- - - - - - - - - - - Robert F. Kennedy Jr., an environmental attorney, said that
Bush is allowing corporate
interests to plunder the environment at the public's
expense.
''You simply can't do worse
than the current president,''
Kennedy told his audience.
Robert Kennedy Jr. will
issu~s.
deliver a speech Wednesday at
UCF, focusing on Bush's envi~~y
romne,nffailures.
·
Turner, who called himself
administration?' ~
a "conservative Republican
1'
cowboy from Wyoming" and a
- JOHN TURtlER
"Ph.D. dropout", described his
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF STATE
environmental portfolio as
BUSH ADMINISTRATION
"one of the best in the Department of State."
He was appointed to his
the right thing as far as envi- position in November 2001,
and heads the U.S. Department
ronment."
"I know Kerry cares about of State programs and activithe environment, but i feel ties concerning infectious disgood about what we've done." eases, biodiversity, the enviThe Bush administration's ronment, climate change,
environmep.tal policy has oceans affairs and science and
come under close scrutiny by technology.
several speciru interest groups.
Prior to his appointment as
The League of Conserva- assistant secretary, Turner was
tion Voters has published an president and chief executive
environmental scorecard for · officer of The Conservation
every Congress since 1970. In Fund, a national nonprofit
2003, Bush's administration organization dedicated to pubbecame the first ever to fail the lie-private partnerships to pro- .
scorecard
tect land and water resources..
Turner said the league was
He also served for 19 years
not objective in their assess- in ·the Wyoming Legislature
ment. "There's a lot of legisla- and is.a past president of the
tors on the hill in Washington · state's Senate.
that use that report to get '
elected. I believe that report is
- STAFF WRITER CHRIS CORNELL
CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ARTICLE
very partisan," he adde9-.

, MIAMI- Senate candidates Betty Castor ~d Mel ,
Martinez enter the'ir final
debate searching to persuade
moderate and undecided voters, who may hold the key to
the seat of retiring Sen. Bob
Graham.
Castor and Martinez meet
today in their second and final
televised debate.
Recent polls have shown
Martinez, the Republican former Bush Cabinet member,
virtually tied with Castor, the
Democratic former state education commissioner. Monday's debate will be; held at
Florida International University at 7 p.m. The debate will '
be broadcast across the state
on CBS affiliates.

A Bush administration official visited UCF on Wednesday to bring to light what he
Several strong earthquakes hit
called "the most important
northwestern Japan, killing 13
umeported story of the United
OJIYA, Japan - A series of
States at the present time": the
powerful earthquakes and
United States' international
aftershocks rattled northern
efforts
and
partnerships
in
creJapan
on Saturday•. killing at
Know your rights
ating a sustainable world.
least 13 people and injuring
NORML will be hosting a
''What I'd like to talk about
more than 700. Buildings
screening of Busted: Citizen's
is
the
whole
issue
of
sustaincrumbled, a bullet train
Guide to Surviving Police
ability," .said John F. Turner,
derailed and roadways were
Encounters at 8 p.m. Wednesassistlilllt secretary of state for
torn apart.
day in Student Union Cape
the Bureau of Oceans and
At least 10 people were
Florida Ballroom 316AB.
International Environmental
missing Saturday night.
The group for marijuana
Throughout the region, elecand Scientific Affairs.
reform is also bringing its
"How
can
we
as
Americans,
tric,
gas and telephone serviclawyer, Roger Scott, to answer
as citi.Zens of the world, make
es were knocked qut and
audience questions.
water and sewage mains
For more info~fionj .go t , ,'the world more sustainable
environmentally,. socially, and
burst.
http://www.flexyourrights.org
The quakes '- the most
or
contact
·o oug
at · economically?': Turner asked.
Stating sad and alarming
powerful recorded (as magnidoug@normlucf.org or 407international statistics - 40
tude-6.8) - were spr~ad over
353-4439.
percent of the world's populaseveral hours and centered on
tion live on less than $2 a day,
Ojiya, about 160 miles northPresident's open forum
are
afflicted
west
of Tokyo.
42
million
people
President John Hitt will join
with HIV/AIDS, a child dies
Provost Terry Hickey and
every 15 seconds from a waterHillary Clinton challenges
UCF's vice presidents to
borne
disease
Turner
said
Bush to keep election fair
address students' concerns and
that President George W.
FORT LAUDERDM.E questions at an open forum on
Bush's administration has
U.S. Sen. Hillary ~linton
Nov.1.
taken action to "raise the lives
toured. through SoutH Florida
The event will be held from
of people. in the developing
Saturday, urging resiaents to
5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. in Student
world."
vote early for Democratic
Union Cape Florida Ballroom
"This administration has
presidential candidate John
3l6AB.
put more money and effort on
Kerry. She attended rallies for
those [international environtwo groups in which she and
Time for dass
mental] issues than any other
her husband, former· PresiSpring 2005 emollment
administration," he added.
dent' Clinton, enjoy iQnnen5e
appointments are available at
Despite concerning envipopularity - women and
http://my.ucf.edu today.
ronmental issues in the United
African Americans. i
Registration starts Nov. 1.
States, Turner said that interAt a Women's Eal,'ly Vote
national involvement of the
Unity Rally iµ .West Palm
United 'states is "a moral
Beach, she criticized efforts to
·responsibility fo our global
reject voter registration appli~
family," which is connected in
cations that had not been
-'•
many regards.sucfi as economfilled out in th~ir entirety in
The Future wants to· hear
ics and health.'
··
from you! If you ·have a .club,
"'Qut, ~he most. important
PLEASE SEE NATION ON A4
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
'
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·HIRING?

Take the sign out of the ~ndowl 1
And place an ad in the

(enttaf ·1foriba 1uture
Discounts for UCF Students!
Professional Eye Care· Contact Lens Exams
Bob Yip, O.D. and Associates, P.A.
'

Waterford lakes Town Center
325 N. Alafaya Trail
·

(407) 737-3580
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LEAGUE OF THE SOUTH
CENTRAL FLORIDA CHAPTER

407-399-1410

'

HTTP://CLIK.TO/CENTFLOS

•
COME JOIN US IN.
KEEPIN' _THE ~OUTH ALIVE
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NOW AVAllABlE FOR UP TO 66 MONTHS!
see ·sales perSon for details.

2004 NEW
BEETLE GL

'

2004 GOLF GL
P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise, Cass,
Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm
and Much More!
· \

BUY S239

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE
· 0% financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down.
See Salesperson for details.
.
. .
'

"

)

•.4 Yr/50,ooo·Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv •
• 5Yr/60,000 Mile Powenrain warrantv
2004

)

~ETTA

GL

BUY S2sa

0% financingfor 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down.
See Salesperson for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powenrain warrantv
2004 All New GTI

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
-Keyless Entry, 6 Airbags, CD Player
and Much More!
.

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tiit, Cruise,
Keyless Remote', Cassette and Much
More!

BUY S2sa

BUY S2aa

TURBO DIESELS
AVAILABLE
0%financing for 66 months. WA.C, tax, tag and fees down.
.
See Salesperson for details.
PER MONTH

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• .5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powenrain warranty

PER MONTH

·BIG SELECTIONI

*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

HUGE SELECTION OF 20TH ANNIVERSARY
MODELS AVAILABLE! HURRY WHILE THEY LAST!

1

2004 NEW BEETLE GLS
CONVERTIBLE

2004ALL NEW
PASSATGLS

Side Curtain Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote,
Alami PWr Pkg, Monsoon,. Sunroof, Alloys
and Much More!

LEASE FOR

ucNrrn~TrAx
$299 FOR
48 MONTHS

P/Windows, P/Locks, Tilt, Cruise,
Keyless Remote, Cassette and Much
More!

Pass•' waooNs

ARE NOW HEBEi
*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.

·• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warranty
• 5 Vr/60,000 Mile Powenrain warranty
I

}

.

Go Topless!
ao To Choose' from
*Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment,
0 sec deposit, tags, title and license. See Salespers~n for details.

• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper warrantv
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powenrain 1'1arrantv

*jleases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. Leasing W.A.C. thru VWC. Expires 10/31/04
)

CENTRAL FL's ONLY WOLFSBURG CREST CLUB MEMBER
~FIRST TIME
COLLEGE-GRAD
We Can Assist You With:
~CREDIT
BUYER

l

sfPROGRAM

PROBLEMS

VW CERTIFIED w/2YR, 24,000 MILE FACTORY WARRANTY, All LIKE NEW - Pre-Owned ALL WITH AFFORDABLE PAYMENTS (Purchase or Lease)

'V'I

II

I<*

·WA•

N

4175 $.Hwy 17-92.
M-F 9-9 SAT 9-8 SUN 11-6 • NEXT TO FLEA WORLD (SANFORD)

4 O'J-3 6 5-3 3 0 0
,)

_sE_Rv_1cE_DEPT_o_PE_Ns_ATU_Ro_Av_9 -_5_____.

I.___
·
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Higher Education

Nation &World

STUDENTS l FACULTY

What's in the news at
colleges around the cquntry

•NO MONEY DOWN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

Georgia College & State
University may change name
MILLEDGEVILLE, Ga.
- 'Not long ago Georgia
College added "& State
University" to its name.
Now the school is considering changing it back.
"GC&SU
President
Dorothy Leland said the
university may change its
name again because of confusion over the new name.
The state Board of Regents
recently removed a 1996
requirement that all Georgia state universities must
include the words "state
university" in their.names.
The Milledgeville university elongated its nanie
because of the rule in 1997.
It never caught on.
Clark said the university
. is now confused with Georgia State University in
Atlanta

Christian college group sues,
saying exclusion policies OK
SAN FRANCISCO - A
Christian group has sued
Hastings College of the Law
in federal court for not recognizing it as an official
campus organization.
The Christian Legal
Society says it should
receive campus funding
and other benefits, but
should not be forced to
allow gays, lesbians and
nonbelievers to become
members.
The 30-member Hastings group was tolq in October it was being denied
recognition, including university funding and benefits, because of its exclusion
policies.

Hacking at Nipissing University
exposes bank accounts
TORONTO - A northern Ontario university is
advising students and staff
to . check their credit
records for · unauthorized
loans, after discovering a
hacker has been keeping
tabs on the school's computerized administration
system.
Software that records
every keystroke was discovered on a central computer
server at Nipissing University, in North Bay, last week
- nearly seven months·
after it was installed.
The breached server
contained registration and ·
payroll information for the
entire school.
Green said . the hacker
could have accessed the
names, addresses and social
insurance. numbers for
approximately 7,000 university students, graduates and
staff. Bank account numbers for employees may
also have been exposed.

Rights group faults professor's
comments on Islamic religion
SAN DIEGO - A civil
liberties group criticized
Imperial Valley College on
Friday for declining to reprimand a professor who
suggested to his students
that Islamic terrorism colJ,ld
only be wiped out by eliminating the Islamic religion.
Jeff Beckley, an assistant
professor of business, was
.discussing the presidential
campaign with his students
on campus Oct. 7 when the
talk turned to terrorism.
One student, Prabhath
Shettigar, objected to Beckley's statements.

.

New Brunswick man gets 17
years for attacking students
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J.
- A man who authorities
say was part a group that
terrorized three Rutgers
University students in their
apartment has been sentenced to 17 to 20 years in
prison.
Jalonn Lassiter, 24, of
. N ew Brunswick, was the
second defendant to be sentenced on charges stemming from the robbery and
sexual assault.
In July, Lassiter, who also
faced
sexual
assault
charges, pleaded guilty to
robbe ry, kidnapping, burglary and theft. He maintained he only guarded the
door while his co-defendants sexually assaulted the
women.
Lassiter appealed for a
psychiatric examination but
his request was rejected. ·
'";
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+ NO J OB VERIFICATION PROGRAMS
+STATED INCOME PROGRAMS
+·PRIMARY RESIDENCE
+RENTAL/INVESTMENT PROPERTIES

•
Chad Blackwell

•

Lie. Mortgage Broker

Toll Free: 1-877-237-5948
Cell: (407) 448-2912 Fax: (352) 237-7091
+TOWNHOUSES
506 Highland Ave, Orlando, F~ 32801
Visit ourwro site ard ~ ooline........
. www.orlandoloans.biz

•
scon MARTIN I ASSOCIATED PRESS
Maureen Glover yells at Republican supporters as they leave a rally attended by President
George W. Bush Saturday in Fort Myers. Glover is holdling photos of U.S. soldiers killed in Iraq.
FROM

A2

Florida and other places.
She challenged President
Bush and Gov. Jeb Bush to make
sure the Nov. 2 election is fair
by ensuring that every vote is
counted in Florida

Suicide bomber leaves 22
Iraqis dead and 40 wounded

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Suicide
bombers struck Iraqi security
targets Satu,rday near Baghdad,
killing 22 Iraqis, officials said
Six U.S. soldiers were wounded
in an ambush on the road to
Graffiti causes high school
Baghdad airport - one of the
students to stay flome
country's most dangerous
WAILUKU, Hawaii - Graf- routes.
fiti found at Lahainaluna High,
At least 16 Iraqi policemen
considered a misdemeanor were killed and 40 others were
criminal property damage, was . wounded when a suicide driver
classified as terroristic and detonated his car at a police stathreatening.
tion near a U.S. Marine base in
The graffiti led about 700 of Khan al-Baghdadi, 140 miles ·
the school's 1,050 students to west of the capital, according to
miss classes on Wednesday.
police. No Americans were
• The graffiti found in three hurt in the 7 am. attack, the U.S.
boys' restrooms on Oct. 8 and military said.
Oct. 15 threatened an incident
Insurgent attacks have
to take place Wednesday.
increased by 25 percent across
There was no incident at the· the country since the Islamic
~chool Wednesday, and most holy month of Ramadan began
students attended classes last weekend. Most of the
Thursday.
recent attacks have been by car
Sgt. Hervina Santos declined and roadside bombs.
to reveal what the graffiti said,
but called it "offensive in Desperate patients seek organ
nature."
donations from strangers
WASHINGTON - Log
Soyuz capsule carrying U5.onto an organ donor Weq site
Russian crew lands in Kazakhstan and you will find desperate
ARKALYK, Kazakhstan -A people looking for strangers
Soyuz capsule, carrying a US.- who might give a kidney or
Russian crew back to Earth fol- piece of liver.
lowing six months at the interThe national transplant
national space station, hurtled waiting list has grown to more
through the Earth's atmosphere than 87,000 because organ
and landed safely and on target donations from the dead have
in Kazakhstan early Sunday.
not kept up with demand. For
The bell-shaped Soyuz help,
frustrated
patients
TMA-4, carrying Russian cos- increasingly are turning to the ·
monaut Gennady Padalka and living, even to strangers.
American partner Mike Fincke,
Most troubling is the possitouched down beneath a para- bility that people will buy and
chute on. target at the Russian sell organs, an ill~gal practice
Soyuz.
_
that is difficult to uncover if
At Mission· Control outside participants are willing to lie
Moscow, where Russian and about it.
Last year, 86 people donated
American space officials including NASA Administrator to people they did not know; in
Sean O'Keefe gathered, 1997, there were none.
applause broke out upon news
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
of the landing.

Week in Health
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior Staff Writer

Makers of Flu Mist make additional 1 million doses available
Medimmune will produce
an additional 1 million doses of
its FluMist nasal-spray vaccine
this year to help combat the flu
shot shortage. This increases
the number of FluMist distributed in the nation to 3 million
doses.
The additional doses of FluMist will help the country
cope with the shortage of
injectable vaccine, according
to health officials. FluMist,
however, is only for healthy
people between ages 5 and 49.
UCF will receive 70 doses
of FluMist this year that will be
available to students, faculty
and staff who wish to ward off
runny noses and sore throats.

Scientists find Earth is dragging
space al'.ld time as it rotates
An international t eam of
NASA
and
university
researchers has found direct
evidence confirming .earlier
fmdings that the Earth is dragging space and time around
itself as it rotates.
First predicted in 1918 by
using Einstein's theory of general relativity, the effect was
measured by precisely observing shifts in the orbits of two
Earth-orbiting· laser-ranging
satellites.
· General relativity predicts
massive rotating objects
should
drag
space-time
around themselves as they
rotate. The same effect happens ifa bowling ball spins in a
thick fluid such as molasses.
These effects, though small
for Earth, have great implicatio1',for the nature of matter
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and the structure of universe.

Researchers discover gene
mutations for Parkinson's disease
An international team of
researchers led by scientists at
the National Institute on Aging
has discovered that mutation
in a gene causes Parkinson's
disease in some families.
The gene, PARKS, was isolated on chromosome 12 of five
families with a history of
Parkinson's disease who lived
in the Basque region of Spain
and in England.
.
Although Parkinson's disease is usually not inherited,
the discovery will further
studies of how it works and
could open new avenues of
research for preventing or
delaying the onset of the disease.
.
About 50,000 Americans
are diagnosed with Parkinson's disease each year.

Scientists take step to advance
quantum communication
A team of physicists at the
Georgia Institute of Technology has successfully transferred
quantum information from
two different groups of atoms
onto a single proton, a significant step toward the development of quantum communications system. The work is
believed to be the first to
demonstrate transfer of quantum information from matter
to light.
rtie research represents a
building block, or quibit, that
could lead to development of
large-scale quantum networks.
Unlike the conventional
bits, qubits, short for quantum
bits, exist in both 0 and 1 state
simultaneously. This means
that quantum computers can
b e used in certain types of
computat~ons that a!'~ rHfficult
for convettional computers.
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State 'plans to charge a flat rate per semester
FROM Al

plan is part of Gov. Jeb Bush's
strategy to control higher education costs by pushing students through state universities in four years.
Last month, the UCF Board
> of Trustees submitted its proposal to the board of governors. UCF's plan asks for all
full-time undergraduates to
•J
pay for 30 credit hours
between fall and spring, giving
students the opportunity to
-, take six of the 30 credits hours
during the summer.
"[UCF's plan] made a lot
more sense," said SGA Vice
> President Willie Bentley Jr. "It
was more favorable to the students than a lot of the other
[universities'] plans because it
> does provide for the credits
over the summer."
Discussing the issue over
the summer, trustees said that
')
forcing students to pay for 15
credit hours a semester would
encouragestudentstotakethat
l
many hours, but that some
couldn't handle the load. The
board considered having different block tuitions for differ} ent disciplines, but concluded
the proposal would be too
complicated.
,
"I've been hearing mixed
reviews [from student's],"
Bentley said. "For those taking
a full load, it benefits
them...but you don't have all

traditional students. Some students work."
Board of Governors Chairwoman Carolyn Roberts told
the Associated Press last week
that the new policies would
make it financially attractive
for students to quickly complete their course work rather
than lingering on campus by
constantly switching majors or
taking just a few classes at a
time.
The board was told any proposed changes would not
affect what students in the prepaid tuition program will pay,
since those tuition costs have
been locked-in through contracts with the state.
The board is also considering a surcharge of up to 25 percent of tuition and fees for students who take classes beyond
the number needed for a
degree. That policy would primarily affect students who
have double majors, those who
switch majors late in their college career or those taking
undergraduate courses toward
a post-secondary degree.
Universities would still
have complete discretion in
deciding how much to charge
out-of-state students, international students, graduate students and those who take college courses but aren't seeking
a degree.
The only vote on the governor's board against the pro-

Let your opinion
be heard
Students opposed to the Board of
Governors' block tuition plan should write
to Commissioner John Winn of the Florida
Department of Education at commissioner@fldoe.org or call BS0-245-0SOS.
Concerned students can also contact
the Florida Student Association at 850, 877-7SOO.
FSA is astatewide college student lobbying group composed of student body
presidents from each state university and
their respective staffs.It is partly funded by
the UCF Student Government Association.

posed policies came from student representative Jarrett
Eady, a Florida State University
graduate student, who said he
feared the new policies would
make it tougher on students
struggling to stay in school.
Eady was critical of charging full-time students a flat rate
for their tuition, rather than
charging per credit hour.
Junior . Crystal Espinosa
agrees. "Having to pay for a
class you're not taking, it's
ridt"culous," the journalism
ma or said. "Some students are
working their way through
school, some are just really
active on campus. If they want
to focus on their studies, [taking 15 credits] will put a lot of
pressure on them."
President John Hitt was

Birders
Can Control
the Outcome
of the
2004
Presidential
Election

vocal in his opposition to the
block-tuition plan when the
trustees met July 29. He said
that Mississippi has a blocktuition plan and is now trying
to drop it. "There seems to be a
10- or 15-year cycle of this
· {idea], an9. the arguments for it
are pretty much the same as
the ones against it," Hitt said. .
Hitt also said in July that the
block-tuition plan won't save
the state any money as the
Board of Governors may think.
"[The state] pays by the hour,
not by the head. So they pay
the same whether [a degree is
earned] over the course of four
years or five years," he said.
To combat overcrowding,
UCF has already implemented
its own program. Grad OnTrack, which is in its inaugural
semester with 60 students this '
fall, allows incoming freshmen
to sign a contract with the university that gives them access
to all of the courses they must
have to graduate in four years.
While the fight to eliminate
crowded colleges is needed,
says junior civil engineering
major 'Anthony Espaillat, the
board of governor's proposals
are unfair.
· He said, "The reasoning
behind them doesn't have bad
. intentions, but a lot of bad can
come of it."

Log on to:
Birders2004.com

\V\'\1 \'V .

Florida Voters: Remember that
October 4 is the last date to register
for the presidential election
Paid for by Theodore Cross, treasurer, d/b/a Birders United and
not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committ~e.
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, Senate speaker election may be invalid
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1
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senator~] outside the room.
Perez was pressured to
change his vote," he said.
"The new senators had no
idea what was going on,''
Edwards contfaued. But the
r~sult was a swift re-vote.
Rosenberg had accepted a
nomination for president pro
tempore - essentially the
Senate's second-in-command
but then withdrew his
name. After a planned recess,
Perez asked to reconsider his
vote for Lavin.
''We came back and it was
like a tornado," newly elected
Sen. Matt De Vlieger said.
"Everything just happened so
fast."
De Vlieger said that when
Perez asked to reconsider his
vote, De Vlieger asked why.
·~ I got was, 'I don't have to
tell you,'" De Vlieger said.
"When they do something
like that, it obscures their purpose."
The second vote was 25-20
in favor of Rosenberg.
Edwards said the voting
occurred so quickly "that if
you don't know the rules, like
most of these new senators,
then you can't do anything
about it."
Though the legality of the
second vote wasn't questioned until after the meeting,

Edwards said the whole matter seemed wrong. But not
being a senator, "I couldn't say
anything," he said.
Indeed, the vote may not
have been legal, according to
Robert's Rules of Order. The
relevant passage reads, ·~ffir
mative votes on the following
cannot be considered: ... Elect
to membership or office if the
member or officer is present
and does not decline, or if
absent and has learned of his
election in the usual way and
has not declined."
Lavin said the rule means
his election was valid and
binding. Before it could
replace a speaker, the senate
would have had to undertake
a vote of no confidence in the
existing one, he said.
"When it ,comes to thes·e
illegal motions,'' Lavin said,
"the new senators are at a disadvantage because they don't
know how to object to it."
De Vlieger agreed. ·~ lot of
us have not been trained in
the procedures, and we were
just shocked at what occurred
at that meeting ... a lot of people went home with a sick
feeling."
Merolle objects to the idea
that the second election was
illegal in any way. ·~ybody
saying that is just trying to
spin the rules for their own
political reasons," he said.

Merolle was accused of
pressuring senators to change
their votes. Newly elected
Sen. Jason Yoepp, filed a formal, oral complaint with SGA
Vice President Willie Bentley
Jr. "I saw one of the cabinet
threaten a senator," Yoepp
said, mentioning Merolle by
name in the complaint.
Merolle said he didn't
"voice any [formal] concerns
at the meeting,'' but that, "I
did talk to senators - not as
my position of comptroller,
but as a concerned student."
"Without a doubt, I
thought Rosenberg was the
better of the two candidates
and would better serve ·the
students," he said.
De Vlieger also voiced his
displeasure with.the coercing
he saw during the meeting. "I
want these senators who do
sneaky things to be held
accountable," he said. ·~nd
they can't be held accountable
if no one's there to see them."
De Vlieger said that
because of the postponed
Senate retreat that normally
introduces new members to
their peers and the rules in the
Senate, "It's going to be another three weeks before the new
senators know enough to be
able to say anything."
_
The retreat is two days of
bonding and education that
starts each new legislative

Newly elected and sworn-in m~m~rs of the SGA Senate

•
•

Arts and Sciences
Seat1
Shaun Lara
Seat2
Emily Ruff
Seat3
Josh Edmunson
Seat4
John Zimmerman
Seats
Stefanie Matthews
·seat6
Justin Porter
Seat?
Kelly Travis
Seat8
Michael Newman
Seat9 ·
Jared Stout
Seat10
David Rea
Seat11
Darrah Winkler
Sarah Lindinsky
Seat 12
Matt De Vlieger
Seat 13
Aida Latorre
Seat 14
Maria Noel Blanchet
Seat 15
Kyle Trager
Business Administration
Seat 1
JasonYoepp
Seat2
Randy Clark
Seat3
Sarah Wilson

Seat4
Sean Lavin
Seats
Brooks Brickell
Seat6
AlexSigal
Seat?
·Jonathan Edwards
Seat8
Ryan Marlar
Seat9
Matthew Oberlender
Seat10
Ian Perez

Education
Seat1
Matthew Kahn
Seat2
Christine Anastario
Seat3
Anthony Furbush
Seat4
TykeShia Williams
Seats
Latricia Smith
Seat6
Logan Berkowitz
College of Engineering
Seat1
Keith Rea
Seat2
Mark White
Seat3
Eric Schwartz
Seat4
Jean-Philippe Perrault
Seats
Sameer Deshpande

Seat6
RaviTodi

Rosen School of
Hospitality
Management
Seat 1
JodiRuberg
College of Health
and Public Affairs
Seat1
Evan Rosenberg
Seat2
Michelle Kozak
Seat3
Brian Peterson
Seat4
Kari Floyd
Seats
Sarah Grace Botelho
Seat6
Brett Childress
Seat?
Brandon Wilson
Seat8
Victor Perez
College of Optks
Seat1
Matthew Rsher

Undeclared majors
Seat1
Matthew Newness
Seat2
Christopher Shon
Seat3
EllaBallum

session of the Senate. This
year's retreat was supposed to
take place next weekend, but
was postponed for three
weeks because of schedule
conflicts.
Edwards said he is worried
about the future of this year's
Senate. "If this is the way that
things are going to be, we're
not going to get anything
done," he said. "This week will
be frustrating, but I think that
after the retreat, things may go
a little more smoothly."
Lavin explained that during
the retreat, senators typically
put aside political differences
because they get to know each
other as people, not just as
names on a ticket.
He said that this is a very
divided Senate, though, and
those di(ferences may not be
settled by a weekend together.
"I'm. really worried because
it's so close ... if someone's sick
on one side or doesn't make it,
legislation is going to be
pushed through - on both
sides."
Merolle said that, as a Senate watcher, it "is not at all
divided ... as far as what I
observed, this year may go
really smoothly. Everyone
there was a leader and there's
no reason to be divided."
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Florida Democratic Party Chairmen argued in
federal court that their Party decides if Black
Democrats can freely vote in Florida (Thomas
J. Kelly v. Katherine Harris, 331 F.3d 817).
Civil rights sell-outs who concur:
Betty Castor (born 1941, White),
Robert Wexler (born 1961, white),
Corrine Brown (born 1946, black),
Bill Nelson (born 1942, white),
Gary Siplin (born 1954, black),

Bruce Antone (born 1960, black),
Peter Deutsch (born 1957, white),
Bob Graham (born 1936, white),
Alcee Hastings (born 1936, black),
Kendrick Meek (born 1966, black).

Democrats, Why work hard for little money
and see your children deteriorate in school
and on the streets while your leaders sell you
· and the legacy of Thurgood Marshall out.

WHY ARE YOU A o·EMOCRAT?
Join the British Reformed Sectarian Party (BRS).
For more info visit us at www.b~sparty.com.

ASK QUESTIONS OR JUMP JIM CROW!
Political Advertisement Paid For And Approved By
The British Reformed Sectarian Party (BRS)
3108 Moss Drive, Cocoa, FL 32922
(321) 638-8960
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$2 000 ·CASH PRIZE
{o the best Costume in the '

'F-eatures Costume Contest
presented by Bacardi Ra;z

MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bumper stickers supporting Democratic candidate Sen.John Kerry and liberal Web site Moveon.org have been ripped off several cars parked
at UCF and replaced with stickers supporting President George W. Bush's re-election campaign. Cars advertising Bush have been keyed.

•

Political passions running high,
election tension leads to animosity
FROM

Al

ening political tensions on
campus, students have developed their ·own ideas about
why this election has been so
intense. Many are pointing
fingers at the nature of the
campaign the candidates have
decided to run.
The 2004 presideptial
campaign has degraded the
artful political practice of

..dalism on campus.
James Stovall, also a UCF
student, had a Bush/Cheney
sticker placed over his own
sticker
· supporting
Moveon.Org.
Republican students have
not had an easy election year
either.
Sophomore
and
Bush/Cheney campaign volunteer, Mike Broom, witnessed one of the most
intense political disagreements the Orlando area has
seen this election. On Oct. 5, a
bus· load of Johh Kerry supporters
rushed
the
Bush/Cheney
campaign
headquarters.
The anti-Bush· group members of the AFL-CIO entered the office by force
and began to deface signs
supporting Bush and throw
petitions about the office.
According to Broom, more
than 10 police officers were
necessary to restore the
- RENEE FOLEY
EDUCATION MAJOR
peace, and at least one protester is being charged with
battery after Ryan Metzler,
Bush/Cheney Central Florida mudslinging to a new low.
Field Director $prained his The Republicans, along with
wrist.
pro-Bush organizations such
In response to claims by as the Swift Boat Veterans,
the AFL-CIO that it was noth- have made a priority out of
ing more than a peaceful questioning the service of
demonstration, Broom said: Kerry.
"Someone sprained their
Kerry and running mate
wrist and charges have been John Edwards have done ~heir
filed. How can that be peace- part by frequently mentioning
ful?"
the sexual orientation of Vice
Sixty similar protests were President Dick Cheney's
hefd around the couritry that ' daughter, at times when some
afternoon, including another in the Bush administration
in Miami.
felt it was inappropriate.
With such events height- ·
Last week, Kerry's wife,

"Although I
support ...
Kerry, I was
offended when
his wife
belittled my
planned
profession."

Teresa Heinz Kerry, furthered
the controversy by stating in
regards to first lady Laura
Bush, "I don't know that she
has ever had a real job."
· Although Teresa later
apologized for her comment,
millions, who hold Laura
Bush's service as a public
school librarian in high
regard, are still outraged.
Freshman education major
Renee Foley said, '~though I
support and am voting for
John Kerry, I was offended
when his wife belittled my
planned profession."
Another reason suspected
to be fueling the tense atmosphere of this year's election is
the narrow margin of victory
of 537 votes, which decided
the 2000 election. With polls
showing Bush and Kerry neck
and neck, many are concerned that the 2004 election ·
will share a similar fate.
Stovall says this explains
how "polarized" the candidates have made their campaigns. The liberal-leaning
Tucker simply feels that
because of the scandal of the
2000 election, "people are
more aware of the need to be
involved and ready to see
change."
• ·
With the candidates and
their close advisers expanding the boundaries of political
etiquette so blatantly, and the
2000 election disaster still
fresh on voters' minds, students· say there's no surprise
that people everywhere are ·
following the presidential
candidates' examples and
lashing out against their political opposition.
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Complaints oveiwhelm help desk and flood voicemail
another downtime once registration begins, thousands of students could be stranded withusing PeopleSoft since May out classes for spring.
2003. That's when the universi- '
Student Government Superty changed the entire employee visor of Elections Brent Fieser
application program to People- also complained about the
Soft. Even to this day, employ- downtime MyUCF has experiees still have trouble with the enced. According to Fieser, the
system.
portal was down for several
Susan Mroz, an accountant hours each day during the
in the Accounts Payable depart- recent SGA Senate elections.
ment, said PeopleSoft has been This prevented students internothing but ,a ·headache since ested in participating in the
the update occurred. "There are election to actually cast a vote.
constant changes happening all.
Students who need reassurthe time . whlph\ we are not ance and explanations have
informed of:" sbe said.
been bombarding the computer
For the past two weeks, help desk with phone calls
employees of UCF who use since the Oct. 7 change. HelpPeopleSoft have dealt with desk employees have been
• numerous hours of downtime. working overtime to try to trou• On Oct. 14, employees experi- bleshoot all the problems.
enced more than two hours in
Ruben Lopez, a senior comwhich the MyUCF login Web puter support specialist in the
• site was not functioning. With- computer services department,
• out being . able to log into saj,o the help desk is getting 25
MyUCF, eJiiployees were to 30 calls an hour from stu, unable to accomplish any work. dents. Many callers are left
Because all employees, fac- without answers. If calling after
• ulty and studer;its now have to hours or during period of highlog in tq MyUCF to use People- v:ol,ume calls, students are
. Soft, this could create more qirected to the voicemail sys~ pi:oble~s. il;), th(:! future. I.f the tem: Currently, the voicemail
MyUCF s1te'wer~ to experience gystem is giving an automated
FROM

•

Al

"Half of the links don't even he said. "We will also continue
message saying the message
work," she complained. "I final- to offer our registration session
box is full.
Asked if there was a date in ly figured out which p,nk is used to all incoming students at oriwhich PeopleSoft would be to browse classes, and then I entation."
Erin Lemmer, a junior, does
fully operational, Lopez said, don't know what to put in for
"Right now, we just don't know. the term. I just assumed I would not think this is sufficient. "Let
I would like to be able to assure put in Spring 2005, but that me get this straight,'',she said.
·
"They will offer training to
students that it will be up and doesn't work."
ready for Nov. 1, but we can't
For those looking up Spring freshman who are taking classpromise that."
2005, the code needed is 1230, es like Composition I and ColLopez mentioned that stu- and each subsequent semester lege Success Skills, but for students in the Burnett Honors would go up by 10 (meaning dents like me who need to take
College, who are eligible for Summer 2005 is 1240, etc.). Stu- ' Quantitative Business Tools II
early registration, couldn't reg- . dents can find this information to graduate, they offer nothing?
ister for some classes because by clicking on the magnifying Th~t's typical UCF."
glass next to the empty box.
of the system flaws.
According to the Admissions
Mroz, the accountant, said This format is similar to the Office, students will soon be
she doesn't even bother calling WebCT discussion board func- able to register at the same time
the help desk anymore. "I used tions.
for summer, fall, and spring
to call them for help all the
Faculty members might find semesters. While the administime," she said. "But then you it encouraging to know they tration believes that students
would always get conflicting will be able to attend seminars will benefit from this, some stuinformation. When our link and take classes online that dents feel it's more of a hinthrough MyUCF went down, teach navigation of the new sys- drance.
they gave us a new URL to use. tem. Students, unfortunately,
If a student was to fail or
But then, the head of our will not be able to attend these drop a' pr~requisite class in the
department told us not to use seminars.
fall semester, classes in the
it."
Dennis Dulniak, the univer- spring semester also would
Diana Kolman, a sophomore sity registrar, said his depart- have to be dropped. Because all
psychology major, successfully ment will offer some assistance registration is done two or three
logged into PeopleSoft during to students. 'We will be provid- semesters in advance, the
the first week after the update. ing laptops all over the main rescheduled class already may
When she got to the site, how- and regional campuses to be filled.
ever, she found herself con- answer direct questions stu"Right before every semesfused and lost.
dents ~ave about registration," ter, I end up being glued to my

-' a
computer screen waiting for
class I want to take to have an
open seat," said junior marketing major Mike Furman. "I feel
sorry for students who change
majors and need to register for
a whole new set of classes. If
they actually go ahead with this
plan, there will be a lot of angry
people."
, ,,
Duliak hopes that an instruction guide for use of the
MyUCF portal, distributed by
the university in today's editions of the Future, will answer
questions many students hav;e,
and help give the student workers at the help desk some reli~f.
Students who still have questions can call the registration
help line at 407-823-3533. For
additional technical serviG:e
with PeopleSoft or MyUCF, the
help desk number is 407-82~
'5ll7.
Relief, -however, could .be
only temporary. According l o
Human Resources, PeopleSoft
will undergo another update in
the Spring 2005 semester.
. "Seriously," senior Alex
Richwagen said, "sometimes I
think that UCF is actually trying
to make it harder for us to graduate."
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Block tuition a
blockhead idea
S

tudents are in for a rude surprise once the Florida Legislature approve specific numbers for a block tuition proposal
that was approved on Thursday.
Suddenly, all full-time students will be paying for a certain
number of credit hours regardless of how many classes they are
actually taking. Titls initiative is
part of GOv. Jeb Bush's plan to cut
higher education costs by
encouraging students to graduate
in four years - or less.
The Florida Board of Governors asked all public Florida universities to come up with a plan
that would encourage movement
in the system - one that would
specifically make all full-time students to pay for 15 credit hours a
semester despite the number of
classes. They could take more
hours or less hours than the paidfor 15, but the 15 credit-hour rate
would be a required flat fee.
The plan approved by the
UCF Board ofTr1l:5tees was, by
fa~ the best plan presented but
one that will unlikely be adopted
unless concerned parties rally
together.
The UCF Board of 'Ihtstees,
while recognizing that the whole
plan was a bad idea and would
take advantage of those students
who have to work, as well as
attend school, approved a proposal that would allow students
to pay for 15 credit hours a

semester but "bank'' three hours
a semester to use in summer. Students would then pay for 15 credits in fall and 15 credits in spring,
but then take 12 credits each of
those semesters, and 6 hours in.
the summer semesters without
paying any additional tuition
costs.
Though this plan seems like
the most logical, it would make
the most work for the Legislature. Students who were on
scholarship, particularly the
Bright Futures scholarship,
would suffer.
The Bright Futures scholarship does not pay for summer
tuition. If students were paying
the required block of15 credit
hours worth of tuition, but
choosing to take three of those
credit hours in the summer,
Bright Futures would effectively
be paying for summer classes.
The fact that Bright Futures
doesn't pay for summer classes is
a problem unto itself - especially considering the summer residency requirement for all Florida
universities. However, the Legislator would be hard-pressed to
change the rules since it would
allow less money to be "saved"
and require more students to pay
for classes they're not taking.
The block tuition plan is
inherently flawed and ultimately
useless. The' idea favors those
who don't have to work to pay

'

'

tuition, but contradicts itself by
not allowing the major source of
scholarship income to pay for the
most logical proposal of the initiative.
Students need to get together
and combat this initi:itive. The
only way to alert the governor
and the other powers-that-be
about the gross oversights of the·
block tuition plan is to write letters and lobby.
Several states have installed
block tuition plans only to work
of getting rid of them years later.
Block tuition plans are known to
encourage students to take less
classes - not more, The brightest students with the toughest
curriculum will be more likely to
move to other states for their
higher education, and the
mediocre students will be convinced that staying under the
radar - being less than a fulltime student - is more costeffective.
The UCF Board of Trustees is
on the students' sides on this
idea. The Student Government
Association hires a lobbyist to
make sure UCF's needs and
desires are presented loud and
clear to the state Legislative. Both
SGA and the regular student
body needs to make sure that this
matter is placed within that lobbyist's highest priorities if they
care about graduating on time
and without a load of debt

OUR STANCE

•

•
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Pump uo the volume
I would'l.ike to first state that UCF does
have many sports teams that are actually
good, but to be forthright, the football team
is struggling ... for lack of better words.
So, at the last home game against Akron, I
stared into space wondering how the football team could be an embarrassing 0-6, and
then it hit me ... they have nothing to pump
them up. Now I'm sure anyon~ would agree
with me that the constant sound of the UCF
fight song loses its pep after about the 50th
time being played.
Unlike any other colleges, the UCF
marching band decides that it needs to play
no other song than our school song. Would a
little bit of "We Will Rock You," "Louis,
Louis," or even the hardcore sounds of Black
Sabbath's "Ironman" do the trick?
Hopefully I'm not alone on this suggestion of new music at the games. Play something different than "Go Knights," and I
think we'll be seeing our 0-7 go to 3-7 quickly.
- DAVIN HOMAN

Iraq not close to
'accomplished'
I

'

have infiltrated the secret servn May 2003 President Bush
ices of the interim government.
landed on an U.S. aircraft
If the government the U.S.
carrier, in a flight suit, to
installed can't be trusted, then
make a statement to the media
and the world. He stood tall and who can?
proud with two symbols placed
How should American forces
strategically behind him for the
respond to such a massacre? By
most patriotic shot possible.
using our technology and supe- .
One of course being the Ameririor weapons to drive the insurcan flag, the other was a banner
gent forces out.
proclaiming "Mission AccomThe American military likes
to ·call them "precision strikes",
plished". Bush then proudly
announced that major combat
when they send their planes to
operations were over in Iraq.
bomb what they believe to be
rebel strongholds.
To those who remain conOn Sunday, U.S. planes
vinced that we are winning the
war in Iraq then this past weekpounded targets in Fallujah,
killing five people, according to
end must have been really
tough. Police officers discovreports. Hospital officials said
ered, Sunday morning, the bodthe five people were civilians
ies of about 44 Iraqi soldiers
with no insurgent ties.
who were killed in an ambush
Each day American forces
by insurgents the previous night kill more innocent Iraqi people,
in a remote part of eastern Iraq, . trying to weed out the rebels. In
Iraqi officials said.
reality they are fueling the fire
and giving the insurgents someThe bodies were found near
the Iranian border, about 30
thing to fight about.
miles east of the restive city of
Something huge is going on
Baquba, which has been
in Iraq and this administration
wracked by guerrilla warfare
does not want to address it at
since the American invasion.
this point. Insurgents are regainThe soldiers were going home
ing control in many areas of
on leave. Rebel leader Musab al- Iraq, and Bush does not want to
Zarqawi has claimed responsirisk losing more soldiers' lives
so close to the election.
bility for the act.
It still remains unseen how
Therefore, these "precision
such a brazen and deadly
strikes" are the best method of
showing the American public
ambush could have been
mounted by guerrillas on Amer- that the military is "successfully'' attacking the enei:ny with the
ican-trained Iraqis.
least amount of American
The murderers knew where
the troops were, what they were deaths possible.
carrying and where they were
Training Iraqi forces to
· defend themselves is also a preheaded. The incident reasserts
the assumption that insurgents
ferred method of the U.S. mill-

Skewed figures

tary. By training others, U.S.
troops can stay out of harms
way while others try to protect
the civilians. Yet the 44 highly
trained new Iraqi troops were
still completely massacred without any resistance.
What will happen once the
election is over? Some believe if
Kerry wins the Iraq problems· ·
will escalate, and others believe
if Bush wins a draft will be institiited followed by years of war.
Either way you think of it, the
problems in Iraq are going to
get worse before they get better.
A mistake has been made by
this administration and they
don't know how to fix it. It is
time someone else got the
chance to try and salvage what
is left of Iraq.
Don't change horses midstream Republicans say. But you
have to change them, especially
when the one you are on is
drowning.
There is only one good solid
argument for the reinstatement
of George W. Bush. If ydu make
a mess clean it up. Such a simple saying, one that most eightyear- olds understand, is something that has evaded the
mindset of this administration.
When asked if he had any
regrets about the stunt on the
U.S. aircraft carrier in May of
2003, Bush said, ''You bet I'd do
it again."
Not very comforting words
when you take into account all
that has happened and all that
have died since "Mission
Accomplished.''

(entral 'loriba 1uture

There were two major errors in the facts
printed about Amendment 3 ["More on
Florida's ballot ~ just Kerry v. Bush," Oct.
21]. First, the article stated that this measure
failed in the legislature. According to the
Florida Constitution, attorney's fees cannot
be limited by the legislature; the only way to
accomplish this measure is by an amendment.
Second, the article stated that it costs
"between $50,000 and $100,000 to take most
of these cases to trial.''
It went on to say that limiting the fees an
attorney can collect would make it "econom:ically unfeasible to take the case" in light of
these costs. Amendment 3 does not dispute
the fact that there are costs involved in
preparing a case for trial. The amendment
does state that the limits are only on lawyers
collecting money "exclusive of reasonable

.

'

and customary costs.''
This means attorneys can collect their
costs of going to trial first, anq then collect
money based on percentages listed in the
amendment. In a lawsuit awarded $1 million, an attorney would traditionally collect
$400,000, leaving the patient with a smaller
amount. This amendment would allow the
attorney to collect that $100,000 in costs plus ·
$150,000. The other $75,000 goes to·the
patient, the actual victim of malpractice.
The article also states that patient s will
be hard pressed to find a lawyer to accept .
their malpractice case.
Is it not appalling that a lawyer wouldn't
take on a deserving case because he or she
could only get ~250,000? Either this is a ploy
to dupe Florida's voters or it is a d isturbing ·
admission of greed and self-interest. ·
Amendment 3 benefits the patient - you.
Vote yes on 31

•

..
•

•

- STEPHANIE GRENITZ

Editor's note: The estimates on costs and
economic feasibility of taking on legal cases
were opinions attributed in the article to attorney Robert N. Hemphill

•

Democrat defense
I was taken back when I read Tiffany
Metzig's "What Really Matters" letter [Read~r Views, Oct. 21]. First,-I was saddened to·
see yet more fear mongering. The Republicans, over and over again, use scare-tactics
11
to try coercing people to vote for Bush
because of some overriding fear of terror.
Don't let them play on your emotions to lead •
you into a premature decision.
·
Secondly, I was surprised by what Metzig •
considers "research." Watching TV ads and ~
visiting obscure Web sites does not qualify
as research.
She implied that Kerry is weak on
defense because he did not vote for certain
defense and intelligence bills. I would recPLEASE SEE READ~RVIEWS ON

'
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The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to theeditor should not exceed 300 wordsand must include
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar,styleand libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com,
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or faxthem to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-823-6397 {UCF-NEWS).
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'What do you think about
the UCF shuttle service?'
•
I>

•>
KEVIN MENENDEZ

PATRICE SILAS

RICH O'TOOLE

Finance

Psychology

Music

"It's nice that I don't have to find
parking but it sucks having to wait
when the shuttle is busy."

"The shuttle is a good thing. Idon't
have to stress to find a parking space"

.,

"Ican't afford a car, Iwish the shuttle
drove me everywhere."
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KAT~VIA LYNN
Finance

"It drops me right ~S my class whi.ch is
good because I'm rajy."

"The shuttle depends on the driver. It is
a new differe~ adventure everyday."~

"It's unrel[able as hell on busy days so
sometimes IIve to drive."
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READER VIEWS
Amendment 7 helps lawyers

•
FROM

•
•

•

9

•'

AB

ommend Metzig check out a non-partisan Web
site like http://www.factcheck.org. There, she
would discover Kerry voted for 16 of19 Pentagon authorization bills.
Then she tried to put Kerry in the same
.boat as the Viet Cong. That is just disgusting,
and even below most political-hatchet men. I
don't know where that accusation stems from
... perhaps the deceitful, ultra-right-wing
"Newsmax."
I hope that voters will base their decision
on more than just TV ads and will consult
unbiased sources such as factcheck.org and
spinsanity.com when the political spin
becomes too much.
- DANIEL HOLBERT

• Misrepresented facts
•
•

•

•
•

,.

•.
•

.,

.

A
·

As a UCF alum, and current grad student, I
wanted to address Amendment 7. I currently
work in a local hospital and want to explain the
consequences of passing this legislation .
Currently, if any medical error occurs, regardless of the impact on a patient, we have a system
of self reporting in place.
For instance, if the incorrect drug or dosage is
delivered to a department by the pharmacy, and
a nurse notices prior to giving it to a patient, a
report is written. People within the hospital
examine the report and make policy changes to
assure the mistake does not happen again. This
allows the employees safe ways to fix problems
before anything happens.
The system also currently allows doctors to
review each others practices and recommend
improvements. If Amendment 7 passes, this,
currently confidential, Check-and -balance situation will dissolve.
The reason: confidential information is no
longer confidential. Lawyers will be granted
access to the only way people on a clinical level
can inform the administration of a problem. The
only time an administration will make a change
is following a lawsuit.
This will decrease patient safety, and increase
lawsuits, therefore increasing health insurance
costs. The only people this benefits is lawyers.

In the letter "What Really Matters," the
author mentions Kerry's Senate record without
stating his accomplishments.
For example, he worked with Sen. McCain
to begin normalizing diplomatic relations with
Vietnam. He also led an investigation that
ended the corrupt BCCI.
In regards to Kerry's vote on key defense
issues, the author also fails to mention that a
then Secretary of Defense [Dick] Cheney recommended that various military hardware be
shut down after Iraq '91. The same programs
Kerry has been criticized for voting to shut
down. The author also failed to mention that
Republicans too have voted against certain
defense bills because they contained special
interest spending, a practice commonly
referred to as pork-barreling.
The author also oversimplified Kerry's
record on intelligence spending. Pres. Clinton,
while trying to cut deficit spending, tripled
counterterrorism funding for the FBI, doubling
it overall. Sen. Kerry supported increases but
not in such sharp increments. A few Republicans agreed.
As for the comment of Kerry's connections·
to Vietcong leaders, I can only scratch my
head. (I assume she refers to his stance against
the Vietnam War once returning home).
I expect politicians and pundits to distort
facts and spin. But, I had always hoped, we citizens, could at least elevate the discourse a little
higher.

I'm tired of hearing people say the single
most important subject of this election is terrorism. It is being blown way out of proportion by
the current administration and its mass media
connections.
How many people in America have been
directly affected by terrorism? Compare that
number to how many are daily victims of our
god-awful educational system, pollution, poverty, lack of health care, crooked cops and politicians? People need to get their heads out of their
terrorism filled asses and get re.al. Because the
threat from terrorism is not!
We were attacked.once during four years of
the Bush Administration. But how many times
has the Bush A~tration att~cked our
schools, our environment, our allies, the poor,
non-Christians, and our basic human rights and
freedoms? I'll take the former thank you very
much.

-JASON GUSSOW

- BRENDAN BALLARD

-ASHLEY ROBERTS

Trred of terrorism

TRUST'EI) TRAt)I~r1c)N C)F PERSC1NALIZEI),
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STATE-OF-THE-ART, LIFETIME DENTAL EXCELLENCE
• Cosmetic Care: Bleaching, Bonding and Porcelain Veneers
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• Same Day Emergency Care!
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A+

CIW
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Got questions? We'd love to help you with them. Join us
for a che}t. All chats are from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m..
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Dr. Charles Arias, D.D.S.
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Patient Exam ,
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Oral Exam
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INSIDE THE

My Cardipals bring me

0

plenty of joy and misery

Points scored in the
first quarter by UCF
football Saturday

13

Total points scored
in the first quarter in
seven games this
season by UCF
football

4

Games in which UCF
football failed to
score in the
first quarter

11

Consecutive losses
by UCF football, the
longest streak
in the nation

Runners try
for title one
last time

'

Men's tennis slapped
the Florida Atlantic
Owlsforan8-1 victory ~aturday in the
Knights' final fall
match of the season.
UCF swept the doubles play and the
~nights were victorious in all but one
singles match.
Seniors Antonio
Sierra and Rhett
Rosen did not play.
The Knights return
to the courts in
January.

NATHAN CURTIS
. Contributing Writer

Upcoming
Women's soccer
heads to Tallahassee
Thursday to take on
Florida State... Men's
soccer hosts Mercer
Friday at 7 p.m. at
the UCF Soccer
Complex... Men's golf
hosts the lsleworth
Collegiate
Invitational today
and tomorrow at the
lsleworth Country
Club in
Windermere...
Women's golf heads
to Stockbridge, GA
today for the John
Kirk - Lady Panther
Invitational...
·Volleyball hosts
Bethune-Cookman
tomorrow night at
p.m.at the UCF
Arena

Quotables
"We weren't sharp
on executing routes
or sustaining blocks,
which are things we
focused on in
practice all week."
- GEORGE O'LEARY
ON UCF'S POOR PLAY

AT Ml~I (OHIO)
)

"Ithought we could
throw the shutout."
- MIAMI (OHIO)
COACH TERRY
HOEPPNER

)

CF cross country literally
ends its run in the Atlantic
Sun Conference next weekend.
The UCF men's and
women's teams head to
Nashville, Tenn., Saturday
to compete in the 2004 ASun Championship. The tournament will
be the Knights' last as they're Conference
USA-bound next year.
C-USA aside, UCF Coach Marcia

Mansur-Wentworth wants
an A-Sun win.
The men are coming off huge performances at the Disney Classic and FAU-UCF
dual meet, as well as a decent showing at
the Chili Pepper Festival last week.
The women had a good A-Sun warm-up
at the Stetson Invitational with a fifthplace finish. The Knights . also brought
home an eighth-place finish at the Disney
Classic..
The two teams are young and inexperienced, with only four seniors between
PLEASE SEE

MEN'S ON 84

Men slip while women beat Troy
Mcintosh shines
despite loss to
lesser Behnont

f!!!IJlllll'-"'l!"!'•lll!l!!J'll!lll!!!ll!llf"lll!!!ll!l!l!l!l'llllll'llll1'llJl!lll•!""l!!lllllijll•lltl Junior
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ANDY VASQUEZ
StaffWriter

UCF goalkeeper Ryan Mein. tosh hadn't seen the ball go in the
back ofhis net in a long time.
In fact, the Knights (6-4-2, 5-10 A-Sun) hadn't allowed a goal in
their last 301:31 minutes of play.
That adds up to more than three
games. But with less than five
minutes to go in their second
game of the weekend, a goal wa5
scored to snap the Knights' winning streak.
The UCF. men's soccer team
went into Saturday's game
against Belmont with a chance to
offensively," Mcintosh' said 'We
extend its win streak to seven
had our chances but we just didn't put them away. We didn't
after crushing Lipscomb on
Thursday with a 5-0 victory that
force their team to make any
tough saves and we tried to go up
included Jon lmran's first career
hat trick.
the middle too much."
Belmont (6-6-2, 3-3-1 A-Sun)
The first half was controlled
ended the Knights' winning and · by UCF, which outshot Belmont
by a margin of 5 to L In the secshutout streaks with a goal
ond half; howeve~ Belmont outscored by Tyler Suffron in the
shot the Knights, 8-5. Both teams
87th minute ofthe game that gave
Belmont a 1-0 victory.
· had numerous chances to score
''We didn't have a rhythm
but neither were able to capi~-

goalkeeper
Ryan
Mcintosh
allowed his
first
moregoal
thanin
three games
Saturday
against
Belmont. The
Bruins beat
UCF 1--0.

ize until Suffron took a
pass froin Channing Twyner and
put it into the UCF net.
"I gave up the goal, but I can
learn from that," Mcintosh said.
"It's not a mistake I make too
often. It doesn't affect my confidence too much."
The Knights stormed back in
the last two minutes. But Adham
Rashwan's shot with eight secPLEASE SEE

LIPSCOMB ON 84

Seniors close out
season on power
of freshmen guns
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Like they've done nearly all season, the UCF women's soccer team
stomped Troy yesterday.
The Knights (14-3-1, 8-2 A-Sun)
wanted to make a statement in their
final regular season Atlantic Sun
Conference game ever. Their statement was loud and clear with a 5-0
victory over the Trojans (5-10-3, 3-52 A-Sun).
Freshman Monique Fireall dominated Troy goalkeeper Laura Longard, scoring two goals on the day.
Fireall has been a pleasant instant
success for the Knights as she has
four goals while only stai;ting three
games.
UCF goalkeeper Julie Snaman
was perfect again as she recorded
her seventh shutout of the season.
Troy made it easy for Snaman as the
Trojans barely ·made a dent in the
Knights' defense.
The win over Troy was even
more special for the Knights as they
PLEASE SEE

BLAGRIFF ON 84

I remember watching game
seven of the 1987 National League.
Championship Series on TV and
waving a "Giants suck!" sign like I
was in the stands.
,
I only remember this because it
was the last happy memory I've had
as a St. Louis Cardinals fan.
I was born in the 'Lqu, pimped
the nursery with Nelly· and was
• raised on the Redbirds by my grandmother. That's why this week will
probably drain me like a French
hooker.
I still remember the Cards' backbreaking loss in the '85 World Series
and the '87 Series haunts me. If the
Cards lose this Series, I'll flatline
like Dick Cheney doing a jumping
jack.
Apparently half the human race
has already chalked this Series up as
a loss for St. Louis because Boston
has to win. Boston is a team of destiny or something like that.
Well, guess what? I'm a man of
destiny, too, but it might be a few
more years before I've got a ring on
Maria Sharapova's finger and a
bazillion-dollar salary at Playboy.
If Boston wins, baseballfoses its
majestic red-headed Sl!'!pchild.
Everyone says the same thing: "The
Sox need to win, -we'll still have the
Cubs to laugh at." Here's the thing:
No one cares about the Cubs. No
one will ever care about the Cubs.
Cubs fans need to pack it up and
leave baseball to the big boys.
At least people like the Sox. Hell,
I like the Sox. But I don't want them
to win.
I know I'm upsetting Red Sox
Nation, or at least the Orlando chapter, but I can't have my team be the
chump that gets spanked by a franchise with less luck than William
Hung at a Roman orgy.
Now here's the most nagging
question I have: When did everyone
in Boston move to Orlando? When
did this mass exodus take place? Did
Ted Williams' icy noggin lead the
nation down I-75 like a frozen
Moses? I couldn't take two steps
downtown the othey night without
hearing, "Sox are gonna kill the
Cards." Shouldn't it bother the true
Sox fans - er, Sawks fans ..'..__ how
heavy the bandwagon is getting?
Trust me, the tires are getting flatter than on John Goodman's bicycle.
The Cards have to win because
they're the next dynasty. St. Louis
has quite possibly the best lineup in
the history of baseball. Every player
has at least five years left in the
tank. Prince Albert Pujols will obviously dominate for the next 15
years, but Larry Walker's knees will
probably crack like Tinker Toys
within the next three years, so it balances out.
Red Sox Nation doesn't want to
win. Don't be fooled by all the
"Believe" signs in the stands and
"The curse is lifted" T-shirts. These
fans would have nothing left if the
Sox beat the Cards. These people
love the fact that they can get so
amped every time the postseason
rolls around and then be the center
of attention when the Sox lose
again. Rather selfish, if you ask me.
I'm doomed regardless. No joke
will get me out of this one and no
insults will change the fact that
Boston will 'indeed win this World
Series.
I have three close friends who
are BoSox fans and I would love
nothing more than to see my dear
comrades Foxy, Box and Budg-e
smile with youthful exuberance as
the Beantown boys carry that trophy through Copley Square.
I can't wait until Boston wins and
a flock of doves is released, spreading peace throughout the world.
I don't care what happened in
game one or two, Boston fans.
But I hope you like my jinx.
Ashley Bums can be reached at
sports@UCFnews.com
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UCF OFFENSE

PLAYER OF THE GAME

•

CURTIS FRANCIS (RB)
It was an overall ugly day
for the UCF offense. Francis
had the best day of anyone,
rushing for 22 yards on three
carries, for an average of
more than seven yards per
carry. As a team, UCF averaged 2.6 yards per rush.

•

Total yards produced
by UCF's offense

UCF DEFENSE

PLAYER OF THE GAME

.

•

BRANDON
MARSHALL (DB)

•

Marshall is making it easy
to forget he was playing on
the other side of the ball just
a few weeks ago. On Saturday, he led UCF in tackles
with 11, made one tackle for
loss, forced a fumble, and
intercepted a pass. Unfortunately, his great effort went
for naught as Miami racked up nearly 500
yards of total offense.

OFFENSIVE LINE

One of the most underrated defensive players in
the MAC, Nande led the
RedHawks with seven tackles, two tackles for loss, a
sack and a fumble recovery.
Really, we could have taken
our pick of anyone, especially when you hold the other
team to just 160 total yards.

vs. Kent State
Nov.23, 7 p.m.

•

JEFF SHARON

Turning point

With 2:49 left if the first half,
Miami got the ball at its own 32,
George O'Leary must think up 10-0. UCF had two chances to
this is a bad dream.
steal the momentum (and the
The Knights stayed competi- ball) before halftime, and keep the
tive with the Miami RedHawks deficit at just 10 going into the
through the first half Saturday, but . locker rooms, but a penalty and a
following a key score before half- missed fumble recovery helped
time and a missed opportunity in the RedHawks keep the drive
the third quarter, Terry Hoeppn- alive. In nine-plays, Miami's Luke
er's team showed everyone why Clemens scored from eight yards
they are the defending conference out, putting Miami up 17-0 with 31
champs, knocking offUCF 43-7.
seconds left.
Let's break it down ...
StaffWriter

Miami won because •••

at Marshall
Oct. 30, 2:30 p.m., broadcast on Sunshine Network

at Ball State
Nov.13,4 p.m.

•

They're just a better football
team. They overcame mistakes;
like an interception by UCF safety
Renford Parkes, and scored points
in key situations, like right before
the half. Miami's defense held
UCF to a paltry 160 total yards of
offense, and its offense racked up
494 total yards of its own, despite
turning the ball over one more
time than UCF. As Nick Bakay
says, the numbers don't lie.

UCF lost because •••
They couldn't do anything on
offense. For UCF to have any
chance, the Knights had to keep
Miami's potent offense (!!ff the
field, by running the ball and eating up the clock. Miami held the
ball for 4:34 longer and ran 22
more plays than UCF, and held
the Knights to 88 yards on 34 carries. UCF quarterback Steven
Moffett had one of the worst days
of his young career, getting
yanked after completing just
seven of 15 passes for 55 yards.

Drive of the game: UCF's threeand-out in the third, down 20-7

Dowri 20-7, ,Parkes' interception gave UCF a first down at the
Miami 17. If they had scored a
touchdown, the Knights would
have been down by just one score.
But, after a Dontavius Wilcox loss
·of one yard, an incompletion and
a one-yard pass, place-J?cker Matt
Prater misfired from 35, and the
Knights let Miami off the hook.
The possession could have
changed the plot of the game, but
the missed opportunity ended
any hopes of a UCF comeback.

Plays of the game: UCF's two
misse0 chances to end Miami's
final drive of the first half
On the second play of Miami's
final drive of the first half, Parkes
picked off a Josh Betts pass, but
the play was called back by a
penalty on Glemoy Watkins. Four
plays later, Brandon Marshall
forced a fumble by Luke Clemens,
but Gerren Bray tried to pick up
the ball and run with it rather than
just fall on it. The ball squirted

Football hits a new low
RedHawks-run
all over winless
Knights in Ohio
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

l

When George O'Leary took
over as UCF football coach,
most fans hoped the Knights
would hit the ground running.
The Knights have hit the
ground this season, but it's their
opponents who ,are running.
And they're running all over
UCF.
In six of the Knights' seven
games, the defense has allowed
at least 205 rushing yards to the
opposing team. Saturday was
the same old story as Miami
(Ohio) stomped the Knights, 437, in the RedHawks' homecoming game in Oxford. The 38. point difference was the largest
of the season for the winless
Knights.
"We did some things defensively, and offensively we had
some opportunities but couldn't
convert," O'Leary said after the
game. ''We improved in phases

of the game defensively and on run. We had to make some
special teams, but we struggled adjustments, but we were sucoffensively and couJ.dn't make cessful in running the ball,
·
which opened some other
first downs."
In fact, very little was sharp things up for us."
about the Knights' play against
As much trouble as the
Miami. RedHawks running defense was having containing
· backs Luke Clemens and Bran- the rare rushing showcase by
don Murphy rushed for 79 and Miami, the Knights' offense was
75 yards, respectively, and both nothing near stellar either.
had two touchdowns.
Sophomore
quarterback
"Running the ball was some- Steven Moffett had been prothing we wanted to do," gressing nicely over the past
Clemens said. ''We knew that on three games, averaging 288 passpaper, theyve given up a lot of ing yards per game. He hit a
rushing yards this season. We brick wall against Miami, throwfocused on establishing the run, ing for only 55 yards, his lowest
and it helped with everything total as a starter since his debut
else we did, including helping against Eastern Michigan last
Josh in the passing game."
year.
Moffett's lack of production
' On paper the Knights are the
worst team against the run in combined with a poor rushing
the Mid-American Conference attack to give UCF its worst
this season. UCF has surren- offensive output since the seadered 221.3 rushing yards per son opener against Wisconsin.
game in seven gaines this year.
"We weren't sharp on exeThe Knights have allowed 1,328 cuting routes or sustaining
rushing yards total, second oajy blocks, which are things we
to Akron (1,420).
focusei;i on in practice all week,"
"We had to work for it," O'Leary said. "That led to poor
·
Miami Coach Terry Hoeppner field position and too many
said. "They've got a fast an<,i ath- three-and-outs. It's something
letic defense, and we really had we'll continue to look at and try
to get a measure of them early to improve."
Poor blocking was indeed a
on.w They were using their '
saf~ies a lot to help with the major fa;;\or in the Knights' 11th·

•

Rushing yards
allowed by UCF's
defense against
Miami

BREIT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

TERNA NANDE (LB)

vs. Ohio - Homecoming
Nov. 6, 4 p.m.

•

UCF's defense allowed 494 yards of total offense in Saturday's 43-7 loss to Miami {Ohio). The 38-point deficit is the largest of the season for the Knights.

It was a dominant performance by
Miami's 0-Line, who helped Josh Betts
complete 24/40 for 288 yards, and paved the
way for five players to rush for a combined
206 yards and four rushing touchdowns
against an overmatched UCF front seven.

•

Total yards produced
by Miami's offense

loose, and Miami recovered.
Clemens scored four plays later,
and after two chances to keep the
Knights in it after 30 minutes, they
were suddenly down by 17.

•

Blunder of the game: Moffett's
intentional grounding in the end zone
. After Brandon Marshall's first
career interception, UCF got the
ball at its own four, still down 207. Moffett dropped back on.2ndand-l0, got ptessured by Miami's
John Glavin, and threw the ball
away from the end zone.
Although it looked like Luther
Huggins was in the area, the referee flagged Moffett for intentional
grounding in the end zone, and
awarded Miami a safety. Despite
the questionable call, the RedHawks went up 22-7, and the
onslaught ensued shortly thereafter.

Cherry on top: Miami'sthree straight
touchdown drives after the safety
The RedHawks finished
strong in the fourth, in which they
scored 23 points. After the safety,
they drove 63 yards on seven
plays, scoring on a 34-yard pass
from Betts to Ryne Robinson.
After a UCF punt, Miami went 65
yards on two plays, culminating in
a 51-yard touchdown run by Brandon Murphy. Then, after Brandon
Sumner fumbled, Murphy scored
again from four yards out, putting
the RedHawks up 43-7.

Line of the game:
Josh Betts, QB, Miami
24/40, 288 yards, TD, 2 INT
7rushes, 33 yards

Rushing yards Miami
averages per game
tti1s season

•

•
100-yard games
produced by Miami
running backs this
season

•
•

STANDINGS ·
I

CONF. OVERALL

East

WL WL

Marshall
Miami (Ohio)
Akron
Ohio
Buffalo
Kent State

4
4
4
- 1
1
0
0

Central Florida

0
1
1
4
5
4
4

, · -w L

West
Toledo
Northern Illinois
Bowling Green
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Ball State
Western Michigan

---·-s5 00
3 1
3 1
1 3
1 4
0 4

4
5
4
3
1
1
0

3
3
4
'5

7
6
-7

•
'

-

W:L
6
6
5
3
2
1
1

2
2
2 '
4
5

7
6

defeat by 38 points
After three
1•
consecutive games
with at least 270
yards passing, UCF
quarterback {Seen
here against Akron) :
threw for just SS
yards against Miami
(Ohio) on Saturday.
Moffett scored the
only touchdown for •
UCF on a 31-yard run. :

•

•

•

.,
•
•
•
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consecutive loss dating to the
end of last season. Sophomore
running back Dontavius Wilcox
again filled in. for injured senior
Alex Haynes. But Wilcox wasn't
effective against Miami's
defense, as he ran 19 times for
only 49 yards. Moffett added 45
rushing yards ofjtls own as well
as a 31-yard c~e for a touch-

down, the Knights' only score of
the day.
Receiver-turned-safety Brandon Marshall recorded his first
interception of the season. Renforde Parkes also added a pick,
marking Miami quarterback
Josh Betts' only mistakes of the
game. Betts threw ~r 288 yards
and one touchdown.

'
The Knights have four games :
left to break their losing streak, :
the longest in Division 1-A foot- 1
ball. Next up is a trip to Hunt- '
ington, W. Va., to face Marshall. ~
However, the Knights can't ~
worry about MAC East leader :
Mars~ when their real con- :
cem IS whe~r or not Hayn" '
will make hiS return.
·

•

•
•

•

1·
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Volleyball drops two on road trip

in game one, but Mercer edged
out the win, 31-29, behind 18
team kills.
UCF (7-9, 5-2 A-Sun) evened
1.
the match going into halftime
by capitalizing on 12 hitting
errors by the Bears and taking
game two, 30-19. The Knights
•
hit 0.273 as a team.
MATT DUNAWAY
The Bears (11-12, 4-4 A-Sun)
Senior Staff Writer
committed only three errors in
A pair of impressive wingame three, and pounded home
ning streaks came to a close Fri22 kills en route to a 30-27 win.
day in Atlanta as the U~F vok
Mercer clinched the match
leyball team was swept by
with a 33-31 win in game four.
Goo;rgia State (30-25, 30-17, 30Outside hitter Julie Darty paced
21).
the Bears' attack with a matchThe Knights had won 21
high · 23 kills. Outside hitter
straight road matches in the
Katie Plummer and middle
• · Atlantic Sun Conference, while
blocker Kellie Violette each
BRm HART I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
also beating the last 21 league
recorded 15 kills. apiece, while
Freshman standout Schanell Neiderworder had 13 kills in the Knights' loss to Mercer Saturday.
foes they faced
Plummer posted 25 digs for a
It was the first time Geo;rgia
double-double.
State had beaten UCF since Errors plagued the Knights as
UCF played without outside
Stoutjesdyk was one of four
2002. UCF had triumphed in UCF struggled to a -0.143 hit- hitter Emily Watts, the team Knights to reach double figures
the team's three previous meet- ting percentage. GSU pounded leader in kills. But · middle in kills with 18. Neiderworder
ings.
UCF 30-17 in game two.
blocker Chaz Arah led the (13 kills, 10 digs) and outside
· UCF jumped out to an early
GSU (9-13, 5-1 A-Sun) didn't Knights, ripping eight kills and hitte;r Tanya Jarvis (12 kills, 18
3-1 lead in game one, but GSU waste any time in game three, adding four blocks.
digs) each tallied double-douresponded by running off five racing out to a 9-1 margin. UCF
Middle blocker Amanda bles. It was Neiderworder's
straight points. The Knights trimmed the lead to 16-12 after a Stoutjesdyk and outside hitter first double.,double for UCF.
charged back to take a 9-8 . service ace, but that would be Schanell Neiderworder record- Arah continued her solid play,
advantage, but the Panthers as close as the Knights would ed six kiUs apiece during the contributing 10 kills, but the
retaliated with a 6-1 spurt; never get. The Panthers cruised to 30- losing effort.
Bear frontline limited Arah to a
to trail again, taking the open- 21 for the sweep.
The next day UCF attempt- 0.065 hitting perce'ntage.
ing game 30-25.
Outside hitter Alex Blenche ed t-0 rebound at Mercer, but ·
UCF returns home tomorUCF took another early lead pounded 16- kills for the Pan- the Bears snuck away with a row against Bethune-Cookman
to start game two, but again thers on a 0.536 attack percent- victory in four games (31-29, 19- before A-Sun leader Florida
GSU gained control of the age, while outside hitter Carol 30, 30-27, 33-31).
Atlantic visits the Dungeon on
court with a mid-game ·run. Mattos chipped in with 11 kills .
Both teams came out firing Friday.

•

Georgia State
and Mercer pull
off major upsets

•

.Unl
v~rsi~
Central
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•

•

9&A SK Walk/Run

..
•

,.,,

.
EV01E
OCTOBER SO.. 2004

~ ·

..Run to the Polls" is part of an ongoing effort by the Student Government Association to get pe<;>ple to vote on November 2nd. The '~Run
to the Polls" course will be along a scenic path that goes through UCF. Raffie prizes, t-shh;ts, and much Tre will be given to th,,.ose who
participate. Patticii;;>ation is open and free for all. Check in will be on the south patio of the Student Union from 8:00 am to 8 ;30 am. Tue
race will begin when check in is complete. If you are interested in participating, helping, or partnering pleas~ contac~ Kelly Morrell at
crel@mail.ucf.edu, or at.407-823-0320.

..,,,
www.sg.a .ucf.edu

Jo.i n Us On The Field
for Homecoming
UCF Football vs. Ohio:
Saturday, November 6, 2004
•

'

SGA_is giving YOU the chance to get closer to the action. Register online and win 2 free tickets
to the VIP Tent at this year's homecoming game. The VIP Homecoming Tent is located behind
the north endzon~ on the field.
I

"

•

Men's team coming off big tournaments
FROM

Bl

them - and only one on the
men's team. The Knights are
led, however, by an experienced coach whose teams
seem to get stronger each year.
In the nine years that
Mansur-Wentworth has been
at UCF, her track and field
squads have won seven of the
last eight conference championships.
But at the same time, the
cross country team has not
won a single championship. In
order for that to change this
year, Mansur-Wentworth will
have to condition her team to
.its fullest potential.
"We've already had our last
big workout," she said. "Now
it's just a matter of resting up,
loosening our runners in the

ice tank, and preventing injury
before the championship."
An added element the
Knights will have to overcome,
which other teams might handle better, is the many hills
that make up the course in
Nashville. To get her team
ready for this extra challenge,
Mansur-Wentworth had her
runners participate at the
FAU-UCF dual meet in Clermont last month.
Said Mansur-Wentworth:
"In order to prepare for the
hills that we don't really experience much in Orlando, we've
traveled up to Clermont once
a week to run through the
cherry orchards."
The highest a UCF cross
country team has ever finished
at the A-Sun Championship is
second. But that was before

Belmont joined the A-Sun.
"Belmont tends to focus
more on their cross country
team, whereas I tend to balance out the entire department 'that is cross country and
track and field," MansurWentworth said of Belmont's
dominance.
After the men finished
third last year and the women
fourth, there isn't much room
for improvement, except beating Belmont.
"We would really like to
come out on top of Belmont
and Georgia State," MansurWentworth said. "They both
always have an all-around
solid team.''
So who can help UCF do it?
For the men, there's freshman
standout Jake Wilke. Wilke
has impressed lots of people

this season, including his
coach.
"Jake has run really hard
this year and I'd like to see him
get all-conference," MansurWentworth said.
Wilke is currently fifth in
the all-conference standings
and would like a stroJ?.g showing at the champibnship to
solidify his spot among the top
10 runners.
"In a couple of years, I
believe Jake will be ready
enough to really push for a
spot in the NCAA · finals,"
Mansur-Wentworth said.
Wilke has the numbers to
back up the talk. In his first
season at UCF, he has already
captured the fastest freshman
time in the men's lOk.
But history may be against
Wilke, as UCF has only had

one cross country runner
make it to the NCAA fincils.
That runner, Sonja Shedden, reached the NCAA AllRegion twice. · She was also
named A-Sun "Runner of the
Year" - but that was in 2001.
The women this year have no
Shedden to turn to for leadership. But they do have Astrid
Claessens.
·~strid is our impact runner
for the women's team. I look to
her to run very well hext
weekend,"
Mansur-Wentworth said.
The championship will also
serve as the testing grounds
for who will attend the NCAA
Regionals on Nov.13. It will be
then that UCF will try to give
Shedden some company as the
only cross country athlete to
reach the NCAA finals.

•

"We would
really like to
come out on
top of
Belmont and
Georgia
·state."

•

..

- MARCIA MANSUR-WENTWORTH
UCF CROSS COUNTRY COACH

•

·Lipscomb matchup serves
as practice for men's team
FROM

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Goalkeeper Julie Snaman recorded her seventh'Shutout of the season after the UCF women's soccer team defeated Troy 5-0 yesterday.

Blagriff adds goal in final ASun regular season game
FROM

Bl

were celebrating Senior Day
yesterday. UCF only has three
seniors (Allison Blagriff,
Becca Eshelman and JoAnna
Black) on this year's squad
but they have each been quintessential fo the Knights'
three-consecutive
A-Sun
championships.
Blagriff was the only senior to score a goal against
Troy.
The Knights' success
against Troy could be attributed to their momentum riding high after a 2-1 nail-biter ·
against the Miami Hurricanes.
"I think Miami was one of
our best games," Black said.
"We are playµig rel~ed and
really coming together."
The Knights jumped out
to a 2-0 lead after goals· by
Summer Savage and Arielle
Orr. Orr's goal off the bench
was the deciding factor in the
game as Miami staged an illfated comeback late in the
game on a goal by Lindsey
Yach.
Snaman was only nearSUNDAY

Blues Jam, 4Pm -&pm
No cover

THURSDAYS

181'80k8

perfect in Thursday's win as
she allowed one goal while
making one save. J'he Hurricanes only had two shots on
goal in the game. The Knights
had five, led by freshman
Kendra Flock with two. Flock
was held scoreless against the
Hurricanes, something most
other teams have found
impossible.
"I'm glad to see our team
coming together at the end of

the season," freshman midfielder Lauren McDevitt said.
"The last two games were
good confidence builders
heading into FSU."
The Knights have their last
regular season match Thursday, a non-conference affair at
Florida State. UCF has already
clinched its berth in the A-Sun
playoffs and will finish the
regular season behind Campbell;

Bl

onds left hit the post, and left
UCF on the wrong side of a 1-0
Belffiont victory.
There was nothing wrong
with the way UCF played on
Thursday, as the Knights rolled
over Lipscomb (0-14-0, Q-6-0 ASun).
It was the Knights' strongest
offensive performance of the
season. Junior forward Imran
scored three goals, giving him
the first hat trick of his college
career. Rashwan and Alejandro
Gessen also scored a goal each.
''It was good especially since
we scored a bunch of goals in
the first half;' Mcintosh said of
the 5-0 rout. "Before that we
hadn't scored a lot in the first
half this season."
Imran opened up the scoring
in the 20th minute with an unassisted goal. The junior didn't
have to wait long to get his second; less than seven minutes
later, he took a pass from junior
midfielder Billy Judino, and
beat Lipscomb goaltender J.D.
Murphy.
The Knights scored again
1:06 later when Gessen took a
pass from Rashwan and put it in
the net.
Before
Thursday,
the
Knights had scored only two of
their 14 goals in the first -half.
The three first-half goals against
Lipscomb more than doubled
the Knights' total for the season.
The second half was more of
the same, as the Knights outshot
the Bisons 10-L Imran netted his
third goal in the 6lst minute,
after taking a pass from freshman Gissur Jonasson. Rashwan
scored his unassisted last goal of

•
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Adham Rashwan had one goal and one assist in the Knights' S·O win over Lipscomb.

the game with only 12 seconds
remaining.
The game r~presented
Mcintosh's fourth shutout of
the season and his fourth in the
previous five games for the
Knights.
The Knights return home to
face Mercer and Georgia State
on Friday and Stinday, respectively.
·

Notes
Before falling to Belmont on
Saturday, the Knights' last loss
came on Sept. 12, when they
were defeated 1-2 by Butler ...
Imran leads the Knights in
goals scored with eight, three
of them game winners .. .- The
Knights have outscored their
opponents 12-8 in the second
half this year.

Two Free tickets to the

MTV Mov.ie Awards!
To enter, swipe your valid UCF student
l.D. in at least 15 UCF home sporting
events* between now and the end of
Men's Basketball Season. One lucky
student and their guest will win an all
expenses paid trip to California for the
live taping of the MTV Movie Awards!

WED!'IJESDAYS

ouen Mic Night

Start Date:
November I

WllbRamez

For a listing of sports schedules,
log onto www.udathletics.com
* includes football, volleyball, men and womeri's soccer and men and women's basketball

, www.ce.ucf.edu/testprep
CLASS A PLACE

401-211~1665

12727 Bast Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida

\\

(At 408 & E. Colonial)

________________________.....______________ · :

....,;._

•

(407)882 0260
Register online and see ALL course
dates, times and locations available.

'
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MAC Recap
JEFF SHARON
Staff Writer

On a day when upsets made
headlines around college football, the top teams in the MAC
established their footholds near
the tops of their divisions. The
six MAC teams in action with
winning overall records defeated the six teams with losing
overall records by an average of
. more than, 22 points per game,
and all continued their strangleholds on the division races.
A(ter this past Saturday, the
seven teams with winning MAC
records are a combined 28-4 in
conference play while the other
seven are the exact opposite, at
4-28. Here's what happened:.

Akron 35, Ball State 23
Charlie Frye had another
solid day, going 21 for 33 for 246
yards and two touchdowns, as
Akron (4-4, 4-1 MAC) led by as
much as 25 in the fourth on its
way to staying within a game of
first in the East in the loss col-

umn.

.

Zips running back Brett Biggs
rushed 31 times for 195 yards and
three scores, and gained another
86 yards on five receptions. He
opened the scoring with a3-yard
touchdown run in the first. After
Ball State (1-7, 1-4 MAC) tied the
game on a5-yard touchdown run
by Adell Givens, Frye hit him for
a 44-yard touchdown pass, and
Akron never looked back.
Dominick HixOn also pitched
in With a pair ofscores - one on
a 9-yard pass from Frye right
Northern Illinois 59,
before the half, and another on
, Western Michigan 38
NIU flexed its offensive mus- an 85-yard punt return in the
cles in Kalamazoo, amassing 652 third period
Wide receiver Dante Ridgeyards in total offense and scorway
was one of the lone bright
1)
ing eight touchdowns, six in the
spots for the Cardinals, catching
first hal£
Qµarterback Josh Haldi had a 14 passes for 158 yards, along
career day for the Huskies (6-2, · with Givens, who gained 141
5-0 MAC), throwing for 333 yards on 23 carries, scoring three
yards and a phenomenal six touchdowns.
The win keeps Akron in sectouchdown passes, one short of
i>
a school record Most of those ond place in the Eastern Diviyards - 213 - went to Dan sion
Next up for Ball State: vs.
Sheldon on six receptions, three
Northern Illinois
of them for touchdowns.
Nextup for Akron: vs. MarRunning back Garrett Wolfe
continued the assault on the Shall (Nov. 5)
Broncos (1-6, 0-4) on the ground,
with 185 yards on 20 carries, Marshall 48, Buffalo 14
Marshall came into the weekincluding a 78-yard touchdown
run. As a team, NIU averaged an end last in the MAC in total
incredible 9.9 yards per play on offense - just in time to play the
Buffalo Bulls on Homecoming in
the
day.
1
Despite quarterback Ryan Huntington, N.Y.
Qµarterback Stan Hill comCubit going 26 for 45 for 290
yards and a touchdown, West- pleted 19 of 26 passes for 269
ern Michigan lost its sixth yards and four touchdowns, as
straight game, its longest losing the Thundering Herd scored 14
streak in eight years. Wide points in each of the first three
receiver Greg Jennings also had quarters, handing Buffalo its
_.,, a decent day in a losing cause, 28th loss in the last 30 games,
catching eight balls for 127 yards and its 24th straight conference
road loss since joining the MAC.
and a score.
Marshall gained 478 total
J
NIU stayed undefeated in the
MAC West, while WMU is still yards on offense, and wide
the only team in the West with- . receiver Josh Davis had a spectacular first half, catching 10
out a conference win.
Next up for Northern Illi- passes for ll5 yards and a touchdown before the half. He finnois: at Ball State
Next up for Western . ished with 132 yards on 12 catchMichigan: at Central Michigan es.
()

The final score: 6-0.

•

corner
·:'!

lmsports.ucf.edu

HEATHER WEIBLE.
Contributing Writer
')

Game of the week

In the fraternity Gold
league, Lambda Chi Alpha
clinched the top spot by
defeating Pi Kappa Phi, 13-12. Pi
Kappa Phi held the lead at both
7-0 and 12-7, but Lamba Chirallied late and scored on a gamewinning touchdown pass from
Bryan Council with less than a
minute remaining.
In other flag football news,
the 1972 Dolphins are in danger
as several teams enter the final
week of the regular season
with undefeated records. In the
men's league alone, Sigma Chi
II, the Fighting Pimps, Team
FCA, Lambda Chi, Showstoppers, the 40 ,Downers, High
Power, Maximus, CC .m. Poot
Got Em, and the Franchise are
all unblemished.

In · a battle of unbeaten
sorority flag football powers,
·;. Alpha Xi Delta and Alpha
Delta Pi were locked in a
defensive struggle for 39 min'lt utes. In the final minute, Alpha
Delta Pi quarterback Tarin
Squillante got hot and hit a
string of passes to march the
-~ team downfield, where Alpha ·
Delta Pi scored with less than In bowling ...
30 seconds.
Rock'em beat 46 other

Buffalo (1-7, 1-5 MAC) had a
heck ofa time dealing with Marshall's special teams, as the
Herd's Ivan Clark blocked two
punts, one of which resulted in a
touchdown when Dennis
Thornton fell on the ball in the
end zone.
Marshall stayed in first place
in the MAC East with the victory.

Next up for Buffalo: vs.
Kent State (Nov. 6)

Next up for Marshall: vs.
UCF

Toledo 27, Central Michigan 22
Toledo quarterback Bruce
Gradkowski continued his aerial
assault on the conference, hitting 28 of 41 passes for 329 yards, .
a rushing touchdown and a 43yard touchdown pass to Lance
Moore as the Rockets (6-2, 5-0
MAC) held offthe Chippewas in
the fourth to get the win at
home.
Moore had a huge day, catching nine passes for no yards, and
returning a punt 89 yards for a
touchdown in the second quarter.

LSAT

higher
test scores
guaranteed
or your money back**

GRE
MCAT
DAT
OAT
PSAT
SAT
ACT·

Attend all required .c lasses or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests, and do
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic
or a ptior Official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a
full refund of your tuition~* It's that slmple.

·

Toledo's defense continues
to have a hard time stopping
opposing offenses, as it surrendered 553 yards of total offense
to quarterback Kent Smith and
the Chippewas. Smith went 29
of 42 for 385 yards, two passing
touchdowns and a rushing
touchdown
Toledo remains tied with
Northern Illinois for first place
in the MAC West. Those two
teams face off on a Tuesday, Nov.
9,atNIU.
Next up for Toledo: at
Miami (Ohio) (Nov. 2)
Next up for Central Michigan: vs. Western Michigan

GMAT: Classes Begin 11/15/04, 12/7/04, & 1/4/()5
GRE: Classes Begin 11/16/04, 12/1/04, 1/19/05
LSAT: Classes Begin 11/7/04, 12/1/04, & 1/13/05
MCAT: Classes Begin 1/11/05 & 1/22/05

Bowling Green 41, Ohio 16
Quarterback Omar Jacobs
went 28 for 44 for 389 yards, two
touchdown passes and a touchdown run as Bowling Green (52, 3-1 MAC) throttled the Bobcats (3-5, 1-4 MAC), holding
them to just 65 yards on the
ground ·

Next up for Bowling
Green: vs. Eastern Michigan
Next up for Ohio: at Kent
State

World Leader in Test Prep
and Admissions

KAPLAN
• Test names are registered trademart<s of their respecttve owners.

* •To be eligible for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's
full classroom, tutoring, or onllne courses. In addition, you
must present a copy of your official score report and your
. course materials within 90 days.

1 ·800-KAP·TEST
kaptest.com

teams in MidKnight Bowling
on Wednesday at Boardwalk,
with a total of 2014 pins in
three games. Riki Hosaka, Emi
Kaneko, Brian Serra, Aaron
Bradford made up the Rock'em
·
team.

3-on-3challenge
Twelve teams fought for a
chance to be crowned the fall
3-on-3 basketball champs in a
one-night tournament, and
Mini Squad won five straight
games to take the title. They
defeated the Orlando Eagles in
the finals, 30-5, to run away
with the championship.

This week's sign-ups
The week marks the signup for Punt, Pass and Kick
(Monday), 6-on-6 volleyball
(Tuesday), and table-top football and 7-on-7 soccer
(Wednesday).

WHERE-IS TROFICAL FORD?

e•PICAL
FORD

·9900 S. QRANGE BWSSOM TRAn..
OB.LkNDO, FL32837

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

,••
..

-

GMAT

t••Yll:A.aa-

IG DISCOUNTS,
UNIUEVABLE IBATI
Al 0% FIANCllGI
CALL USAT (407) 851-3800
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT
WWW.TROPI
FORD.COM

Applebee's ~ UCF
12103 Collegiate Way
Orlando, Florida
407-282-2055

•
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100
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Help Wanted: General
Help Wanted: Part-Time
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Roommates
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For Sale: General
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For Sale: Homes

375
400
500
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550
600
700
800
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For Sale: Pets
Services
Events
Events: Greek Ufe
Events: UCF
Travel
Worship
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lost & Found

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

3361 Rouse Road #200
Orlando, FL 32817

In Persort: University Court, Suite 200
·Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A

AD RATES

~entraf 1loriba·~n

Seminole Chronicle

UCF's award-winning newspaper
published twice-weekly.

Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs,
distributed every Friday.

PAYMENT METHODS

·Classified line ads are published in QOth the Future and the Chronicle

Cash, Check, Mastercard
VISA, AMEX, Discover

• Local rates from only ~8 a week, student rates from $4 a week
• Economic way to be placed in up to 40,000 weekly issues
• Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

•

m't HELP WANTED:

1-

1

~General

$200K+ Realistic First Year Potential!
LEARN to EARN $4-1 OK per week
working PT from home with thiS simple
home business. Training and Support
provided. Make $1 K per sale to start.
Live the life of your dreams. CALL NOW
FOR MORE INFO 1.800.659.3438
www.thisisfreedom.biz

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential.
Good for students.
Training provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.
Make Money taking Online Surveys
Earn $10·$125 for Surveys •
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups
Visit wWw.cash4students.com/ams-ucf

GET PAID CASH
To Answer Text .Messages on Your
Cell Phonef Get 1 to 3 messages per
week. It's FREE. It's easy. Opt in @
Vo(ww.PollCast.net
Make Money at Home Taking Surveys?
Is this possible? Find out_the Truth at
www.TruthAboutSurveys.com

· FAST CASHlll
FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8"
to 5'10". For lingerie photo &
portfolio demo's. Call 407-898-7900.

Christian After School Care

WRITER WANTED
Co-write short film. No exp req.
Must be able to collaborate ideas.
Call Steve 407·463·9043
sherproductions@aol.com

LOOKING FOR A BABYSITTING JOB?
Log on to www.OrlandoBabySitters.com
to have access to hundreds of jobs
today. Financial aid is child's play when
you earn your tuition the FUN way!

PT childcare for 4 & 2 YR old in
Altamonte Springs. Light housework.
Exp & references reqd. E mail letter of
interest, hrs. of avail. & resume to
ron.adesign@cfl.rr.com.

NOW HIRING
For all positions. Huey Magoo's Chicken
Tenders. New UCF location. PT/FT
curreritly available. 407-977-0213

I

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

I

I

Join our talented team!

••••••••••
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.
• Up to $15,000 tuition per year
• $51 O in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

• Bold, energetic
·Professional appearance
• Ability to work efficiently
and independently

• 30 hrs/wk in and out of office
• Excellent driving history
• Some heavy lifting
• Flexible schedule required

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

Incentives
include:

I NOW HIRING I

DISTRIBUTION MANAGER

E-mail resume to Brianl@knightnewspaper~.com or fax to 407-447-4556

---- C!enttal 'loriba 'uture Seminole Chronicle

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses

UCF Office is Expanding!
• flexible sd1edules to
lit Students
• guaranteed salaries
• paid training
• weekly paychecks
• hourly bonuses •
$9·$19 aug comm.
• no exp. necessary
• bilinguals for Orlando
office
·

Seeking advertising reps with strong work
ethics and excellent communication skills.
15 - 25 hrs per week. Hourly base plus
commission. Fax resume to 407-447-4556 or
e-mail Markl@knightnewspapers.com

. II.

(

TCBY Treats looking for Help
Part Time Evening shifts.
1945 Aloma Ave. Winter Park.
Call 407-671-2888.

Jobs to Increase Voter Turnout
Help swing this year's election!
Evening hours. Start immediately!
Call Orlando ACORN : 407.254.5912

..

Part-time Marketing position with
leading real estate company.
Transportation required. Average of
$7-10/hr. Call 866-833-7355

GET PAID TO DRIVE A
BRAND NEW CAR!
Now paying drivers $800-$3200 a month.
Pick Up Your Free Car Key Today!
www.freecarkey.com

ITUDINI~-W8RK

Drivers I Fliers needed, $6-12/hr
Apply at California Chicken Grill
10725 E. Colonial Drive.

•

Looking for an Artist

WE ARE COMING TO YOUR CAM PUS!
University of Pennsylvania 's Graduat e School of Education
is comi ng to you r school's graduate fair. Stop by our table
and speak to our admissions representative about the wide
ran ge of opportunities in the f iel d of education.
For more details on your graduale fair. please v1s1t:
www.gse.upenn.edu/admissions_financial/events.php

to do logos for an up and coming clothing
line. www.insanitythemovie.com and
www.sorelosers.com. Contact Rich @
rich@sorelosers.com
Two Men and a Truck is looking for
FT/PT team members to move
residential/commercial customers.
Must be neat in appearance, have
clean driving record, strong work ethic, &
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent
wages+ tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915.
We are located west of the airport
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.

c

Diligent Student Needed

$ 100 sign on bonus!

to collect campus data. Education or
journalism majors pref. Estimated 10 hrs
total, good pay and a byline credit if work
6ompleted well. Send inquiry to
abramchristopher@yahoo.com

Referral bonus!
Call now to sef up on
immediate interview
UCF Area 407-673-9700 or
Orlando 407-243-9400

Movie Extras, Actors, Models!
Make $100·$300 per day
No experience required. FT/PT
All ages and looks needed!
Call 800·773-8223

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and
more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com.

ADVERTISING REP

For more information, please
contact Capt Phil Williams;
( 407) 823-1 247 or
phelemon@mail.ucf.edu

•

INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT
New Business Model! Work from home
or our offices. Training & License while at
current job/school. Send blank e mail to:
realestate-ucf@findfreedom.com

I

I

..

Collector Position open in the KGI
Collection ·Dept Requirements:
1 year Collection Experience
1 year Timeshare Experience
Able to work Flexible hours - 2 nights a
week and Saturdays. Benefits: Hourly
Rate, Monthly Bonus & Weekly Spiff.
Call 407·658-9730 Ext 11
Fax# 407-275-0431

I NOW HIRING I

• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors
and Graduate Students

UNLIMITED MOVIES
for $20/month, www.DVDFUN.tv
Unlimited Income Opportunity
www.t;>VDFUN.biz

Dynamic small company
seeks business major to
help with company books,
purchasing. and general
office work. Must be fluent
in MS Office and have exp.
with accounting entries or
Quick Books. Hours are flexible between 8-3 M-F,
approx. 20 hrs/wk. Fax or
email resume to
407-293-3712
signs@arcgraphics.com
to arrange an interview.

Seminole Chronicle
.

Evenings 4PM-8PM, $7.00 Per Hour
Positions at 3 Curves locations
Winter Park • College Park • E.Colonial
Call 407-971-1900
email lblake3@cfl.rr.com

AOMSION OFCUSTOM SKiNAGE. INC.

...-- C!entral 'loriba 'uture -

Needed: Someone to help nurture
children (ages Preschool • First
Grade). Mon -~rl 2:30 - 4:30
Call 407 277-8191

Are you interested in an exciting career?,...·- - ........· - - - -

. Help Wanted Fitness Trainer

.. 3700 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104
1- 877-PENN-GSE admissions0gse.upenn.edu
www.gse.upenn.edu

REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP .- Get your
real estate license and sales training
while in school! Accelerated licensing
program available. For Info and Details
Call 24 hour recorded line.at,_
1 (888) 216-~032 ID# 4680

HIRING NOW
Preschool in Oviedo·
Teachers; Assistants & Bus Driver
(407) 366-2100

J

..

u..__ _ _ _ __

More than 2 million Americans currently suffer from
Bipolar Disorder or Manic Depression.
In other words? youre not alone.
(

Symptoms of Bipolar Disorder include:
\

[J difficulty sleeping

D

lack of motivation

[] irritability

ID

feeling sad or b'ue

"·$· .
.

....

If you are in a depressive stage of this disorder or if
any of these symptoms sound familiar, you may
qualify for a medical research study involving an
investigational medication.

.

. 0 . .. .

CO

.

RCE~

RESEARCH

understanding. informing. improving Iives.

Call for immediate evaluation. Eligible participants
will receive a comprehensive psychiatric evaluation
and compensation~

ORLANDO 407-644-1165
LEESBURG 352-728-4646
I(

•

(enttaf '1oriba 1utuu
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U.S.AIR FORCE
.CR()SS INTO THE

B~UE

•
•

•

A: They both

THINK OUTSIDE

donate plasma at

FOUR PERPENDICULAR

DCI Biologicals

SIDES ON A
I

Orlando!

GEO·METRICALLY
SQUARED · BASE.

*Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is
dead, but we really do have donors with these names.

•

Earn $180 I month donating
your Iiie-saving plasma.

It takes ingenuity, teamwork and a great deal of -effort to pull off some of the high- profile
engineering projects being done in the United States Air Force. Eng ineers wh o come

DCI Biologicals Orlando
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite ·soo

aboard are immediately put on t he fast track and have advancement opportunit ies
typically not found in t he private sector. From weapons systems and space stat ion
materials to the next generation of X-planes, whatever t he project is, ifs always fresh,

{Across the street from Racetrac)

always important and always cutting edge.- If this sounds like something you m ight be

321-235-9] 00

interested in, visit our Web site at AIRFORCE.COM or call us at 1-800-423-USAF to
request more information.

www.dciplasma.com ·

©2004 Paid for by the U.S. Air Force. All rig hts reserved.

1-----:-Choflenger Parkway
(I)

A
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Individual Leases

~

I ttj·t:~
_g

Cable with 8 HBOs, MTV It ESPN
lagoon-Style Pool_Plaza with Jacuzzi

unique student apartments

Orpington St.

Washer/Dryer in every Apartment
Fully-Furnished .Apartment Homes

Fitness Center with Free-weights
Covered Basketball Pavdion

Internet Access
. Amenities,

I

I

Rents and Incentives subject to change.

WWWJEFFERSONLOffS.COM
1805

Loftway Circle Orlando, FL 32826

.

321~754-2000

I

Political Campaign Work!
Mobilize voters in massive voter
education and Get-Out-The-Vote
operation this upcoming election. $8/hr,
Part-time jobs/internships available for
largest grassroots organization working
for Progressive Change. America
Coming Together 407-856-3600;
www.americacomingtogether.com

Instructional Technologist

Clinical Research Study of an lnvestigational Medicine
Volunteers paid up to $635.00
Qualified men must be 18 to 45
years of age, in general good health
and willing to make 8 scheduled
visits over 14 weeks

needed to build course sites in WebCT
or Blackboard for local e-learning firm.
·
Reqd: experience with
WebCT/Blackboard, HTML editing
software, multimedia software; high
acc'tbility. Flex hrs. 10-20 hrs/wk/ Email
hr-pm@compassknowledge.com

Copy editor needed to
proofread academic documents for local
e-learning firm. English major (or similar)
pref. Reqd: excellent proofreading and
writing skills; high acc'tbility. Flex hrs.
$10.25 to start; 10-20 hrs/wk. Email
hr-.pm@compassknowledge.com
Seeking Math tutor with knowledge of all
subjects for 8th grader in my home.
Call 407-384-0139
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-616-3296.
PT merchandiser for Hawaiian
Tropics needed for Central Florida
area. Vehicle a must. SUVNan
preferred. $10/hr plus .375 cents
per mile. Must be strong, hard
working and dedicated. Hours flex.
Call 407-294-1399.

oviedo
·
marketplace
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP PT
Mall Customer Service positions
' available immediately.
Now hiring PT permanent and holiday
staff for 15-25 hours I week
to include evening and weekend shifts.
Mu.st have experience interacting with
the public & ability to show enthusiasm.
Retail experience helpful. Approx.
$7.00/hour.
Apply in person at Oviedo Marketplace
Customer Service Center
·
1700 Oviedo Marketplace Blvd . Oviedo,
FL 32765.
Just off the 417 at Red Bug Lake Road in
Oviedo
EOE, M/F/DN Drug-free environment
NO PHONE CALL S

BEDROOM AVAILABLE
Avail Dec 15th, start pay Jan 1st. 1
mi from UCF In quiet neighborhood.
'J/212 incl w/d. $385/mo plus 1/3
utll. Call Lisa 954-541-1911

'

UCF AREA HOUSE

..

'J/212, screened patio, nice yard,
Available Now.
Call 407-466-4046
RENT - 4/2 2000 sq ft house 2c gar,
Casselberry, convert 2MB + 1 extra,
lwn/pest control incl. AC, c fans, W/D,
WP, FP, semi tile, scr. patio, $1500
move-in special. Call 407-515-1006

4.

NEW EAST ORLANDO HOME
Waterfront, 4/2.5, two-story, low
rent. lncls W/D, cable. Close to UCF.
Call Alex 321-277-5150

•

UCF AREA HOME FOR RENT
3/2/2 Available November 1
$1150/month incl. washer/dryer
Go to http://www.amorox.com for more
info or call 561-602-5042

•
•

WATERFORD LAKES
TIRED OF LIVING PAYCHECK TO
PAYCHECK?
Simply complete the form online to get
more information. Visit us at:
www.911PlanB.net

200
3 F needed for 3 Bbl 3 BA house in
.Avalon Park. Cable/Washer/Dryer incl.
Nearby Golf Course, Comm swimming
pool. $650/mo Contact Keith
407-207-6425

'J/212, fully furnished, brand new.
Excellent location, near Waterford
shopping plaza! Move in today!
$1600. Call Laura 801-668-2345

ll

•

Casselberry 3/2.5, in immaculate
conditionl Screened pool, $1300/mo.
ERA SunFlorida Realty
407-365-8888
HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom flomes
and apts. for rent. $595 to $1295.
Call 407-629-6330 or
www.ORLrent.com to view our
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty.

"

Call (407) 240-7878 M - F, 8 to 5 for more information.
www.ocrc.net
·
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue- Orlando, FL 32809

•
•

•

•
•
It's never easy getting through to a kid who's troubled, hurt and angry. But you'll find
it's always worth it - because there's no greater reward than giving a child the chance
for a better future. And it's just one of the many benefits you'll enjoy as a youth
counselor at Eckerd Youth Alternatives.
(

You'll teach and work outside. You 'll go beyond the lin-fltations of textbooks and lesson
plans. You'll form friendships that'll last a lifetime. And you'll find the toughest job you
ever took on, is also the most rewarding.

Compensation is paid up to $250.00 for your time
and travel

Call today·to find out more: (407) 240-7878

Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue - Orlando, FL 32809
www.ocrc.net

')

'

Contact Eckerd Youth Alternatives today - and start making a difference.

..

Now hiring youth counselors/teachers* in
FL, GA, TN, NC, VT, NH and RI

Mail or fax a resume:
Attention Recruiting/AN
P.O. Box, 7450 •Clearwater, FL 33758
Fax: 727 442 5911
*Teaching certification not required - all degrees
considered. EOE/Drug-Free Workplace

'
Find out more
and apply online

www.eckerd.org
800 222 1473

.

The Orlando Clinical Research Center is evaluating the
combination of an investigational pill and a nicotine patch
Volunteers paid up to $300.00 for participation

Break a bad habit!

• Cigarette Smoking has been·found to
increase your risk of heart and lung
disease as well as cancer.
• One of the best things you can do for
yourself or your loved ones is to quit
smoking. ,
• You may qualify if you are 18 or older
and smoke..15 cigarettes·or.more a day
and are serious about quitting smoking

"

Clinical Research Study of an Investigational Medicine
Volunteers paid up to $1600.00 for time and travel

• 18-65 ears..old
• Stay in dorm 2 days/2 nights, return
for 19 scheduled visits then stay in
dorm a ain for 1 da /1 ni ht
• Non Smoking, No prescription
medicines

,

NEW Research Dormitory
•Pool Table •High Speed Internet .
Access •satellite TV •cable TV in all
rooms •vcRs •DVD players •separate
slee in areas for men and women

Call (407) 240-7878 M- F, 8 to 5 for more infqrmation.

Call (407) 240-7878 M-F, 8 to 5 for more information.

www.OCrC.net

www.OCrC.net

Orlando Clinical Research Center

Orlando Clinical Research Center

5055 S. Ora :,ge Avenue - Orlando, FL 3280,

5055 S. Orange Avenue . Orlando, FL 32809 9';
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SPACIOUS TOWNHOUSE IN
DESIRABLE WINTER SPRINGS
2 masters w/ full baths upstairs, half bath
downstairs. New appliances, W/D, patio,
lg pool, walk to park, A-rated schools,
close to UCF. $795/mo + sec dep, small
pets ok, avail immediately. 407-221-6795

Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh.
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve.
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys.,
high-speed wireless Internet. Room
w/other students. $500/mo. all utll.
incl. 954-816-3127

UCF AREA HOUSES

Female Roommate Wanted.
$530/mo. Utilities included.
Private bedroom and bath. Alafaya Club.
Available December 11th! 786-2g5.39g5_

3, 4, and 5 bdrms. New homes. All
appliances and lawn services Incl.
Low rent, leases avall today. For
more Info call Nick at 407-810-7622.

Nonsmoking male wanted for brand new
3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished
except bedroom (14 x11). $425/mo. +
1/3 util. Community pool, flex. lease.
Avail. now. Call 407-71g.4420

Roommate Wanted
•

Vacant bedroom and apartment.
All utilities included except phone.
Call 407-926-4850.

•

SHERWOOD FOREST DUPLEX
212, avail immediately. $750/mo + 1 mo
deposit.. Util not incl. lncls W/D. Close to
UCF. No pets. Call 321-277-6195

•
~

A

'

•

•

FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED
2 story house behind UCF w/ pool table
and big living room. $450/mo, incl highspeed + util. Call Bethany at
321-258-4052 IQ.take a look.
1 room avail for female in spacious 4/2.5
house. All included+ internet & cable.
Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact Maritza
954-290-3564 -or- email
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com
FEMALE STUDENT ROOMMATE
N/S, 212 condo, downstairs, yard, 5
mlns from UCF, small dog ok, util
Included. $395/mo plus $150
sec dep. 407-625-1678
1 room avail. at Pegasus Pointe for M.
Rent includes util. power, water, cable, hispeed internet, and all day UCF shuttle.
Very nice place & atmosphere, will pay
for move-in fee & 1/2 1st mo. rent. Call
Eric 772-464-0754 -or- 772-971-8850.
2 Roommates Needed
3BD/ 2BA Rent $400 utlls incl
Only 10 mins away from UCF.
Pets welcome.
Call 407-729-9846

UCF/OVIEDO AREA
N/S female seeks same. Clean, quiet,
beautiful room wl private bath.
New W/D, cable. $425 + 1/3 utilities
Call 407-971-6805
SPECIAL RATEi 2 Housemates Needed
Lg Oviedo home near UCF. 3 master
BD, 3 master BA. N/S, No pets, utils sep
$4001 mo (special rate Oct - Dec)
(407)321-5583, (407)681-9289
Roommate needed for 4/2 house in
Waterford Lakes. Spacious home.
Female· preferred. $450/mo. includes all
utilities. Move in Nov. 1st.
Call 407-282-7774.
House seeking roommate. Prvt.
room, bath, hall In 312 fully
furnished home. Responsible
candidates only, no pets. $425 + 112
utllltles. Contact Lori 407-977-4979
or 407-365-8875
Rooms in new house. Fully furn.,
heated pool. Barbecue grlll, pool
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP.
Female pref. All utll. Incl. $600/mo.
Call Nikki@ 561-212-6291.
F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House
Huge bedroom, W/D, Ethernet, Gym,
Pool, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo.
1O mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr.
Lease avail Call Katie: 561-596-1205

3 HOUSEMATES NEEDED
Brand new 4 bedroom lakeside
home. 5 mlns from UCF. Everything
Incl: all util, maid service, gardener,
wireless web, w/d, etc. $600/mo.
Call my cell 561·213-1805.

ROOMMATE NEEDED!

•

"

•

Private Room & Bath, Fully Furnished,
Cable, Utilities, Ethernet Included.
Move in date @ your convenience!
Call 407-380-5807 for more info!
2 rms for rent in 3BR house. 2 mins from
UCF. Huge yard, upstairs patio, wireless
int. W/D. House furn/BRs not. Start Jan.
'01. Approx $500/mo. w/util. Responsible ·
+ Considerate Roommates Only! Email
UCFOviedoHouse@hotmail.com.
Room for rent in 3/2 home 4 miles from
UCF. Prefer male. Close to Waterford
Lakes area. $325 + 1/3 util.
Free Road runner. House is fully
furnished, student owned. Avail. Jan 1,
6 month lease. Call 321-689-9295

JEFFERSON COMMONS APARTMENT
4/4, $4gO/mo incl util and ethernet.
Amenities incl pool and covered
basketball court. Avail Dec or Jan.
Call Chris at 407-421-5219
PEGASUS CONNECTION APARTMENT
$4go/mo, all utilities included.
Female wanted. Available now.
Call Melanie at (407) 71 g.g555_
Pegasus Pointe - Spring/Summer Term
1 unit. avail. in 4/2 - Roommate matching
avail. Only $445/mo including util + WID
Fully Furnished, No move-in fees
· Call Now! (954) 2g2-7572

FEMALE TO ROOM WITH FEMALE
Master $375, standard $325, house w/
pool, cable, indr. gym, all privileges. s
mins from UCF. Sec dep $100. Ask for
Jose 407-298-1556, g-6pm or leave msg.

Village at Science Drive Sublease
W/I closet, private bathroom, W/D,
furnished, pool view. $520/mo.
Call 386-852-1g15

Move-in at Pegasus Landing. No Movein fees! Graduating early. Close to
campus w/ shuttle service. $500 per mo.
Need to be out by January. Will give
$200 at move-in. Call 386-29g. 1155.

10!
TVs from $101
Police seized property!
For Info 800-747-9372 ext. M383.

Pegasus Landing Apartment
Looking for Female/Private Rm & Bath
WO/Internet Access/Cable/Utils/furnished
$490 per month/ (407)482-05g7 or
Nicciw3@hotmail.com
· MISSION BAY APARTMENT
M/F wanted, private bd & ba. Pets
welcomed. $407/mo + 1/2 util, no moving
fees. Short term lease. 5 mins from UCF.
Move in Nov. 1st. 407.g24-2g23.
·
Village at Alafaya Club. 1 unit available
in 4/4. W/D, cable\ fully furnished.
$4gs/mo. for Spring/Summer. Move in
Dec 10, Dec. rent freel
Call Kat 727-224-osg4_
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
3 bdrm furn unit w/ private bath. Avail
Dec 15th. Northgate apts next to UCF.
$494/mo, incls util, ethernet, cable, and
WID. No rent due tii Jan 407-421-1951
2 BEDROOMS AVAILABLE ASAP
TINO female roommates wanted for a
4 bdrm apt at Boardwalk on Alafaya.
Fully furn. Plus electric, internet, and
cable. Room A $470/mo, Room B
$475/mo. 407-810-4082

2 rooms avail in a 4x4
Boardwalk Apartments $490 a mo. Utils ,
internet, cable all incl. poolside.
407-923-1333 or 32~·356-5604
PEGASUS LANDING APARTMENT
1 bd & ba avail In 414. $490/mo incl
all utll, ethernet, and w/d. Amenities
Incl pool & gym. Short term lease,
Jan. 1st· May 1st. 732-407-2331.
Take over my lease at Pegasus Pointe!
$450/mo. I'll pay all transfer fees and
ttie first month! 321-443-4522 or
jpuglia@cfl.rr.com
·
Sublease starting in January.
4/4 apartment in Jefferson Commons.
$490/mo. incl. all utils. +cable, internet!
$100 off 1st month's rent!
'
941-268-1358.

FOR SALE • Beaded I sequined
dresses, perfect for pageants,
homecoming, black-tie events & the
holidays! Wedding Dress & access.
All sized 2 or 4 & selling 1/3 of the ·
original prices. 407-595·7945.
Brand New-Ashley Sofa's & Love Seats
DINING RM/ LIVING RM/ BEDROOM
Mattresses: BRAND NEW Piiiow Tops
NAME BRAND • 20 YR WARRANTY
FACTORY DIRECT= BIG SAVINGS
CALL DAN @ 407-595-6060

•g5 CHRYSLER SEBRING
$2600 and other vehicles at wholesale
prices. Financing available for students!
ALTERNATIVE LEASING is your source
for affordable deals on great cars.
Cail Ray 321-278-65g5 or
Dan 321-377-0515.

87' Honda Civic
Runs great, AC, automatic, low miles,
$1195. Call 407-427-6530

Toyota RAV4 1997
Auto, ail power, great condition, 122k mi.
1 owner, $4137 obo. 407-2g7.g538
1gg8 Saturn ,SC2 White
Power everything, Auto, leather,
sun-roof, CD, 5gk miles. $6000 OBO.
407-257-031 g.
For Sale Saturn SC1
Silver 3 door coupe
CD, auto, 45K mi, ex cond.
$7750 obo
(407) 339.4g30

98 Civic LX
Pristine Inside and Out, perfect engine,
tinted windows, $7300. Contact Matthew
or Brad: 407-381 :3480 or 407-61g-oog4_

98' Honda Civic EX

52" Samsung Projection TV
Great condition and picture. $600 obo
Cail: 407-970-g876 after 6pm or anytime
on weekends.

MUSIC EQUIPMENT
Guitars, Mandolins, Banjos,
Basses, Keyboards, Amps,
Upright Bass, and Violins
Call 352-3g4-0052

98' Jeep Cherokee Sport
blue w/ tinted windows, 2 door, 113k mi,
automatic, 6 cylinder, great gas mileage,
$4400 obo call 407-702-3472

FRENCH LESSONS
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and kids.
Home teaching and translations. 5 miles
from UCF. Call 407-482-2343.

LOSE YOUR JOB?
DOES YOUR FORMER EMPLOYER
OWE YOU WAGES?
DID YOU GET PAID FOR ALL OF
YOUR TIME WORKED?
DON'T LET THEM WRONGFULLY
KEEP YOUR HARD EARNED MONEY!
IF WE GET YOU ANY MONEY, THEY
PAY OUR FEES AND COSTS I
(407)· 67 WAGES
(407) 57g.2437
The hiring of an attorney is an
important decision that should not be
based solely upon advertisements.
Before you decide,
ask us to send you free information on
our qualifications and experience.
Jeffrey W. Albert, Esquire:
Principle Office: Maitland '

WANT TO BE A ROCKSTAR?

I

Is your band missing that one piece?
Think someone needs your skills? Get
your band's name out there. Call Rene
every Fri. 407-447-4555 #20g. 10-5pm.
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www.univetsityhouse-.coni
info@uhalafaya.com

Tony's Hauling
Hauling Yard Debris, Light treework,
Garage and Storage unit clean outs. ,
407-721 -0483.
Gustomize your headrest with custom
logos, installed in 1 hr. or less. Gold
plating, Wood grain, Carbon Fiber, Dash
Kits, Car Candy. We come to you!
Visa/MC accepted - Lou@ 407-461-g222

While supporting charity!

l!J ~ii~ www.lowbidwin.com

550
$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our
free (yes, free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1 ,000-$2,000 in earnings for
your group. Cail TODAY for a $450
_bonus when you schetlule your non-sales
fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) g23-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

'189" 15 il8W 4 Mights

$239°0

.,

o~~ a Nhlhts

Prices include:

Round-trip luxury cruise with foo'd. Accommodotions
on the islana al your choice of ten resorts.
Free V.1.P. party package upgrade.
IDOlllBChla Tl'aVBI

1-800-861-5018
www.Bahamasun.com

We'll beat anv Package Price!
Must book before Dec. 1, '04
BAHAMA SPRING BREAK

OM.H.v..r-J:I:IY

A

t>AR..IM.ENT AH.ENrr:I.:68

Individual Alarm Systems • Berber Carpet' • Ceramk Tile Entries • Cable TV w/HBOs
Ceihng Fans• Uh1ities lnduded • Washers/Dryers• Kitchen Pantries'
Carpeting & Designer Colors • Wood Floors • White·on•Wlite Kitchen AppBanc:es
Frost free Refrwerators with Ice Makers Mkro:aves • Dishwashers • large Patios • Mini Blinds

SPRING BREAK BAHAMAS
CELEBRITY PARTY CRUISE!·
5 Days $2gg1 Includes Meals, Parties!
Cancun , Acapulco, Nassau,
Jamaica from $45g!
. Panama City & Daytona $15gl
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386

SPRING BREAK IN BRAZIL
Trips to Rio de Janeiro from $g5g
VIP Passes, airfare, hotel, & more
Earn a Free Trip; Call 877-456-WILD
www.springbreakbrazil.com

at UCF Football Game. If you were a
witness to an arrest of a female on
the day of Sept. 11, 2004 at the UCF
vs. West Virginia ,football game and
saw the events that occurred, please
contact 1-866-752-0705. The arrest
took place In the student parking lot
and finding witnesses is imperative.
Please call the number above,
it would be greatly al?preciated.
HOME PHONE SERVICE
Unlimited Long Distance, Caller ID
Voicemail, Call Waiting, 3way Calling
Starting @ 49,gg a month
1-877-382-0856

$18g 5-Days/4-Nights
$23g 7-Days/6-Nights
Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food.
Accommodations on the island at your
choice of ten resorts.
Free V.l.P. party package upgrade.
Appalachia Travel
1-800-867-5018
www.BahamaSun.com

Attention all Bachelor of Arts &
Science Graduates!
I 'need graduation tickets for Fall 2004.
Anyone who has extra please
call Ebonni at 407-625-4!)30
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WE WILL BEAT ANY PACKAGE PRICE!
Must book before Dec. 1 '04
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-484g
www.ststravel.com.
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Former college professor available
for tutoring. One on one or small
groups of three or four. Reasonable
rates and flexible hours. Call Dr. M.
B. McCormick at 352-385-0697
Tutoring Availabl~
Financial Accouhting, Quant Tools,
'and many other classes available.
$20. per session or a full term rate.
Cail Hare! new# (407) 353-6528.

EVENTS

$549

!!! KNOW YOUR RIGHTS !!!

Bumess Center w/Fax, Computer &Copier• Game Room • 24 rltne$s Center • Blbards
H'igh Speed Ethernet • Be1sketboll Court • Sand Volleyball Court • Two Sparkling Swimming Pools
Car Wash • 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance • Professionally Lcindscaped Grounds
UCF Shuttle • Covered Parking • Wireless Internet at the Pool

•

Pay 99% off Retail Price Or literally

Having trouble with statistics?

1m

c

58 Peddles
5g Very strong
wind
60 Last of a teen?
61 Grain coat
62 Cincinnati nine
66 Before now

J h e Innovative Au<:tion Si te

For Sale - 1gg5 Pontiac Grand Prix
V6, g8k miles, clean. Asking $1goo
OBO.
Call 407-797-2767

Orlando Bartending School

\w;;e ¢*\

49 Unknown John
51 Sigma follower
52 New Orleans
hoopster
54 Category
55 Ms. Bernhardt
57 Greek epic

Scion xA, Digital Camera; Camrorder
Plasma TV, DVD player, and more

Become a bartender in 1 or 2 weeks.
We have affordable courses,
Day, Night, and Flexible classes.
'Bar code·certification included.
Lifetime Job placement assist. online.
1-800-COCKTAIL or 407-265-0008 or
visit Www.orlandobartendingschocll.com

We'll take you to 'fThe ·'House"

Balance Transfer Credit Cards!

Pennies For New Fancy Products

03' Kymco People 50 Scooter
Travels up to 50 mph, only 575 ml,
creme colored, helmet and carrying
case Included In price. $1700 OBO.

Presented by

/

$500!
Police Impounds! Cars, trucks, SUVs,
from $500! For info and listings
800-747-g319 ext. V502.

~General

TV'S & ELECTRONICS
including but not limited to video games
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc.
..*****WWW.BUYTVSNOW.COM********

All rights reservod.

Please see solu~ions in next issue - Thurs. 10/28

lr:m FOR SALE:
LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS?

CC 2004 Tribune Medi• Se:rvk:es, Inc.

4 Casual walk
5 Scales
6 Talk baby talk
?•Oklahoma city
8 Louvers
9 Read up on
10 Building add-ons
11 Edgar Allan and
others
12 Sword for a duel
13 Oh. why notl
21 _ Pawlo,
Brazil
23 Chest bone
27 Fountain drink
29 Dander
30 Numskull
31 Dancer Kelly
32 Vim and vigor
33 Swing at
34 Window part
DOWN
36 Help out
1 John Jacob or
3-7
over
Mary
{COiiapse)
2 Hangman's knot 40 Indy stop
3 Resources for
41 Superlatively
use at opportune
squalid
moments
4S Took a taste of

4 door, automatic, silver, ABS, power
windows and doors, sunroof. Excellent
condition. $5400 obo
Cail Brook@ 407-221-1861 •

· COMPUTER INSTALLATION &
UPGRAbES
Flat rates and low prices.
On-site and off-site.
Kahn Consulting
www.ucfcomputer.com

I

ACROSS
1 Aardvark lunch
5 Exploits
9 Turn back
14 Categorize
15 Aretha's style
16 Flee to wed
17 Junket
18 Soft drink
1g Icy rain
20 Pass through a
membrane
22 Accents
24 Come up with a
new scheme
25 Vast landmass
26 Clumsy oafs
28 Musical transition
33 Health retreat
35 Saturate
38 Savage
39 Bends oufof
shape
42 Expire
43 Coloring agent
44 Actress
MacDowell
45 Fruity drinks
47 Cave dwelling
48 Tried out
50 Carpentry
machine
53 Medical pers.
56 Native New
Zealanders
5g Chilean poet
Mistral
63 Royal color
64 Think alike
65 .Asian sea
67 Spike or brad
68 Starring roles
69 Profoundly wise
70 Lat. list-ender l
71 "Ninotchka"
filmmaker
Lubitsch
72 Wearing
footwear
73 Turner and
Williams

Critically acclaimed docu ., "BUSTED"
WI Q&A by lawyer Roger Scott.
SU218, WED. OCT. 27th, 8 pm.
Hosted by UCF NORML.
Contact: zimmzmm2000@aol.com
PET ADOPTION
Pet Rescue by Judy presents
First Annual Pet Adoptathon @ Jay
Blanchard Park. Friday, Oct. 22nd &
.29th. 3pm-7pm. 407·382-5991.

Get Paid to Play!
The Platinum Poker Club
www.PPCSignUp.com
Promo Code: VK001, Use your Promo
Code to receive a Limited Time Offer.
Offering tournaments and live games!
Place your ad In minutes! Call
us at 407-447-4555 or a-mall your
ad to classlfleds@UCFnews.com
View all classlfleds onllne a{olytlme
at www.UCFnews.conft

,. 4 nights at Oasis America

your
trip
now!
Subject to change
and availability.
Taxes and other
applicable fees not
included. Fares
include roundtrip
airfare from Orlando.
Prices are based on
quad occupancy.

. $589
»

4 nights at ·El Presidente

na//OU, Bahamat
»

$539

4 nights at Sun Fun

~UC~F~St~ud~en~tU~ni~on~~~ l'i '11 TRAVEL I
Pegasus C ircle Bldg. 52

(407 )54 1. 2000

I www.statrave I.com~ I

STUDENT TR'AVEL & BEYOND

~UCF
f)

GET INVOLVED VlllH SOMIE CrENUJINElY COOL CATiS.
OFFICE OF STUDENT INVOLVEMEtfT
STUDENT UNION ROOM 208
HTifP://OSI.SDES.UCF.EDU
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

Academic-Calendar
2005

ug
Sep 1
Nov 1
Nov 1-Jan9
Nov 15
Dec 1
Dec 3
Jan 7
Jan 7
Jan 7
Jan 10
Jan 10 -14
Jan 14
Jan 14
Jan 21
Feb 19
Mar4
A r4
Apr8
Apr25
Apr25
r 26 - May 2
Ma 3
May 5 - 7
May 5
May7

~plication

deadline for all undergraduate applicants and transfers
Registration and Add/Drop2
Application deadline for readmission
A lication deadline for Graduate programs without deadlines
Graduation Application due in college advising office (by 5:00 p.m.)
Residence halls open (1 :00 p.m.)
Registration for State Empl<!_l'._ees, Non-degree, Transients and Au.dits (begins at 3:00 p.m.)
Registration for UCF Employees, Senior Citizen Audits and STEP {begins at 3:30 p.m.)
Classes begin
Late Registration and Add/Drop2
Last day for full refund
§_rade Forgiveness deadline (ends at 5:00 P·'I1·)
~ment Deadline1
• CLAST Test (register by Jan 21)
Withdrawal deadline
Graduate thesis/dissertation defense deadline
VA deferral payment deadline1
Graduate thesis/dissertation submission deadline
. Classes end; last day to remove incomplete3
Final Examination Period
Residence halls close noon
Commencement
Grades due in Registrar's Office
Grades Available on MyUCF (begins at 9:00 a.m.)
Spring Holidays and Special Events

January 17
March 14 - 19
April 13

Martin Luther Kin9 Jr. Day
Spring. Break
Founder's Day Convocation (classes still held)

Summer 2005
c

SESSION
Application deadline for all undergraduate applicants and transfers
AeeJication deadline for Graduate programs without deadlines
Application deadline for readmission
Class Schedule and Appoigtments Available on MyUCF
Registration and Add/Drop
Gra~uati~n A lication due irycolle e advising office ~by 5:00 p.m.)
Reg1strat1on for State Employees, Non-degree, Transients and Audits
{begins 3:00 p.m.)
Registration for UCF Employees, Senior Citizen Audits and STEP
be ins at 3:30 .m.

A

B

May 13

Mar 1
Apr 15
A r 15
Mar 7
Mar 28-May 15
Apr 19
Jun 24
May

May 13

Jun 24

Class~s begin
Late Registration and Add/Drop 2
Payment Deadline1 Last day for full refund

May 16
May 16-20
May 20

D

13

May 13

May 13

May 13

· Jun 27
May .16
~-1_
6 ~Jun 27-July 1
May 16-20
May 16-20
May 20;July 15
May 20
May 20
. ~Gmrah.d~e~
Fo~r~gi~ve~n~
es~s~d_e_
ad_li_
ne.;..-l..
(e_
nd~s~a~t~
5;~
00.;;...i;.;
p.~
m~.)--------------__;,Mra~y~2~
0--------~J~ul~y~1________M~ay~2~0:..._;_..__~M~a~~Withdrawal deadline
Jun 3
Jul 5
Jun 24
Jun 17
CLAST Test (register by May 6)
Jun 4
Graduate thesis/dissertation defense deadline
Jul 11
VA deferral payment deadline1
Jul29
Graduate thesis/dissertation submission deadline
Jul29
Classes end; last day to remove incomplete3
Aug ·5
Jun 24
Aug 5
Jul 16
Au 5·
Final Exam Period 4
Jun 24
Au 5
Jul 16
Residence halls close Noon
Jun 25
Au 6
Au 6
Jul 17
Grades due m Registrar's 0 ce
Jun 29
Aug 10
Aug 10
Jun 21
Grades Available on MyUCF (begins at 9:00 a.m.)
Aug 12
Jun 30
Aug 12
Jul22
Commencement
Aug 6
Spring Holidays and Special Events
Memorial Day
May 30
Independence Day
July4
1
·.
$100 Late Pay~ent.Fee applies .to students who do not pay their fees or do not pay their fees by the due date.
2 $100 Late Reg1strat1on Fee apphes to S!'J~ents who have not ~nrolled by the close of Registration and Add/Drop.
3 Incomplete grades must be. removed within one year of the award date prior to graduation from the University, whichever comes first, else
they will change to "F."
: Summer Final Examinatio~s are given during the last.class meeting.
Summer B payment deadhne for all students who register 3/28 - 5/20; Summer B payment deadline for all students who
register 5/21 - 7/1.
·
·

•
.. ·.2

.. .3
.4-5
.6-9

Add/Drop . .... .... . .. .... ... .. .. . .. . .. ..... . . . ... . . ... ...... 10
Administrative Procedures Act . . ............... .. ...... ... .... . .13
Address Changes .... ..... ·..... . ..... . ...... .. . . .... . . . .. . . .. 12
Advising and Planning . . . . . . ... .. ... ... ... . ....... .. ...... .. . . .10
Assisted Registration .. . . . . . .. .. .......... " .. ... . ... . ... .. . .. . .11
Audit Registration ... ... . . .. . ... . .. . .... . .. . ... . .. . .......... .12
Bright Futures Awards . . . . .. .. ... .. .... . . .. .. . ... . .... . . ... .... 12
Bookstore .. . . . . . .. . ..... .. . . ... . . ...... .. . .... .. . .. . ... . . .. 14
Bomb Threats .. ·..... . .... . . . .. . . . ... ... . . . ........ . . . ....... 13
Campus Map .. ............... . ... . .. ... .... ... . .. . ..... ... . .16
Campus Alcoholic Beverage Policy ...... . . . .. ..... .... . . ... ...... .. 14
College Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST) .. . ... . . . .. . . . .. .. . .... 12
Computer Labs and Kiosks ....... . ...... . . .. . . . . . ... .. ........ .. 16
Credit Hour Limits ......... . . . ........ ... ·. ..... . . .... . . . . ... ... 12
Deferments • ........... . ... .. . . . . . . . .. . ...... .. . . . . .... ... . .11
Drug Free Summary Statement .. . . . . ... .. ..... . ... .. . .. .. .. . . .. 14
E-mail changes ...•...... ... . . .. . .... .. . . . . .. ... .. . ... . . .. . . .12
Enrollment Certfficafon . .... . . . ·....... . . ... ....... . .... . ... . . .. 12
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) . . .. . . . ... 12
Federal Student Loan Policies .. ... . ... . ..... . ...... . : .. . : . . ... .11
Fee Invoice ... . .. . . . .. . . ........ . .. . . ..... . . . .. ... ... . . . .. . .10
Fee Payment Policies and Student Accounts Office ....... .. . .. ... 10-11
Fee Schedule .... . .... . . . ......... . ........ . . . ... . .. . .. . . .. .10
Final Exam Schedules .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .... . . .... .... . . . . . . ..... .15
Financial Assistance . . . . . .. ...... . . .. .. . .. ... ... . .. ... . . . .. .11-12
Florida Residency for Tuition Purposes . .. . .. . .... . . ......... ...... 11
Grades ... .. . : ... . ... . ... . ... .. . .............. . ...... . ... .. .12
Graduate Student Guidelines . .. . .. .. .. . ... . . . . . ... .... . .. .. . ... 13
Holds . . ....... .. .. . .. .... . .... .. . .. . .... , . ... . . . . .. ... .. . . .10
Honors Registration .. . . .. . . ..... . ........ . . . ..... . . .. .. . ..... 12
Housing and Food Service . ... .. ... .. ... . . . . . . .. .... .. ... .. .... 14
Intent to Graduate Form Filing . . . . .. . .·. .. . . .. .... . . . . ..... .... .. 12
Late Registration .................... . ..... . .. . . . .. .. ... .. .... 10
Library ... . ............................... . ....... . .. . . . .... 14
Parking Services .. . ...... . ................... . .. . ........... .14
Penalties for Late Payment ................................... . .11
Minimum and Zero-hour Registration ................... . . . ... . ... 13
Name Changes ......... . .. : ................. .. .... . ......... 12
Override Procedures .............. . '. ........ . ................. 1O
Payment Deadlines and Procedures . . ..................... . ... 10-11
Refunds and Conditions . . .. . ... . ................ . . : ...... .' ..... 11
Religious Observances . . .............. . .............. ·......... 12
Regional Campuses . ................... .. ........... . ... . . . .. 14
Regiorial Campus Registration . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ..... . ... .. .12
Registration Helplines . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... . .... 1O
Registration Procedures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... 1O ·
Returned Checks ..................................... . . : . .... 11
Return of Title IV Funds .. ................. . ........ . .......... 12
Senior Citizen Audit ... . . • . ... .......... '. . , .... . .... . ... . ...... .13
SASS Degree AudiL ............. . ......... . ....... . . . ..... : .. 1O
State Employee Tuition Waiver/Registration ......... . .. . . . .... . .11 , 13
Student Financial Assistance .... . . . . . ............ . ............. 11
Student Union .... .. . . ..... : .....•................... . ....... 14
Student Use ofTechnology .... : ...... . .... . .................... 14
Third Attempt Surcharge ....... . .............................. : 11
Transcripts ............... . ............ : ......... . ..... ... ... 13
Transfer Credit • . . . . . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13
Transient St1:1dents ............................. . ........ . .... 13
UCF "Knights Safety Guide" ............. . ......... . ............ 15
UCF Card (Student l.D.) . . . ...................... ~ .. . .......... 13
UCF Employee Tuition Waiver .................................. 11
UCF Public Safety and Police .......................... . ...... . .14
UCF Virtual Campus ............ '. ........ . .................... 14
Withdrawal Policy and Procedure ................................13
The Schedule Web Guide is a publication of the Registrar's Office, a Unit of
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Enrollment Services, University of Central Florida. ™and © Copyright 2004
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Students
On your first login to MyUCF you will need to obtain
your PID (Personal IDentification Number).
'

At the. MyUCF login page, click "What is my PID?" within
the "Sign on" pagelet.
· ·

1
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On the resulting page, enter your Social Security Number, and
then your date of birth in YYMMDD format. Your :PID will
appear. Be sure to remember your PID or write it down and
keep it in a safe place.

I

l ~~=wc~~~~~:._,:ns~~=~=~=~n=
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Click "Return to Login"

fo< mor• Vtfomiotloocau<""

Help
To ret ri eve your Personal ID (PIO) , enter your Social Securit y Number and
date of birth, !heh click the submit button.

For your first entry into MyUCF enter your Default
Password with your PID. The Default Password is the letter
"P'' followed by your date of birth in YYMMDD format
(example: the Default Password for April 13, 1986 is P860413).
Enter MyUCF using your PID and the Defau,l t Password.

2

currant Students

Guests

-1Your
PID (Personal IDentification Number) has not
changed.
·
If you are ·entering MyUCF for the first time, enter your
Default Password with your PID. The Defa:ult Password is
2
the letter "P" followed by your date.of birth in YYMMDD

Help
Your PID and NID are shown balow. Your PIO will be used lo access
POLARIS . and your NID will b1,> used to access network computers al
UCF. Please remember your PIO and k&ep confidential and s&cure.

Piil YOURPID
(Used for POLARIS log In only)

Nill. yoURNID
(Used for Pcgosus modem,
Pcgllsus e r11cJ1t and

WfB Cl logm only)

~
When m1Hally logging into POLARIS. your Default Pasaword 1s the letter
•p•. followed by your birthdate in the fol!Tl of YYMMDD (Example: using
the YYMMDO fo1mal, enter fl600.413 for Apnl 13, 1960:)

format.

llOTE: ttyou are an employee as well as a student , and you.already have
a PaopleSoft login, y ~...i..s:.a.i....;·....m......~~~U>lll-------1...-----.
and password.

If you ate a faculty o
CT, or PC LAN ID yo

SGAVoting

UCF People Soft .A.ppllcatlons
. Change MyUCF Password
Polaris Academic Self Servi~

.
I

· "' .U.C.F Home P~e

_ __
_.,.,....

Change..MyUCF Pas word
Note: Changing your MyUCF password will not change any
of your other UCF password s.

Old PasswonJ:

f ~· ~~- ~

___

.........__,..

Chan inu vour Password
• Click "Change My Password." ~
• Your new MyUCF .Password must contain at least
6 characters, and must have at least 2 numbers or
symbols and 2 letters.
Enter tlie Old Password and the New Password.
Re-enter the New Password to confirm it, and then click
'
"Change Password."

J

__:1
Confirm New PasswQrd:

L_- ---~--=-1

~~-+-\---::!Ill•

For Technical Assistance,
Call the Computer Services
Help Desk: 407-823-5117

~

On the. ''MyUCF Menu" pagelet, click
"Polaris Academic Self Service."
~_...,.,.... ume to MyUCFI You can begin adding content by selecting 'Personalize Content"

located above the MyUCF Menu (upper left hand side of the page). Once you have
selected the content you are ready to personalize the layout. Select 'Personalize
Layout" that is located .above the MyUCF Menu (upper left hand side of the page).

l ·•~.;,;;;;i~.....,.....,_.....,....,....._. ~

Pa.ARIS

Ad

--~

Alllll1S$10t1$
Apply for admission and ctieck
your applicalion status.

Available MyUCF Pagelets

X Hokt; and To 09.s

~.

View your services holds and to do Items.

~
YoewEntjrePub!lg!!lon

Rm!g.e..<!!~

~

Your record may be placed on "hold" because
of obligations to the University. A hold will
prevent your registration until you have
cleared the obligation and the _h old is removed
by the office that placed the hold.

~loeMmisSiml

If you have a hold, a message will appear
when you enter Polaris Academic Self
,
Service. To acknowledge you have a hold,
.
click "OK''.

2

~
EnroU in classes, view 9nd

~

. -

Contact blfonmrtt-011

· request transcripts, view
grades.

Manage your name, addresses, phones

and emergency contacts.

Adnlissltfts
Aflf*lfor-ondchecl<
yourapplcoliorlstolus.
~Sllilles

Prior to attempting registration, contact.
the office listed on the resulting page for
assistance.

~lnrQnna11lo11

"""-yournome,oddr-,
ond-goncycortocl1o.

CllSS
On the POLARIS Academic Self Service
menu page, click ''View Schedule of
Classes~"
·

Select the institution and term for which you want to search.
Then click Basic Search or Advanced Search to continue.

"Institution:

~

Tenn:

I

Click the .magnifying-glass icon to lookup
available terms. Choose the term, and then
click "Basic Search."

3

* Required Field
Basic 6.ea~h

Basic

When entering the course number
either:
.

Return to Catalog

ln$titution:
T~rm:

.

UCF01
1230

Select at least 2 criteria below then click Search

SulUect:

Enter the. course prefix, or Click the magnifying glass icon to select a prefix.

IENC

Enter the entire course number and select
"Exact Match"·

'

or

English

{Exact Mateh

Catalog Nlltnber:

Op~n eta~ Qnly

GEB

D Oi>etl EntryJEJdt Cla~.Qnly

Oe$Cription:
Coorse Comt.mlent:

'

:

General Business

Enter the course level
(one digit only: 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6) and select
"Wildcard."

C.our$~Can~er:

Session:

Click

~'Search".

Academic Institution:

UCF01 · University of Central Florida

Term:

1230

.g

S11rc1111s111S .

indicates an enrollment section.

Spring 2005
status: A class may be closed if students are on the wait list.
Enrollment restrictions may apply to open classes.

.lf

Class Nb1 Strbjfl.ct
10539
MAC

'(:.f

CatlQ Nbr Sect
11 05
0001

Oes~ription

Un~

COLLEGE ALGEBRA

3 .

Cnmp Status
LEC

AVail

Open

384

Sessum: Regular

1

1'

_Tin~e.:

i

10:30AM 11 :20AM

Room: D0121

MW.F

Dwtes:
0111 012.005' - 0510212005
lnstru®r: Staff

.lpcation: V.CF -at·Oaytona

~
;

r----_.,.. ,._,. . . . .
I

. ., . . . .

~~-

....,.,,_,~,,

;i.......,...,... ...

-

_1fflr<·~--

Ct<lsS Nl>r Subject Catlg Nbr 'Se~t
10540
MAC
1105
0002

[

1· ~

S~iotr.

f

f

~1~--,.......,.~~.,.....

-tJnitS

llescripticm
COLLEGE ALGEBRA

Room:

Note the ·Class Number: it is a 5-digit
number. Spririg term Class Numbers begin
with "1." ·

f-.. . ..... ~ . . . '"" '
C.l'a$S Nbr · Subject
10542
MAC

i

session:

I
f
f!

Catlg Nbr ·sect
11 o5
· 0003

~$eription

Units

COLLEGE ALGEBRA

o

Co11111 Stirtl.IS
01s ·

Open

Regular

Time: 10:30AM 11 :20AM

Rl>f!tn:

Th

Dates:
0111014005 - 0510212005
Instructor: Staff -

MAP 0406

~

!,.._...,..._~--~-----~~...,_~--~~~~--~--~~~--__,~-------~~~~~--

f

Clas.s Nbr S11bjttt;t Catlg Nbr Sect
10543
MAC
11 05
0004

!
~-

i

l

Description
COLLEGE ALGEBRA

Comp. status
DIS
Open

.Units

0

Avail
32

~

Session: Regular

l

Time: 9:30AM

~

10:20AM

Room: MAP 0406

Th

?

0111012005 - 0510212005

j

lrwtrueto.r: Staff

l
f

!

t·- ~----~--~~~~~~~~--~----------~----------~------.,_.~---

Al:~em~ Institution:

UCF01

Univerl?ity of Central Florida

Term:

1230

Sprihg 2005

14.

indicates an enrollment-section.

status: A class may be closed if students are on the wait list.
Enrollment restrictions may apply to open classes.

"'

r-

~'

*

• Sea,ts Available

o.ates:

00111

Instructor: Staff

f

• Class Number (which is different from
the Catalog Number)
·
•Meeting Days .and Times

Regular

Time: ·12:30PM 1:20PM

l

The Class·Schedule Search Results
· screen will list the classes satisfying
your criteria. The screen will display:

• Campus and Bu.i lding Location Code

-3

f
f

f

.
1

i:lil'SS Nbr Subject. faitlg Nbt Se.ct
10539
MAC
1105
0001

D~uipffi>n
COLLEGE ALGEBRA

l.lnifs,
3

CJ>mp Stntm,
LEC Open

1M1il · lh\)if
384
0

-Se$'.sum: Regular
Time:_ 10:30AM

11 ~ 10AM

MWF

0-,.lt~:

RO;om: CL1 0121

0111 Ql2Jl05 - 05i0212005

lrl1ltnict;t)r: staff
Enrollment Section

i;.~T~u~:

r.~le~f

lr1$.tmc.tion:

ct.~· Statin>:

Active

A11t:0 Em10llS'etti6n 2:

Auto Enr.->ll~ction 1:
Face to Face Instruction

W<lit Lis.t. Clll>ilt.itJ:
Min Em.olln~. ~.11:

\

,-

Use th~ "Comp" column to ident~fy
course components. For scheduling
purposes, some courses are comprised of
two "components" that together form on_e·
credit .b earing class.

2

Example: -Lecture (LEC) + Laboratory
(LAB) or Lecture (LEC) + Discussion _(DIS).
To enroll 'in these courses you must select
one section of each component.
Click the Class De~~il .icon t9 open the
Class Search Detail page for that
.co\].rse. The· screen will display information
describing_the course's instruction mode,
regional campus location, class attributes
and other important inf9rmation. -

3

-

-

The word "Notes" will appear over the icon
for those classes that the University strongly recommends you read the information on
t~e Class Search Detail page.

start i:tate:

0111012005

- 1;:0u1~t~11'.e.er:

UGRD

111$titutiQn:

UCF01

University of Central Florida ·

Sul).j~t:

MAC

Mathematics CalculuslPrecalc

it

~ Wt'i~

·Mil!)

f,flLLE~E :ALJ)EB,R!ll

.ji PR: Intermediate algebra or 2 years of high school algebra OJ C.I.
.; Inequalities. High degree polynomials. Graphs, rational, logarithmic, an
equations, matrices, determinants, induction. This course pr_epares stu
Ji courses. Course graded A, B, C, NC, ory
1: 3(3,0)
.
-

l
1,

l;

l!

1!

~~.:011rs~~:l>mf).!)1rttt1t

Discussion

. E"'-'llat~:

0510212005

l~mp_!i~: .

MAIN

L.0Qlti1>11:

MAIN

Click the "Course Catalog Detail" link to
open a new page uisplaying appropriate
prerequisites, co- requisite~ and course
description information.

4

5

Write down the Class Number(s) forthe
course(s) in which you intend to enroll.

· :~.~

i

Adinissfohs
ApptyforodrMsbiendcheck
yo10flfllcetlonstetus

~
EE:I

Hokts: 'aod To Dos
Vlewyowserviceshoktsendtodotems.

l:lll!!!2.

QrRdlt;llA~fJI~

~

Reguestlnfoqnalion

Reguestlntounat!on

1

Follow the link to return to the
POLARIS Academic Self Service
menu page.

'

Coilftlctlnrorm<1tl011
Manegeyownarne,addresses,phcrles
andemetgencyccnetets

lilmU

~
~
~

Click "Academics"

EmernontvCpn!acls

Click "Enroll in a Class"

Enrollment

Spring 2005

View My Schedule

Click "Add Classes"

Undergraduate

1.;o ~:

Enroll in Classes

Printer Friendly Page

M d Classes

Retumto Term Search
Return to Academics

A list of ~our enrollment terms ~ill
appear. Select the Term for which
you want to register (e.g., Spring 2005).

2

3

·:Enter the Class Number for each
class in the boxes proyided. Hit the
"Tab" key on your keyboard to advance
to the next box.

Enrollment

Select Enrollment Term

You are eligible to view and/or modify enrollment information for the terms listed
below. Click the appropriate Term to do so.

Teirn

Academic Career

Institution

Spring 2005

Undergraduate

University of Central Florida

Fall 2004

Undergraduate

University of Central Florida

Click "Submit"

Enrollment

Add Classes

Spring 2005

Undergraduate

University of Central Florida

To add a class to your schedule, ent
e Class Number in the Class J"jbrfield, or click the lookup
button to view the schedule of cla es. Enter one or more Class Numbers. To add more than 6 Class
Numbers, click ADD ANOTH
LASS.

100

~

ACG 2021

Fooss. .[§)

0001

3.00

ABCDF

SSC 1005

0001

3.00

ABCDF

PP.ndmg

Imoo I1§1

PHl2101

0001

3.00

ABCDF

Pending

r-'" [§J
c=Jl§l

Pending

0.00

Pending

0.00

Pending

t-......,.~'t..~7-. For Technical Assistance

Call the Registrar's Office
Helpline: 407-823-3533

---

.,..

,....

10539

MAC

1105

COLLEGE ALGEBRA

Undergraduate

Ac..ldemic: S~a'Slou:

1 - Semester Only

Claa'S: Sec.tion:

0001

lass·Compone
or Perm1 slon

t

1

If the course contains a LAB or DIS
component, the "Class Enrollment
Options" page will appear.

Lecture

CJ.-t9.'S: P~nnis'Slon Nl:ll:

~~~--_L___

OK

Enter the Class Number for the LAB or
DIS section you have chosen.

2

Enrollmen

Spring 200

Add Classes

Undergraduate

University of C(entral Florida

To add a class to your schedule, enter the Class Number in the Class Nbr field, or click the lookup
button to view the schedule of classes. Enter one or more Class Numbers. To add more than 6 Class
Numbers, click ADD ANOTHER CLASS.
After you have selected all the classes you want to add, click the SUBMIT button.

This page also will appear if you
require College permission to enroll
in the class. Contact the College. If the
College approves your enrollment, it will
provide you with a Permission Number
for that course section only.
If the College has issued a Permission
Number for this class section, enter that
number. If permission is not required,
leave this field blank.

Verify your add was successful by checking the Add Status column.

CtassT;/i-~~1"!;s-:. ~¥1?~~~~/J!,~~Jt~&r,,:~v":;~-:_~filikf?t~;fi~:~;:: ~~:·:~1 ~z~J>/tii~:;~,~~;_~~~1.;~jj~i/}~~~~V,.11A\flli!.~~f!!f~,::~.~=>-/i~J
Nl11

Ser.hon

100:t!»

~

0001

3.00

, ABCDF

S\1c:c.~

1:t.f16.1

~

0001

3.00

ABCDF

Errors Found

·fOO'OO'

~

0001

3.00

ABCDF

stlc-al.'$'8l

12'300

fl:iL21!ll.

0001

3.00

ABCDF

S\1c:c.l>::s.'Sl

11.0\tot

\/Jew Mv Schedule

ll1111s

Gr ml111u Opllon ·

Sub1ec1 1C.1talogll

Drop I Wllhdraw Classes

SwaP Classes

.

.

u

L

Add SI tit us c.

~.~~ ~~t~~~Y;t1~r.~~~~

>

-~

3

A status message will display for each
class ·enrollment indicating either
successful registration or an error.
Retuto to Term Search

4

Enrollment

Enrollment Request Messages

Spring 2005

If a registration error has occurred;
click "Errors found" for information
describing why the attempt was unsuccessful. You may need to attempt
enrollment into another class section
or into a new class.

University of Central Florida

Undergraduate

llle:s;s..'l'ge:~~•i(V.:

Click "OK''

··'.\!..'r~..;. :·.~'<iii;

Error

5

To return to the Enrollment Page,
click "Cancel."
.

l;le.$'&4,'.qe: Text:

II

•

C'\ '

Enrollment

Spring 2005

Add Classes

University of Central Florida

Undergraduate

To add a class to your schedule, enter the Class Number in the Class Nbr field , or click the lookup
button to view the schedule of classes. Enter one or more Class Numbers. To add more than 6 Class
Numbers, ·click ADD ANOTHER CLASS.
After you have selected all the classes you want to add, click the SUBMIT button.
Verify your add was successful by checking the Add status column.

Adding &Dropping Classes

Submit
Class
Nbr

Sub1ec; i Catalog::

Section

Umts

Grnding Option

Acid Status

100-15

~

0001

3.00

ABCDF

St1a:6R

13115

~

0001

3.00

ABCDF

Errors Found

1!JOf6

~

0001

3.00

ABCDF

St1CC6~~

12300

PHl2101

0001

3.00

ABCDF

1

Click ''View My Schedule" to see your new
class· schedule.

Submit

Goto:

SWa~

ViID!!~S~

2

If you want to ·add classes to or drop ·
cla_sses from this schedule, click either
"Add Classes," or "Drop/Withdraw Classes."

l

Return IQ Term Search

Ql!!§S§S

Enrollment

View My Schedule

3

If drop_p ing classes, select "Drop/Withdraw"
within the Action box adjacent to the
course(s) that you wish to remove from your
schedule.

Undergraduate

~

Se«iotl

Cid: 13115

0001'

COt\'ljjO!lel•

Ofta'jptiOll

Lecture

PRIN FIN ACCTNO

10:30AM 11 :45AM

ANJ2000
Cid: 10045

s.tuot1
0001

COlllPOllelW
Lecture

Uflits,
3.00

Mon.Wed

s.-ctiot1

Osl: 10096

0001
1:30PM

Enrolled

01110/2005 - 05/0212005

~1

Gr•

OEN ANTHROPOLOGY

Utlt$

3.0D-'

10:30AM 11 :50AM Tues,Thurs

BSC1005

Slaiu~

St~

Enrolled

Click "Sub·m it"

bus

Click ''View Fee Invoice." B~ sure to print
a new fee invoice each time that you drop
or add courses.

CLASSROOM BUILDING 1
0104

Ciltl~·

GraGidg Opdoil

Lecture

ABGDF

2:20PM

Gr~

UllitS

3.00

4

Enrolled

VISUAL ARTS BUILDINO 0132 01 /1 0/2005 Logiudice.Frank T

Spring 2005

Undergraduate

University of Central Florida

Your enrolled or wai isled classes for this term are listed below. You can view the details about each
class by clicking th class link In the Subjecl/Catalog# colu~n .
To drop a class, lee! Drop from the Action column.
To drop the clas and add yourself to the waltlist, select the Drop to Wallllst from the Action column.
To modify a clas 's units, grading option, requirement designation option or instructor, select Update from
the Action colu n.

~ti>:

View Mv Schedule

Add Classes

0001

Enrolled

3.00

ABCDF

P~l'J#ii1Q

0001

Enrolled

3.00

ABCDF

Pfirir.tit19

0001

Enrolled

3.00

ABCDF

P1%1'1tJJp~

Swap Classes

Return to Term Search

• II

.

•
m ·.···
~

.

swapping Classes

cademics
EJ ·'.

,,

Enrollment
Enroll in classes, view your class
and exam schedule.

Academic Record
Request transcripts, view your course
. and grade history, evaluate your
transfer credit, apply for graduation
and request an enrollment verification.
View

View MY Exam Schedule

Course Catalog and Schedule
View course catalog information and
look for specli'L·'--:-1"~:::...t:.r.;.w.w.;:>,.__ _ _ _ _ _----._ __;__+-------'-..:::::!loo------.

To swap classes, enter MyUCF. Click
"Polaris Academic Self Service." Click
"Academics" and then click "Enroll in a class."

1

Spring2005

Undergraduate

After you have enrolled, you may later wish to
replace one of your current classes with another. Rather than "dropping" the current class
and "adding" the new one, use the "Swap a
Class" feature. The benefit to "swapping" a
class is that MyUCF will remove you from the
current class only if it can successfully enroll
you in the new class.

University of Central Florida

Cli~k

~
C1s1: 13115

~11011
0001

C'.o11~1
Lecture

10:30AM 11 :45AM

MI..Z!l!l!I
as1: 10045

Se'.cilOtl
0001

S

COll~>OllOIW
Lecture

ik'«ilf!llOtl
PRINFINACCTNO

GI a4i1ljl Qptl-Ou
ABCDF

Ullilf
3.00

Gf,

Mon,Wed

want to swap
·
·
2classes.the term in which you

8'.wu•
Enrolled

JlON 01110/2005 • 05/0212005

IJe&Cil!iilOtl
.
OEN ANTHROPOLOGY

GtadiJIO (iplloll

MyUCF will display your current class schedule. Click ,·' Swap Classes."

Groae

ABCDF

10:30AM 11 :50AM Tues,Thurs
~lttnlttOt~

m.ll!M
Osl: 10096

s~
0001

S

1:30PM

i;oi1~10llt1W
Lecture
2:20PM

etl.1lJl1

SectiOll

0001

~

9:00AM

COllll)Olleta

Lecture

3

Enter the Class Number for the new class
into the box adjacent to the current course
'you wish to replace.

!lft<;;ip!iou
BIOLOGICAL PRIN
Mon,Wed,Frl
•~or.

Clsl: 12300

Long,Oeorge A

Logludlce,FrankT

~1

Click "Submit"

O&&el'il>&tt .
CRmCAL THINKING

10:15AM Tues,Thurs
•ttaucto1~

A status message will display for each class
enrollment indicating either successful
registration or an error.
Swap Classes .

End 01 Term Grades

University of Central Florida

Undergraduate
Locate the class you wish to drop 1Tom the lis1 below.

Spring 2005 grades will be available from
MyUCF at 9:00 a.m. _o n May 7, _2005.

Next, enter the class number of the class you wish to add In the swap
class you wish to drop.

BSC 1005 SGdlot1
0001

Go lo:

1

To view your final grades, enter MyUCF.
Click "Polaris Academic Self Service." Click
"Academics" and then click ''View My Grades."

0.00

Enrolled

VH1w Mv Stheduje

Term .

-- _·

:· . · .. · ~.

_Acad_emic Career ·

institution

Undergraduate

University of Central Florida

8ummer2Q04
Spring 2004

Un de rg rad uate
Un de rg rad uate
Unde_rgraduate

University of Central Florida
University of Central Florida
University of Central Florida

Fatl 2003
Summer 2003
Spring 2003
Fall 2002

Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate
Undergraduate

University of Central Florida
University of Central Florida

Spring 2005
Fall 2004

University of Central Florida
University of Central Florida

•

2

A list of te,rms for which
you have UCF grades
will appear. Click the term
that you wish to view.

~~

:·~

•

Fee nvoices and aym n

Students should obtain a Fee Invoice from MyUCF at
~ttps:/lmy.ucf.edu immediately after enrolling in each
term's cl~sses , each time when adding or dropping
courses, and just before classes begin. To obtain your
Fee Invoice log into MyUCF at https:/lmy.ucf.edu and
click 'Polaris Academic Self Se(Vice' within the "MyUCF
Menu" pagelet. On the resulting menu page, look for
the ."Student Accounts" sub-menu an<;! click 'Fee Invoice
and ePay.' The amount due for each term's tuition will
appear. If you wish, you will have the option to pay your
fees by credit card using the ePay online payment system.
Tuition bills are not mailed. Failure to obtain a Fee
Invoice cannot be used as an excuse for late payment.
Any changes made to the student's status with the
~Jniversity or with the registered courses may cause the
Fee Invoice to be outdated and incorrect. Registration is
not complete until all fees are paid in full on or before
the published deadline.
It is the student's responsibility to obtain an updated Fee
Invoice whenever changes occur. Although great care
is used in calculating fees, payments, deferrals, waivers
and other data contained on the fee invoice, occasional- .
ly errors do occur. The University reserves the right to
verify and correct any information on the Fee Invoice.
Please report irregularities to the Student Accounts
Office (MH 107) or call 407-823-2433.
Students should ensure that the current address and email is on·file either by using POLARIS or by visiting the
Registrar's Office (MH 161). For details, see 'Address
Changes' in the "UCF Policies and Procedures" section
of this Schedule Web Guide.

~

2004.2005

..............

.

Fees Per Credit Hour
Matriculation Fee
Non-Resident Fee
Building Fee
Capital Improvement Fee
Financial Aid Fee
Non-Res Financial Aid Fee
UCF Activity and Svc Fee
UCF Athletic Fee
Transportation Fee
Repeat Course·Fee
TOTA~ PER HOUR FEES

Registration Procedures

Acceptable Forms of Payment

Students Must btain Th ir
Registration Appomtm nt Times

Acceptable forms of payment are cash, major Debit ·
Cards, with cashier's checks, money orders and credit
cards (VISA, MC). Credit card payments may be made
online, through POLARIS, at the Cashier's Office (MH
109). A mandatory, nonrefundable $10 convenience fee
will be charged each time a student chooses to pay
tuition or other state mandated fees with a credit card.

The registration appointment for each term is available
through MyUCF at https://my.ucf.edu. To obtain your
Registration Appointment log into MyUCF and click
'Polaris Academic Self Service' within the "MyUCF
Menu" pagelet. On the resulting menu page, click
"Academics" and then click "View Enrollment
Appointment.'' A list of terms for which you are eligible
to enroll will appear. Click the term link for which you
seek an appointment time. The resulting screen will display the day and time at which you may register for
courses. The appointment time is the student's first ..
opportunity to register for courses for that particular
term. For example, if the student's Spring 2005 appointment time is 8:00 a.m. on November 2, he or she cannot
register for Spring 2005 courses prior to that day and
time, but may enroll, drop or add courses at any time
following that appointment through the Late Registration
and Add/Drop.

Payment Procedures
Payment must be received no later than the fee payment deadlines specified. Payment may be made at the
Cashier's Office (MH 109). Operating Hours are Monday
and Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and Tuesday,
Wednesday and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Students may submit payment after Cashier's Office
operating hours at the Cashier's night depository (locat.ed at the pond entrance of Millican Hall) or through the
enrollment screen "ePay" option on MyUCF at
https:llmy.ucf.edu. Payments (no cash) placed in the
night depository by the official fee payment deadline will
be considered "on time." Students may also submit payment by mail. Mailed payments must be received

F.ee schedule<
..

$229.38

,

·

J

Students Must Complete the
Immunization Form
· · · : Prior
to registering, all students (including transient stu-

~

'

~

-

dents) must have a University of Central Florida
Immunization Form, completed on the left side, on file in
Student Health Services (STHL). Vaccination proof is
not required for SUS transient students. A copy of the
SUS transient form must accompany the Immunization
Form for vaccination exemption.

Non-Florida Resident .
Undergraduate
Graduate
$68.16
$191 .95
$397.03
$609.95
$2.32
$2.32
$2.44
$2.44
$3.40
$9.59
$19.85
$30.50
$8.09
$8.09
$11 .09
$11 .09
$3.90
$3.90
$516.28

Get your "SASS Degree Audit" and
Appointment Time from MyUCF
and Meet With Your Advisor

$869.83

"

· 2004-2005 Repeat Course Schedul~*

.··

no later than the payment deadline. Please include the
student's PID on checks or money orders.
Payment guidelines for Limited Non-Degree enrollment
classes can be found on the "Registration Form for NonAdmitted Students.'' It is the student's responsibility to
officially drop or withdraw from courses so as to avoid
additional financial obligations.
Do not send cash. Address payments to:
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 918449
Orlando, FL 32891 ~449

A $100 Late Payment Fee applies to students who do
not pay their fees or do not pay their fees by the due
date. It is the student's responsibility to drop or withdraw
from courses. Students must not assume that their
classes will be canceled if they do not pay for the courses or do not attend class meetings. For additional information, contact the Student Accounts Office (MH 107) at
407-823-2433.

Florida Resident
Undergraduate
Graduate
$191 .95
$66.16
0
0
$2.32
$2.32
$2.44
$2.44
$3.40
$9.59
0
0
$8.09
$8.09
$11 .09
$11 .09
$3.90
$3.90
$99.40

•

Spring 2005 payment must be submitted to the
Cashier's Office or by credit card by 5:00 p.m. January
21, 2005.

•

Total Per Hour Fees

4

Pay Now or Pay More

•

Fees Per Credit Hour
Matriculation Fee
Non-Resident Fee
Building Fee
Capital Improvement Fee
Financial Aid Fee
Non-Res Financial Aid Fee
UCF Activity and Svc Fee
UCF Athletic Fee
Transportation Fee

~CF

~

Florida Resident
Undergraduate
Graduate
$66.16
NIA
0
N/A
$2.32
NIA
$2.44
NIA
NIA
$3.40
0
NIA
$8.09
NIA
$11 .09
NIA
$3.90
NIA
$169.12
NIA
NIA
$26?.52

Non-Florida Resident
Undergraduate
Graduate
$68.18
NIA
$397.03
NiA
$2.32
N/A
$2.44
N/A
$3.40
NIA
$19.85
NIA
$8.09
NIA
$11.09
N/A
$3.90
NIA
$169.12
NIA
$685.40
N/A

Campus Card Fee (per academic year) .. .. . , . ... . .. . . .. ......... . ...... . ........$10 00 .

· ~a~pus (ID) Card Replacement Fee . : ...... .. . . ....... . ................ ... .. ... . . .. $15:00

·

Your SASS Degree Audit is available through MyUCF at
https:l/my.ucf.edu. To obtain your degree audit log into
MyUCF and click 'Polaris Academic Self Service' within the
"MyUCF Menu" pagelet. On the resulting menu page, click
"Academics" and then click 'View Degree Audit Report."
Your advisor can help choose those courses that will meet
degree requirements.

Students Must Clear All
Registration Holds
Log in to MyUCF at https:l!my.ucf.edu. Within the
"MyUCF Menu" pagelet, click 'Polaris Academic Self
Service.' If you have a hold, a pop-up message box will
appear. To acknowledge that you have a hold, click
"OK."· Within the "Holds and To Do's" sub-menu, click
"Holds." The resulting screen will list each of your current holds, the services that will be unavailable to you
until you satisfy the hold requirements and contact information for the office that has placed the hold. Students
strongly are encouraged to work with the associated
offices to resolve all holds before their Registration and
Add/Drop appointment time.

Hea. t~

Fee ................ . ........... ... . .. ................ .. .. . ........... . .$6.60 per credit hour
Minimum charge: $36.90
Maximum charge: $99.00
Material ~nd ~upply Fee (approved courses only- varies per course) ..... .. .... . ...... .. . .$5~00-$45.00
Late Reg1strallqn Fee.(students who initially register during Late Registration) ............ . ... $100.00
Late Payment Fee (failure to pay, defer or present waiver for fees by payment deadline) . ....... $100.00
Returned Check Fees (checks returned for any reason):
Check amounts up to $50.00 . . .... .. .. . .. ... ........... . ............. . .. . ...... $25.00
g~ec~ amounts over $50.00 and less than $300.00 ..... . . . ...... . ...... . . . .... . .... $30.00
. h ec .amounts over $300.00 .............. . ..... . ...... . ......... .. ..... . . . .... $40.00 or 5%
wh1c ever 1s greater
'
Veterans, students awarded financial assistance and third-party payment holders: see 'Deferments' on
page 11 of this Schedule Web Guide. Zero Hour Registration: Students r<Elgistering for zero credit hours
pay for a minimum of one credit hour at the level they are classified.
Fees are subject to change without notice.

Changing and Resetting Your
Password
·
Students may change the Password through MyUCF at
https:llmy.ucf.-edu. Log in to MyUCF. Within the "MyUCF
Menu" pagelet, click 'Change MyUCF Password .' Your
new MyUCF Password must contain exactly six characters and must contain at least two numbers and two letters.. Enter the Old Password and the New Password.
Reenter the New Password to confirm it, and then click
"Change Password." The Password also may be reset
by presenting a photo ID in person at either the Orlando
campus Registrar's Office, Graduate Studies Office or
one of the UCF Regional Campus records offices.

Registration and Add/Droo
Students may adjust their schedules (i.e., add or drop
classes) throughout Registration and Add/Drop. Senior
citizen, transient, SUS transient, audit, UCF and State of
Florida employees and STEP students: see the appropriate "University Policies and Procedures" section of
this Schedule Web Guide for registration information and
details.

Late Registration and Add/Drop

Students whQ regi~ter for the first time during Late
Registration and Add/Drop will be assessed a Late
Registration Fee of $100. All registration activity must be
completed by 11 :59 p.m. on the last day ot'Late
Registration and Add/Drop. Students may drop courses
meeting for the first time after the end of Late
Registration and Add/Drop during the next business
day in the Registrar's Office (MH 161).

Avoid the Late Fee
Students unable to enroll in any open section during
Registration and Add/Drop may register for the UCF
temporary course UCF 1500 before the end of
·
Registration and Add/Drop. This will avoid the $100 Late
Registration Fee. Students must pay for this temporary
class to avoid the $100 Late Payment Fee. Students
should drop this temporary course before the end of
Late Registration and Add/Drop.

MyUCF/POLARIS Registration
Assistance - Helpline
For general registration assistance, call one of the UCF
Registration Helplines:

UCF Orlando campus: 407-823-3533
Monday and Thursday: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday:
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
UCF at South Orlando: 407-823-3533
UCF at Cocoa and UCF at Palm Bay:
407-632-1111 , ext. 65614
UCF at Daytona: 386-254-4460
ForJechnical Assistance, contact the Computer
Services Help Desk, 407-823-5117.

Override Procedures
Overrides for closed classes are given only in exceptional circumstances. Override forms or Permission numbers for POLARIS may be obtained from the department
offering the course. College officials who can approve
overrides are identified on the form and as follows:

Arts and Sciences
Requires two signatures: the department chair and a
designated representative of OASIS (CNH 202); contact
407-823-2492. Graduate and post-baccalaureate students, contact 407-823-5167 at CAS 190.

Business Administration
Requires one signature: the dean or designated representative in the college advising office. Overrides are
available only for graduating seniors in the term of graduation. BA2, Suite 101W, 407-823-2187

Education ·
Requires signature of the department chair or designee.
Education Complex, Suite 11 O
.

Engineering and Computer Science
Requires the signature of your department advisor.
Submit forms to ENGR 107, 407-823-2455. All
Computer Science overrides are handled by Dr. Ron
Dutton (CSB 201, 407-823-2920; dutton@cs.ucf.edu).
Graduate students must see their graduate program
coordinator.

Health and Public Affairs
Requires one signature: the department chair or designated representative in the Office of Student Support.
HPA2 115, 407-823-0010

Ros~n Coll~ge of Hospitality Management
Requires one signature: the dean or designated representative in the Office of Student Support.
CL 1 302, 407-823-4447 or Rosen School of Hospitality ·
Management, Office of Student Services 9907
Universal Blvd., Orlando, FL 32819, 407~823-0544

Assisted Registration and
Permission Numbers
Students should use MyUCF when registering for classes.
Registering for certain course types, however, may require
assistance from University personnel in the college and
department offices. These course types include, but are
not limited to: restricted classes, Internships, Independent
Studies and Thesis/Dissertation.
·
Certain courses or class sections require you to obtain the
college, school, department or instructor's permission
before you may enroll in the course. If it chooses to
authorize your enrollment, the college, school or department may issue to you a Permission number specifically
for that class sedion. You will enter that number into the
"Class Permission Nbr" field when enrolling for the class
section through MyUCF at https:l/my.ucf.edu. The
Permission Number cannot be used to enroll in more than
one class section. You must request Permission for each
class section that requires college, school, department or
instructor authorization for enrollment. The Permission
Number ~an be used once o~ly. If you drop that class section yet later decide to re-enroll into it, you must obtain a
new Permission Number. Students should see their academic advisors prior to enrolling in courses requiring
Permission Numbers. Prior to obtaining assisted registration for these classes, students must have all contracts
coiTlP,leted and signed by authorized departmental personnel.

Student Accounts Information
Deferments
Veteran Deferments
Qualified veterans seeking deferment from Registrar's
Office Veteran Services must visit the office at MH 161
and obtain approval to extend the payment deadline.
The Spring 2005 deferral payment deadline is April 8,
2005.
.
Students eligible for financial aid adequate to cover
tuition are not eligible for VA deferments.

Third Party Payments
Students who have authorization or a letter of intent
from an .approved third party source (e.g., a company,
embassy, state or government agency) must bring such
documentation with the "Fee Invoice" to the Student
Accounts Office by the fee payment deadline. Employer
tuition plans that reimburse the employee do not qualify.
The third party source must agree to pay the tuition
upon receiving an invoice.

Florida Prepaid College Plan
For any enrolled student who has a Florida Prepaid
College Plan, the University automatically will defer only the portion of the tuition covered under the plan. All fees
not covered by the plan are due by the tuition & fee payment deadline. If the student does not wish to utilize the
Prepaid Tuition Plan, the student must notify the Student
Accounts Office (MH 107) by the Fee Payment deadline.
The plan will pay $76.32 per credit hour (graduate or
undergraduate level) for the 2004-2005 academic year.
The plan does not cover the local fees of $23.08 per
credit hour, health fee, material/supply fees or the UCF
ID Service and Access fee. Students with the local fee
plan, which is indicated on your Florida Prepaid Tuition
Plan card, will cover $95.50 per credit hour and health
fee. For further details on the Florida Prepaid Tuition
Plan please visit our website http://www.finacctg.ucf.edu
and click on Student Accounts, Forms &·Instructions,
and then Florida Prepaid Tuition Plan Procedures ..

Financial Aid Automatic Deferments
The Fee Invoice reflects the dollar amount of the student's deferment. If the total amount of tuition and fees
exceeds the amount of the deferment, the difference
must be paid by the due date noted on the student's
Fee Invoice. Different programs require varying hours of
enrollment for eligibility. Students must be sure they are
registered for the required number of hours.
Undergraduate students must register for at least 12
credit hours to receive an FSEOG, FSAG and/or •'
Institutional Grant award; and at least six credit hours to
receive a Federal Pell, Federal Stafford and/or Federal
Perkins award. Degree-seeking graduate students must
be registered for at least five hours to receive a Stafford
Loan.
Deferments are available to students who have completed the application process prior to the payment deadline.
·
The following programs are not included in the
Automatic Deferral Program: work/study programs, third

party deferrals and other waivers and direct-pay scholarships.
Automatic deferral does not relieve the student of fee
liability. Simply ceasing to attend class meetings will
not cancel the student's debt to the University. Students
must utilize the Add/Drop or Withdrawal process or be
held responsible for the payment of the original fee
assessment.
Students who had a Financial Aid deferment, but lost it
through verification, cancellation or other reasons, still
are responsible for paying their fees.
Not attending classes or withdrawing after Add/Drop
does not eliminate the requirement to pay fees. .
Dual-enrolled hours (transient hours) taken at another
institution are not considered for automatic deferral purposes.

Third Attempt Surcharge

· Students taking undergraduate courses are assessed a
surcharge when attempting a course for a third time or
more. Completed courses, withdrawals and courses
with incomplete grades are counted as "attempts,"
including courses repeated to raise the GPA or to
achieve a specific ~rade.
Exemptions to the third attempt surcharge will be considereel through a Fee Appeal Process.
Exceptions to the repeat course fee requirement shall be
based only on extenuating circumstances, or financial ·
hardship.

E?Ctenuating Circumstances
Those circumstances determined by the University to be
exceptional and beyond the contro~pf the student.
These may include, but not be limited to, the following:
1) Medical condition or serious illness preventing
completion;
2) Death of an immediate family member;
3) Involuntary call to active duty; or
4) Other emergency circumstances or extraordinary
conditions.
Special Limitation: students who withdraw or fail a class
due to extenuating circumstances may be granted an
exemption only once for each class.

Financial·Hardship:
Should include, but not be limited to, the following: ·
1) Qualification for federal need-based financial aid;
or ·
2) Qther documented financial hardship may be
considered .
For details, contact the Student Accounts Office (MH
· 107) at 407.-823-2433.

Penalties for Late Payment

·

A $100 Late Payment Fee applies to students who do
not payJheir fees or do not pay their fees by the due
date.

Returned Checks

A student whose check is returned for any reason will be
assessed a service fee. See 'Returned Check Fees' in
the "2004-2005 Fee Schedule" section of this Schedule
Web Guide.

Fee Assessment

uses an Employee Tuition Waiver for approved courses
must submit a completed and signed tuition waiver form
to the UCF Student Accounts Office (MH 107) by each
term's Fee Payment Deadline. See the "Academic
Calendar" within the printed or on-line Schedule Web
Guide for the Fee Payment deadlines. Employees may
obtain the "State Employee Waiver Form and
Instructions" from the Registrar's Office web-site at
http://registrar.ucf.edu.

UCF Employee Tuition Waiver
All full-time general Faculty, Administrative and
Professional (A&P), and University Support Personnel
System (USPS) employees of the University of Central
Florida who are employed in an established position on
the date fees are due and who meet academic require. ments, including those employees on sabbatical, professional development, grants-in-aid, and educational
leave, may be allowed to enroll for up to six (6) credit
hours of eligible instruction per term on a space-available basis without payment of the registration fee. UCF
Employee registration occurs on the last day of
Registration for each term, at the time specified on the
' "Academic Calendar'' within this Schedule Web Guide.
Should the Employee's registration for the courses to
which the waiver will apply occur prior to the prescribed
date and time, the fee waiver will become invalid and
the Employee will be liable for all applicable fees. Any
UCF Employee who uses an Employee Tuition Waiver
· for approved courses must submit a completed and
signed Tuition Waiver Form to the UCF Student
Accounts Office (MH 107) by each term's Fee Payment
Deadline. See the "Academic Calendar'' within the printed or on-line Schedule Web Guide for the Fee Payment
Deadline. For eligibility requirements, course restrictions
and for the tuition voucher application packet, enter the
Human Resources web site at http://www.hr.ucf.edu/.

Florida Residency for Tuition Purposes
The offices of Undergraduate Admissions and Graduate
Studies determine first term at UCF residency for tuition
purpose~ for all newly admitted students. Thereafter, the
Registrar's Office will review undergraduate student
requests for changes in residency.
To request a residency review, the student must submit a
- completed "Residency Reclassification Request Form"
and supporting documents to the Registrar's Office (MH
161). This form is available either at the Registrar's
Office or online at http://registrar.ucf.edu. The reclassification form must be accompanied by all documents that
support the student's Florida residency claim. Residency
r~classification requests are subject to Florida Statute
1009.21, Florida State Board of Education Administrative
Code 6A-10.044, and State Board of Education rule 6C7.005. In addition, University policy requires students
requesting residency reclassification to provide documentation establishing that they have income or personal
sources to meet financial obligations of attendance and
living expenses.
New and continuing students who believe that they qualify for Florida residency must submit the request and all
documents prior to the end of "Late Registration and
Add/Drop" for the term in which Florida residency is
requested. Documentation received after the last day of
"Late Registration and Add/Drop" will not be used to
determine residency for the current term.
For adaitional information regarding State of Florida
requirements and UCF policy, consult 'Florida Residency
for Tuition Purposes' and 'Residency Reclassification'
within the "Financial Information" section of the current
Undergraduate Catalog or contact the Registrar's Office
at 407-823-3100.

State of Florida Employees Tuition Waiver
Full-time state employees may be allowed to enroll for
up to six (6) credit hours of eligible instruction per term
on a space available basis without payment of registration fees. State Employee registration occurs on the last
day of Registration for each term, at the time specified
· on the "Academic Calendar~ within this Schedule Web
Guide. Should the Employee's registration for the
courses to which the waiver will apply occur prior to the
prescribed date and time, the fee waiver will become
invalid and the Employee will be liable for all applicable
fees. It is the responsibility of the employee to register
on a space-available basis only. The tuition waiver cannot be used for courses that have increased costs.
These courses include, but are not limited to, continuing
education courses, independent study, supervised
research, supervised teaching labs, thesis hours, dissertation, internships, practicums, third attempt repeat
courses, co-ops; or applied individualized instruction in
Music, Art, or Dance, etc. Any State Employee who

Refunds and Conditions
A refund of fees will be processed under the conditions
noted below. The student must submit a written appeal
for a refund or other appeal action to the University within six months of the close of the semester/term to which
the refund or other appeal action is applicable. Any
debts to the University will be deducted from the refund,
up to the full amount.

Full Refund Eligibility
The following circumstances allow a full refund: 1) when
a class i~ dropped before the end of the Add/Drop period; 2) cancellation of a course by the University; or 3)
the student is denied admission to a course offered by
the University for any reason. ·

Partial Refund (25%)
A 25% refund is made when the student withdraws completely from the University prior to the end of the fourth

week of classes during a 16 or 17-week semester, or at
the end of the first quarter of classes during a Summer
session.

Exceptional Circumstances
Refunds for exceptional circumstances are available _,.,
upon a withdrawal from one or more courses. Up to _...100% of tuition and registration fees are refundable if
due to circumstances determined by the University to be
exceptional, including, but not limited to, sickness,
death, involuntary call to military service, or University
administrative error.

Repayment of Title IV Financial Aid
Any student receiving Title IV Federal Financial Aid who
completely withdraws from the University before 60% of
the term has elapsed may be required to repay a prorated portion of the aid received .

Student Financial Assi'stanc
How To Apply
Students must be degree-seeking and must file a Free
Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) each year
to determine his or her eligibility. The FAFSA is available
online at www.FAFSA.ed.gov. Graduate students
should also refer to the "Graduate Student Guidelines"
section of this Schedule Web Guide for additional information.

Enrollment Requirements

For eligibility, students must enroll in the minimum credit
hours per term as listed below. See the Program
Eligibility Charts found on the Student Financial •
Assistance website for more information.
Federal Stafford Loan
Undergraduate students must enroll and attend a minimu·m of 6 credit hours at UCF in UCF courses as a
degree-seeking student. Degree-seeking graduate students must enroll at least half-time; 4.5 credit hours for
Fall and Spring, 3 credit hours for Summer.
Federal Perkins Loan
Six (6) credit hours for undergraduates and graduate
teacher certification only; at least half-time for graduate
students; 4.5 credit hours for Fall and Spring, 3 credit
hours for Summer.
FSAG
12 credit hours for the Fall and Spring semesters for the
full-time av,.iard.
·
Federal SEOG
12 crediyhours for the Fall and Spring semesters for the
full-time award.
Institutional Grant
12 credit hours for the Fall and Spring semesters for r
full-time award.

Federal Pell Grant
The award amount is related directly to the number of
credit hours for which the student enrolls: six to eight credit
hours for 50%, nine to eleven hours for 75%, and 12 or
more hours for 100% of the scheduled semester award.

Federal Student Loan Policies
First-Time Borrowers
First-time UCF borrowers must complete an entrance
interview to receive a Federal Stafford Loan. We recommend that students complete the online interview
through the web site: http://finaid.ucf.edu. Freshmen,
first-time borrowers cannot receive their Stafford Loan
checks until 30 days after the first day of classes.
Federal Stafford and Federal Plus Loan Application
Deadlines:
'
J
Fall:
October 15
Spring:
March 15
Summer: June 15

,'
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Federal Perkins Loan .
Students will .receive a Checklist item on their Financial
Aid To Do list on POLARIS to sign the "Promissory
Note" in the Student Accounts Office (MH 109).

irJhort-Term Advance
Any student who has enrolled for the term may request
a UCF Short-Term Advance to help pay for books or
emergencies. Funds may not be used to pay tuition
and fees. Applications are available at
http://finaid.ucf.edu. STA will be mailed or wired to a
SunTrust account within three to five working days.

Payment of Funds

-

Financial aid funds will allow deferral of payment; however, these funds will nQt be available on the first day of
classes. Students must be prepared to use personal
funds to cover expenses at the outset of each semester.
.~te applicants and students for whom files are incomplete 30 days prior to the tee payment deadline should
not expect funds until well into the semester. Financial
aid payments generally will take place after the second
week of classes. Funds can be released for payment
only if all eligibility criteria are met at the time of payment. Please refer to the website at http://finaid.ucf.edu
for program details.
Payments made will apply to any outstanding University
charges including tuition, fees, housing, outstanding
short-term advances, etc. Funds that exceed charges will
be released to students as a refund. Refunds will be
deposited directly to the SunTrust checking account of
those stodents with an account established for this purpose; this can be done by visiting the branch on campus.
For those without a SunTrust checking acco~nt, refunds
will be mailea to the current mailing address on file.

_Verification
•·• lfthe student has been selected for verification, it must
be complete before financial aid funds may be released.

Satisfactory Academic·Progress
Students are responsible for adhering to the UCF
Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy to receive financial assistance: Funds will not be disbursed while on
cancellation. For detailed information, please visit the
Office of Student Financial Assistance web-site at
http://fim1id.ucf.edu.

Briaht Futures Scholarshios

The ~ate generally provides funds for each ~all and
Spring semester. Summer funds may be available
based on State appropriation. Please check our website
at http://finaid.ucf.edu.

Return of Title IV Funds
Federal regulations require the adjustment of financial
·id awards if a student withdraws. The amount is determined ·by the duration of time attended; therefore, repayment of funds may be required. For example, a student
receiving financial aid totaling $5,000 and attending 50%
of the semester would be eligible for 50% of the funds or
$2,500.

Add/Drop

,·

Refer to the "Academic Calendar" within this Schedule
Web Guide for specific dates and times. Courses meeting f9r the first time after Late Registration and Add/Drop
ends may be dropped the next business day in the
Registrar's Office (MH 161).

Enrollment Certification
Students may obtain their enrollment verification on-line
v;:a1rough MyUCF at https://my.ucf.edu. Log into MyUCF
and click 'Polaris Academic Self Service' within the
"MyUCF Menu" pagelet. On the resulting menu page,
click "Academics" and within the 'Academic Record' submenu click "Request Enrollment Verification." Follow the
instructions on the resulting screens. You will be presented with several delivery options. Click the radial dial
for your selection and then click the gray button "Next."
Enrollment Certification is free to currently enrolled
students.
Parents, employers, background
checking firms and other third party
agencies may request enrollment
and degree verification on-line at
www.degreechk.com. A fee will be
assessed for all such requests.
UCF has contracted with

I

~-

Credentials, lo.9~ to provide current enrollment, degree
and past attendance verifications on-line 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. Credentials, Inc. Customer Service ·
is available at 1-847-446-1027, ext. 104 between 8:30
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. CST/CD.T Monday through Friday.

Address and

E-M~il

Changes

The University utilizes the address taken from the student's application for admission or readmiss[on. It is the
student's responsibility to submit address, phone number and e-mail changes as they occur.
Students may change the permanent address, current
mailing address, may email address and telephone number online through MyUCF at https:l/my.ucf.edu. Log into
MyUCF and click 'Polaris Academic Self Service' within
the "MyUCF Menu" pagelet. On the resulting menu page
look for the 'Contact-Information' sub-menu. Click the
.appropriate link (e.g., "Addresses"). Enter your new information in the boxes provided and click "Save."
Graduate students also may submit address changes to
Graduate Studies (MH 230), mail them to P.O. Box
160112, Orlando, FL 32816-0112, or fax changes to
407-823-6442.
Written requests must include the student's ID number
and signature. Written requests may be mailed to the
Registrar's Office, UCF, P.O. Box 160114, Orlando, FL
32816-0114 or faxed to 407-823-5652.

Student E-Mail Address
Update Responsibilitv

Closed Classes

Each college has established override·procedures for
assisting students when required classes are closed.
Information is available from the appropriate college,
school, department, catalog, or from the University
Ombuds Office (MH 338F); 407-823-6440. For more
information see "Override Procedures" within this
Schedule Web Guide.

College Level Academic
Skills Test (CLAST)

The College Level Academic Skills Test (CLAST) is a state
mandated examination designed to ensure that students
have achieved communication and computation skills
commensurate with successful completion of the Lower
Division course work. Students who have completed 18 or
more credit hours are eligible to take the CLAST.
Undergraduate transfer students with more than 60 credit
hours who have not satisfied the requirement may be
admitted, but must take the CLAST exam during their first
term at UCF. ·

·

To communicate in a more expedienf manner, UCF uses
e-mail as the primary means of notifying students of
· important University business and information-dealing
with registration, deadlines, financial assistance, scholarships, tuition and fees etc.
To avoid missing important communications from the
University, students must ensure that the university has
an up-to-date "preferred" e-mail address - as well as
both a permanent and mailing (local) -address.
It is critical that students maintain and regularly check
their "preferred" e-mail account for official announcements and notifications. Communications mailed to an
address OJ1 record will be deemed adequate notice. The
UniversityCloes not accepts responsibility if official communication is rejected or fails to reach a student who
has not notified the University of a change of e-mail or
mailing address.
Please ensure that your e-mail address, as well ~s your
permanent and mailing (local) address and telephone
number, are current with the University at-all times.
Students can update their contact information on the
web through MyUCF at http://my.ucf.edu.

Regional Campus Registration

Students may register for all UCF classes through
POLARIS or in person at the UCF Orlando campus or at
UCF at Daytona Beach, UCF at Cocoa, UCF at South
Lake or UCF at Palm Bay. All UCF Regional Campuses
may offer specific class schedule~ containing registration hours and courses offered at those sites, or you
may check the website for specific UCF Area Campus
location information. (www.regionalcampuses.ucf.edu)

Audit Registration
Audit students are those who desire to attend class( es)
without receiving academic credit. Regular tuition and
fees are assessed for audit registration. See "2004-2005
· Fee Schedule" in this Schedule Web Guide for information. Audit registration is on a space-available basis at
the prescribed time of Registration, or at any time during
Late Registration and Add/Drop (during which Late
Registration fees will apply). Audit requests for students
who register prior to this time will be denied. Students
may not change to "audif status after Late Registration
and Add/Drop, but must remain in the course or withdraw
through normal withdrawal procedures.
New students must be accepted for admission. Senior
citizens should see "Senior Citizen Audit" in this section
for registration instructions.
Audit forms, available online at http://registrar.ucf.edu, in .
the Registrar's and college advising offices, must be
signed by the instructor and presented to the Registrar's
Office at the time of registration. For assistance, students should contact the regional campuses, the
Registrar's Office (MH 161), or call 407-823-3100.

All CLAST requirements should be met by the completion
of 60 credit hours. Students who have not satisfied all four
subtests of CLAST may enroll for an additional 36 semester hours of upper-division credit. llthe CLAST requirement has not been satisfied and the additional 36 hours of
upper-division credit have been earned, enrollment in
future terms at UCF will be prohibited. An appeal to continue enrollment will be reviewed by the CLAST Hold
Petition Committee.
CLAST is offered statewide once per term. Students must
register in advance at the Student Academic Resource
Center (SARC). For registration deadlines, call the
University Testing Center at 407:.S23-5109. Additionally,
students may retake the·English Language Skills, Reading
and/or Mathe.matics subtests on the computer. There is a
fee for taking the computer-adapted test (CAT-CLAST).
For more information on CAT-CLAST, call the University
Testing Center at 407-823-5109
Students can meet the CLAST requirement by meeting the
CLAST alternative criteria. A student can meet the CLAST
alternative criteria by meeting a specified SAT or ACT
score or by earning a 2.5 GPA in certain math and composition courses. Preparatory courses are offered on the
University of Central Florida Orlando campus through
Valencia Community College for students required to complete preparatory course work. For additional information
regarding the preparatory course schedule contact the
Student Academic Resource Center (PH 113) at 407-8235130 or visit us online at www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu.

Credit Hour Limits
Undergraduate students are limited to 14 credit hours
for the Summer term and to 17 credit hours for the Fall
and Spring terms. The department chair and college
advising office must approve overrides. Overrides may
be processed at the college advising offices. Graduate
students are limited to 17 credit hours (15 hours for
some programs in Health and Public Affairs) each term.
Departments must approve overrides added at the college advising ·offices. Doctoral students must register
for a minimum of nine credit hours for two contiguous
terms to meet the doctoral residency requirement.

Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA)
The University is authorized by federal law (FERPA) to
classify certain · ~tudent information as "directory information," which means that it may be released to anyone
upon request. Directory information at UCF includes:
name, current mailing address, telephone number,
e-mail address, date of birth, major field of study, dates
of at.tendance, enrollment status, degrees and awards
received, participation in officially registered activities
and sports, and athlete's height and weight.
All other student information also will be released in
accordance with FERPA; in-most cases this requires the
student's prior written and signed consent. The
University extends to students the opportunity to place a
hold upon the release of "Directory Information" items.
TO request this hold, students must submit a completed
and signed "Directory Disclosure/Release Authorization"
form to the Registrar's Office (MH 161). For additional
information regarding records privacy, refer to 'Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)' within the
"Academic Regulations and Policies" section of the
Undergraduate Catalog, or the Registrar's Office website
at http://registrar.ucf.edu.

Grade reports are not mailed to students. Students may
print their end of term grades from POLARIS at
https://connect.ucf.edu and the UCF .kiosks. To obtain
grades, log into POLARIS and click "For Students" in the
left-hand column menu to open a drop down list. Click
"Academic Summary" within that list and then "Grades."
A list of terms for which you have earned grades at UCF
will appear to the right. Click the term for which you
seek grades. The resulting screen will display your
class schedule and grades earned for that term. If the
POLARIS grades are not sufficient, the student may
request an official transcript from the Registrar's Office
(MH 161). Refer to "Transcripts" later in this section for
ordering information.

Grade Av-ailability Dates
Grades will be available through MyUCF at
https://my.ucf.edu at after 9:00 a.m.:
Spring 2005 .............................May 7

Honors Reqistration ·

Students in Universny Honors are assigned a registration
cippointment time during the first days of registration. On
or after the appointment time, students can register both
for Hono~ and non-Honors courses online. Prior to registration, The Burnett Honors College sends to University
Honors students instructions and information pertaining to
registration via the students' e-mail. Information about
Honors registration is also posted on the Honors website
at http://honors.ucf.edu in the "Courses" section. Because
early registration is a privilege for University Honors students, it is their responsibility to utilize both their e-mail
and the Honors website to obtain detailed information pertaining to Honors registration. Ineligible students, including
students withdrawn or removed from University Ho_
nors,
may be dropped from Honors courses immediately and
without prior notice.

Intent To Graduate Filing Period
Students intending to graduate must file an "Intent To
Graduate Form."
'spring 2005 .. .,........November 1 - Dece~ber 4

Name Changes
To change the legal name maintained on the student's official UCF record, the student must submit a completed
"Change of Name" form and supporting documentation to
the appropriate UCF office. Attach to the form a copy of a
legal name change document (e.g., marriage eertificate,
divorce decree, etc.). Undergraduate students must submit
the form to the Registrar's Office (MH 161). Graduate students must submit the form to the Graduate Studies Office
(MH 230). Current UCF employees and those students
who have been UCF employees within twelve months of
the date the name change is requested must submit the
fgrm to the Human Resources Office (12565 Research
Parkway). The "Change of Name" form is available from
the Registrar's Office at MH 161 or online at http://registrar.ucf.edu.

Religious Observances
It is the policy of the University of Central Florida to reasonably accommodate the religious observances, practices, and beliefs of individuals in regard to admissions,
class attendance, and the scheduling of examinations
and work assignments. A student who desires to
observe a religious holy day of his or her religious faith
will notify all of his/her instructors and be excused from
classes to observe the religious holy day.
The student will be held responsible for any material
covered during the excused absence, but will be permitted a reasonable amount of time to complete any work
missed. Where-practicable, major examinations, major
assignments and University ceremonies will not be
scheduled on a major religious holy day.
,
Students who are absent from academic or social activities because of religious observances will not be penalized. A student who believes that he/she has been
unreasonably denied an educational benefit due to.
his/her religious belief or practices may seek redress in
accordance with Rule 6C7-5.0031, Student Grievance
Procedure, as listed in The Golden Rule.

'

J1I':

Senior Citizen Audit

Persons 60 years of age or older, who have been
Florida residents for at least one year as of the first day
of classes, may enroll tuition free as audit students (i.e.,
no academic grade or credit). Registration is on a
. space-available basis and begins during the last hours
of Registration and Add/Drop. Students do not need to
attend registration, as course requests are processed
within the Registrar's Office. Contact the Registrar's
Office at 407-823-3100 for-an instructional brochure and
the required forms. Submit these forms to the
Registrar's Office (MH 161) prior to establishing registration and reside~cy eligibility.
N

State of Florida Employee and
UCF Emplovee Registration

State of Florida and lJ'CF employee enrollment will occur
on a space-available only basis on the last day of
Registration each term at the separate times specified on
the "Academic Calendar." Should the State of Florida or
UCF employee register for the courses for which they will
seek a tuition waiver prior to the prescribed date and time
for each, the fee waiver will become invalid and the
employee will be liable for all applicable fees. See the
"Academic Calendar" within this Schedule Web Guide for
the Fee Payment deadline. For waiver information, see
page 11.

Summer Attendance
Requirement

A student entering the State University System with
. fewer than 60 semester hours of credit is required to
enroll in a minimum of nine hours of credit in the summer at a State of Florida University. Courses taken at
the University during the summer for which the student
receives a "W" or "F" may be counted toward this
requirement. Credit earned by acceleration mechanisms
also applies toward satisfaction of the Summer
Attendance Requirement. Petition forms for exemption
are available from Academic Services (MH 210).

TranscriRtS

·

·

.

.Requests for official transcripts are made through the
Registrar's Office (in person, by mail, or by fax).
"Transcript-Request Forms" also are available at the
Registrar's Office website: http://registrar.ucf.edu. A student's academic record can be released only upon written authorization signed by the student. Telephone and
e-mail requests are not accepted. Transcripts cannot be
released if the student is on hold due to a financial obligation to the University. Transcript requests must
include the student's signature, full name, PID or Social
Security number, and the name and complete
address(es) of the person(s) or organization(s) to whom
transcripts are.to be sent. If final grades or degree
statement are needed, indicate that the transcript
request is to be held until all requested data are posted.
A $5 per transcript charge will be assessed for each
transcript requested. Payment for official transcripts is
required at the time of request and may be satisfied by
cash, check or money order made payable to UCF,
credit card, or UCF card. Requests received by mail
must be accompanied by check, money order, or credit
card informcition (i.e., card type, card number, 3-digit
security number, expiration date, and the name to which
the card·is registered). Cash payments can be accepted only by the Cashier's Office during that office's regular business hours. The UCF Card payment option is
available only at the UCF Orlando campus and must be
made in person at the Registrar's Office (MH 161). Mail
written and signed requests for transcripts to: Registrar's
Office, Attn: Transcripts, P.O.Box 160114, Orlando, FL
32816-0114. For Fax request information and payment
procedures, refer to http://registrar.ucf.edu or call 407~
823-3100. Transcripts may be sent electronically to
other Florida public institutions.

Transfer Credit

Transfer Summary Reports are prepared for all degree~
seeking undergraduate students who are enrolled, who
have submitted official transcripts and who have attended another regionally-accredited institution. Students
with incomplete files will be placed on administrative
hold. Although all college-level courses transferred from
a regionally-accredited institution are shown on the UCF
transcript, applicability of the course work toward a
degree is determined by the college or major department.

Transient Students

From State University System

Transient students must submit their signed "SUS
Transient" form (from the home institution) to the UCF
Registrar's Office (MH 161) and request registration
materials. Registration is on a space-available basis at
the time and date indicated on the "Academic Calendar"
within this Schedule Web Guide.

From non-State University System
Contact the Undergraduate Admissions Office for admission requirements and application forms. Contact the
Registrar's Office (MH 161) for registration materials.
Registration is on a space-available basis at the time and
date indicated on the "Academic Calendar" within this
Schedule Web Guide. The "Health History/
Immunization" form is required for all non-SUS transient
students..

UCF to Other Institution
To enroll at another institution as a transient student, the
student first must obtain written permission from UCF and
must complete the "SUS Transient Student form" in their
college advising office prior to registration at the other
institution to assure that the couraes will apply to UCF
requirements. Graduating seniors and graduate students
may not be transient students in the term of their graduation.
Note: All transient students should consult the
"Undergraduate Admissions" and "Academic Regulations
and Procedures" chapters within the current
Undergraduate Catalog for additional transient student
information.

UCF Card (Student ID) _
Students will need tliis official identification card to attend
athletic events, to use the recreational center, to check
books out of the library, and to take tests. Students also
may use the card to pay for official transcripts at the
Registrar's Office, to make purchases at vending
machines, copiers, and at campus merchants by adding
value to the smart chip on the card. Money added to the
SmartChip may also be used for payment at select offcampus vendors. Students who open a SunTrust Bank
account may have their financial aid distributed electronically. Suntrust Bank account holders may use the UCF
Card as an ATM debit card. Students can also receive a
free Orlando Sentinel and USA Today newspaper.
Students are charged an annual $10 Card Service fee. A
$15 fee will be assessed for replacement cards. For more
information on using the UCF Card call 407-823-2100,
e-mail to cardsrvc@mail.ucf.edu or visit at the John T.
Washington Center, room 104 (across from the UCF
Bookstore); Operating hours: Monday through Thursday
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Withdrawal

Withdrawal for each term begins after "Late Registration
and_Add/Drop" ends. Students may withdraw from a
class and receive the notation of "W" until the date noted
in the "Academic Calendar" of this Schedule Web Guide.
A student may withdraw from courses using MyUCF at
https://my.ucf.edu, or by visiting the Registrar's Office
(MH 161), certain college advising offices, or a Regional
Campus records office. Students may withdraw by fax
at 407-823-5652. Faxed requests must be received by
5:00 p.m. on the last day to withdraw and must include
the stud~nt's PID or Social Security number, the
course(s) to be dropped and his or her signature.
Students also may send a written request to the
Registrar's Office by mail (to P.O. Box 1601~4. Orlando,
FL 32816-0114),. This letter must be time-stamped or
postmarked by the published withdrawal deadline and
must include the student's PID or Social Security number, the course(s) to be dropped and his or her signature. Students seeking to withdraw.in person must sign
the request and must provide photo-identification. The
official date of withdrawal is the date the University
receives the withdrawal request. Requests received by
mail are processed using the postmark as the official
date of withdrawal. Withdrawing from classes·may have
financial aid, NCAA eligibility, or international Visa consequences. Students should seek appropriate advisement prior to withdrawing from a class.
Consult 'Withdrawal Policy' within the "Academic
Policies and Procedures" cha' irer of the current
Undergraduate Catalog for <.;o{ditionaJ withdrawal regulations.

Withdrawal Throuah POLARIS

To withdraw from a course onlinelog in to MyUCF at
https:l/my.ucf.edu and click 'Polaris Academic Self Service'
within the "MyUCF Menu" pagelet. On the resulting menu
page, click "Academics," and then within the 'Enrollment'
sub-menu dick "Enroll in a Class." This will produce a list
of terms. Click the link for the current term. Students may
withdraw from courses only for the current term. Your current class schedule will appear. At the bottom of the page,
click "Drop/Withdraw Classes." Select "Drop/Withdraw"
within the Action box adjacent to the course(s) from which
you wish to withdraw.. Click "Submit." A status message
will display indicating successful withdrawal or an error.
Students are advised to print this page for their records.
Your revised class schedule will appear with a W official
grade notation for the course from which you have withdrawn.

Minimum and Zero-hour
Registration

Graduating students must register for at least one
credit hour during the semester they plan to graduate.
Co-op Education students: minimum registration of one
credit hour (at the student's classification level) must be
charged for students registering for zero credit hours.
Master's thesis program students must enroll in at
least one thesis hour (XXX 6971) for each semester
(without skipping a semester) until they complete the
thesis and graduate. This one hour of thesis does not
constitute full-time graduate status unless that one credit
hour (and completion of thesis) is the only requirement
remaining and the student has filed an Intent to
Graduate form.
Doctoral students who·have passed candidacy and
·have begun doctoral dissertation hours (XXX 7980),
must continue to enroll in at least three dissertation
hours each semester (without skipping a semester) until
they complete the dissertation and graduate. The three
credit hours of doctoral dissertation (XXX 7980) will constitute full-time graduate status.
·

Bomb Threats

A false report of a bomb is a serious crime. The added
threat against state-owned property is punishable as
felony with penalties of up to 15 years imprisonment and a
$1-0,000 fine. Reward: The State of Florida offers a
$5,000 reward for the giving of information that leads to
the arrest and conviction of any person who makes a false
report of a bomb or other explosive device, Contact the
UCF Police Department at 407-823-5555 with information.

Administrative Procedures Act

The University of Central Florida, under applicable rules
of the Administrative Procedures Act, may change any of
the announcements, information, policies, and rules,
regulations or procedures set forth in this Schedule Web
Guide. The Schedule Web Guide is published twice per
year and cannot always reflect new and modified regulations. Statements in this Schedule Web Guide may not
be regarded in the nature of binding obligations on UCF .
or the State of Florida. While every effort will be made
to accommodate the curricular needs of students, limited
resources may prevent the University from offering all
required courses in each term or in day and evening
sessions. Students should refer to the current
Undergraduate Catalog or the Graduate Catalog for the
complete Policy Statement.

Graduate Student Guidelines
New Graduate Students
All new, first-term graduate students must have residency and immunization forms completed before they will
be allowed to register. Holds may be placed on the student's registration if the forms are not received. Forms
may be obtained in the Graduate Studies Office (MH
230) or may be found at www.graduate.ucf.edu.
Students who have not been accepted by a graduate
program at the time of registration may register for some
·classe~ as a non-degree seeking post-baccalaureate
student. To be enrolled as a post-baccalaureate student, students should notify Graduate Studies by completing a "Nondegree Application" online at www.graduate.ucf.edu.

Continuina Graduate Students

I

Graduate students are encouraged to register early.
Graduate students will pay tuition and fees by the published payment deadline, noted in the appropriate term's
~
"Academic Calendar" in this Schedule Web Guide.
All continuing graduate students should check MyUCF
at https://my.ucf.edu for their registration appointment
time. See "LOGIN," page 3 in this Schedule Web Guide
for PID and Password instructions. Students should
register early so that departments and colleges can sign
their contracts, process their tuition waivers and determine if courses will be offered. Failure to register early
may result in delays in receiving assistantship paychecks and may result in the loss of tuition waivers
and/or cancellation of classes.
Continuing graduate students registering for internships,
independent study, thesis or dissertation hours or
r. ·J..r
research report hours musl contact their advisor or
departmental office. The college graduate office may
provide permission numbers for MyUCF/POLARIS
Academic Self Service registration.

Graduating Graduate Students

All students who will be graduating in the term for which
they are registering must consult their advisors to
ensure that they have met all degree requirements.
Complete an "Intent to Graduate Form" and submit it to
the college graduate office by the last day of registration.
Graduate students who are intending to graduate within
the next three semesters/terms, who are writing a thesis/dissertation, should visit the Graduate Studies website at www.graduate.ucf.edu for information regarding
the thesis/dissertation process.
Unless the thesis or dissertation is completed before the
first day of the next term, the graduate student must register for continued credit hours. Also, the graduate student who still must complete comprehensive examinations or other degree requirements (e.g., satisfying an
incomplete grade) must register for at least one credit
hour of course work.
Non-degree seeking students must be registered for 12
hours to be considered full-time. Non-degree seeking
students who already have certification elsewhere (e.g.,
from a College of Education in another state) are not
eligible to receive financial assistance. In general, nondegree seeking students, including students who are
only in a graduate certificate program, are not eligible for
financial assistance, assistantships, fellowships or tuition
waivers.

G~aduate

Communication

Methods

Graduate Studies prefers to communicate with graduate
and post-baccalaureate students by e-mail. Immediately
upon enrollment, the graduale student should obtain an
e-mail account from Computer Services and update their
e-mail address in POLARIS.

Graduate Financial Supoort

All graduate students must pay tuition and fees by the
payment deadline. Graduate students receiving tuition
waivers will have tuition waived only, not additional fees.
Graduate students must pay student activity, capital
improvement, athletic, health and other fees, If a
department or college has not recorded tuition waivers
by the payment deadline, the graduate student must pay
all tuition and fees. If a department or college has
recorded a partial tuition waiver, then the graduate stu- ....--. .,,.
dent must pay the rem~inder of the tuition owed and all
fees by the payment deadline.
Graduate students receiving fellowships, tuition waivers,
or assistantships must be enrolled full-time and should
r~gister as early as possibl.e.
Graduate students who have received need-based
awards, sµch as the "Incentive Fellowship" should be
aware that the amount they receive is dependent upon
need. If the student is granted tuition waivers or other
fellowships or assistantships after being awarded a
need-based fellowship or loan, then the total financial
package may be adjusted to satisfy
federal requirements.
Graduate students receiving fellowships will have their tuition deferred
to the amount of the fellowship. ·
This deferment expires upon
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receipt of fellowship monies.
Graduate students who will be supported by assistant~i ps must see their program directors to complete the
employment contract form.
All graduate students who have financial aid, .or who
need financial support to attend UCF, should inform all
appropriate offices of all changes in financial status.
Remember to inform the departmental office, the Office
of Student Financial Assistance, and Graduate Studies
of all changes related to enrollment, graduate status or
financial support .

Servi s and Facllitie
Housing and Food Se~ic~ .

ar~ularly

enrolled, single students paying reg1strat1on
fees for a minimum of nine semester hours may apply
for assignment to University residential units. No oncampus accommodations are available for married couples. Housing contracts issued for Fall semester occupancy serve as a two-term (Fall and Spring) contract.
Contracts issued for Summer term are a one-term only
contract and do not extend to include the Fall term.
Contact the Department of Housing and Residence Life
(HAB 101) at 407-823-4663 or on line at
http://www.housing.ucf.edu.
All enrolled students may participate in one of several
meal plans. Contact University Dining Services (SRC
109) at 407-823-2651 .

Student Union

The Student Union is the meeting place on campus and
- ovides the campus community with a variety of meeting spaces, offices, programs and services. The
Student Union is home to a great variety of restaurants,
including Jeffery's Coffee, Sweet Retreat, Steak
Escape, Subway, Wendy's, Sbarra, Baja Burrito Kitchen,
Mrs. Field's, Famous Uncle Al's Hot Dogs, PretzelTime,
and Wackadoo's Grub and Brew. Retail stores include
STA Travel , Park Avenue CD's, Greek Unique,
KnightStop Convenience Store, College Optical and the
UCF Computer Store. Other services in the Union are
the SGA Ticket Center, U.S. Postal Center, and ATM's
from SunTrust, Bank of America· and the UCF Credit
Union. For information, call 407-823-0001.

UCF Public Safety and Police
Non-emergency Police Services: 407-823-5555
Emergency Assistance (police, fire, or medical): 911
Web-site: http://www.police.ucf.edu
UCF Police Department is a full-service law enforcement
~'fJency. Officers patrol the campus on foot, by mountain
bike, motorcycle and in marked patrol cars. Detectives
of the Investigations Unit investigate all reported criminal cases. The Community Relations Unit (407-8232165) presents crime prevention seminars for property
protection and personal safety. These officers work
closely with the UCF community in a partnership to
reduce crime. The Community Relations Unit hires and
trains students for the Safe Escort Patrol Service
(SEPS), an evening escort service for all individuals on
campus; contact 407-823-2424. The Victim Services
Unit provides services for emotional support and practical assistance, information and referrals, and educational services; contact 407- 823-2425 or 407-823-6069.
In accordance with the Federal Crime Awareness and
SeclJrity Act of 1990, a free brochure, "Knight's Safety
Guide,• is available at the Police Department,
Undergraduate Admissions (MH 161), Millican Hall 2nd
n£,Loor Information Booth, and Human Resources (UTC
· 101), or online at http://www.police.ucf.edu .

Parking Services
The Parking Services Division sells UCF Parking
Permits, enforces parking regulations on campus, and
provides assistance to motorists; contact 407-823-5555
or www.parking.ucf.edu.
All full-time and part-time faculty, staff, and students
(day and evening) must display a valid parking permit
(decal, hangtag or daily permit) when parking on campus. Visitors may pay for short-term parking at the
Visitor's Information Center and
park in the spaces provided or may
purchase daily permits at the Visitor
Information Center or from the daily
permit machines located in the student parking

Online Parking Permits
You must order parking permits online. Visit the Parking
Services website at www.parking.ucf.edu and order
yours the easy way.The website also contains valuable
information concerning parking citations, citation
appeals, Student Escort Services and permit information.

University Books~ore

· .

The UCF BooRstore, located in the John T. Washington
Center, offers a complete line of UCF clothing, logo gift
items convenience ·and snack items as well as a fullservi~e cafe. Operating hours (when classes are in ses~
sion): Monday through Thursday 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.,
Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and Saturday 10:00 a.m.
to 2:00 p.m. For more information, call 407-823-2665 or
visit our web-site at http://ucf.bkstore.com.

Universitv Library

.

.. .

The University Library has a collection of over 1.5 million
volumes, including 11 ,700 current serial subscriptions.
The Library also owns 2.8 million microforms and 37,000
media titles. UCF is a partial depository for United
States and Florida government publications. The main
Library is open approximately 104 h_ours per week
including evenings and weekends. WebLUIS, the
Library's web-based catalog, offers a gateway to hundreds of electronic databases and several thousand
electronic journals. For help and advice in the use of
the Library, the Reference Desk is open during most
liorary hours. Assistance also is available through the
"Ask a Librarian" service, by phone at 407-823-2562, or
at http://library.ucf.edu/QuickRef/. For aaditional library
information see http://library.ucf.edu or call 407-8232580.
.

Visitor Information Center (VIC)
Anyone without a valid parking permit must purchase a
daily permit at the VIC or from ()ny on-campus "pay and
display" machine. Daily permits are valid only in student
lots or parking garages. Time-limited metered parking ·
also is available. Operating hours are Monday through
Friday, 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. and Saturday, 7:30 a·._m.
to 4:00 p.m. Closed Sunday; 407-823-2131. Operating
hours are subject to change during holidays and breaks.
Summer Operating Hours: Monday through Friday, 7:00
a.m. to 7:00 p.m. and Saturday, 7:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Closed Sunday.
·

The UCF Virtual Campus

(

The UCF Virtual Campus provides opportunities for students to enroll in credit courses and select degree programs delivered over the Internet. The instructional
design of these courses maintains a high-quality learning environment for non-traditional, distant, and campusbased students. The course materials and methods
were developed by UCF faculty to maximize the learner's achievement of course and program objectives.
Visit http://online.ucf.edu for information on the Virtual
Campus courses and programs, ~s well as technical and
skill requirements. Virtual Campus courses are identified
in the online Class Schedule Search in MyUCF
(hftps:llmy.ucf.edu), by the Instruction Mode, found on
the Class Search Detail Panel for each class. Online
instruction modes include:
WORLD WIDE WEB: These courses are delivered
entirely over the Internet. Students must have access to
the Internet, a Web browser such as Internet Explorer,
ability to use e-mail, and basic computer skills such as
word processing.
MIXED-MODE/R~DUCED SEAT TIME: These courses
require electronic media-based instruction that substitutes for some classroom time (reduced seat time) .
Students must have access to the Internet, a Web
browser such as Internet Explorer, ability to use e-mail,
and basic computer skills such as word processing.
2-WAYTV, WEB/RDCESEATIIME: Reduced seat time
classes similar to MIXED-MODE, but the classroom time
is comprised of scheduled 2-way interactive television
feeds available at selected regional campuses and centers.
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Reaional Campus Locations
The lJ'niversity of Central Florida also offers a number of
programs through UCF Regional Ca~p~ses in you.r
neighborhood. Strategically locate.d within an 80-mile
radius of the UCF Orlando campus, the multiple nonresidential locations partner with six Florida community
colleges, fostering seamless and convenient advancement from completion of an A.A. and limited A.S.
degrees to upper-level division work on a baccalaur~ate
degree. Available programs include 28 bachelor's programs, 24 minors and certificates, 14 master's de.grees,
9 graduate certificates, and 1 doctoral program with
each of the UCF colleges and schools represented wi.thin the system. With close proximity to Orlando, .
resources are available at UCF and the UCF Regional
Campuses, such as admissions, regis!rati.on, fin~nci~~
aid, advising, student dubs and organizations, .d1.sab1l.1ty
services, veteran's affairs, "Smart Classrooms, hbranes,
computer labs, and more. ·

The University of Central Florida expects all students to
have ready access to a personal computer and software
appropriate to his or her field of study. Students can meet
this expectation by purchasing or leasing a com~uter, .
sharing a computer with family or roommates, or using a UCF computer lab.

UCF Regional Campuses serve an 11-county service
area, which includes Brevard, Citrus, Flagler, Lake,
Levy, Marion, Osceola, Orange, Seminole, Sumter and
Volusia counties. UCF Regional Campus locations
accommodate a wide variety of learning styles and
schedules, including web class availability. For the most
current information on any of the 12 UCF Regional
Campus locations with directions, check the website at
viww.regiona/campuses. ucf. edu.

Students wishing to acquire a personal computer are
strongly advised to consider a laptop equipped with .a
wireless networking card. Recommended configurations
can be found on the University's Web site at
http://www.cstore.ucf.edu/standards.html

Admissions, Registration, Financial Assistance and
Advising professionals are available at the following .fullservice campuses: UCF at Cocoa, UCF at Daytona
Beach, and UCF at South Lake. In addition, advising is
available through UCF at Sanford/Lake Mary. Times and
dates for all courses are listed online prior to registration
each term, and all registration periods correspond to the
overall UCF schedule. To obtain the current program ·listings, check www.regionalcampuses.ucf.edu/programs.htm.
Check
www.regionalcampuses.ugf.edu/c/assschedu/es.html for
the most current course listings for the upcoming term.
Eastern Region
UCF at Daytona Beach
1200 W. International
Speedway Blvd.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
For information: 386-506-4021
UCF at Deland
UCF a·t Sanford/Lake Mary
For information: 386-506-4021
Central Region
UCF Downtown
26 West Pine St.
Orlando, FL 32801
For information: 4.07-317-7700
Southern Region
UCF at Cocoa
1519 Clearlake Rd.
Cocoa, FL 32922
For information: 321-433-7800
UCF at Melbourne
UCF at Palm Bay
For information: 321-433-7800
Western Region
UCF at South Lake
1250 N. Hancock Rd.
Clermont, FL 34711
For information: 352-536-2113
UCF at Metro West
UCF at Ocala
UCF at Osceola
UCF at South Orlando
For information: 352-536-2113

All UCF students should expect to use a personal computer in many University activities, including coursework,
accessing library information, registering for classes,
and e-mailing correspondence to instructors or fellow
students. In addition, many UCF courses require the
use of the lntemet.

Th~ University of Central Florida has developed one. of
the nation's most advanced campus technology environments, and all UCF students are provided free e-mail
accounts and Internet access.

Drug-Free Workplace/Drug·
Free Schools Policy
·statement

Standards of conduct and disciplinary sanctions will be imposed for the unlawful possession, misuse or distribution of illicit drugs and
alcohol by UCF students and employees on
UCF property or as part of any of its activities.
The unlaWful manufacture, distribution, dispensation, possession or misuse of a controlled substance, prescription medication or
the unlawful possess1on and use of alcohol is·
harmful and prohibited in and on UCF owned
and controlled property or as part of any of its
activities. Any UCF employee or student
determined to have violated this policy shall
be subject to disciplinary actipn for misconduct, action which may include
, termination/expulsion and referral for prosecution. No employee/student is to report to
worl</class or attend any University activity
while under the influence of illegal drugs or
alcohol. Violation of these policies by an
employee/student will be reason for evaluation/treatment for drug/alcohol disorder and/or
for disciplinary action up to and including termination/expulsiorl and/or referral for prosecution consistent with local , state and federal
law.

Campus Alcoholic
Beverages Policy
. I

The sale, service, possession and consumption
of alcoholic beverages shall comply with state
and federal laws, city and county ordinances,
and the licensing agreement with on-campus
distributors which allows for the sale and service
of alcoholic beverages. In addition the
University has formulated the following policies
governing the sale, service, possession and consumpti~n of alcoholic beverages on campus.

Guidelines
The sale and service of alcoholic beverages to
persons younger than 21 years of age is prohibited . Possession or consumption of alcoholic beverages is prohibited by persons
younger than 21 years of age.
Possession and consumption of alcoholic beverages in open or unsealed containers is prohibited except in designated areas or as
approv~d with special events.
Individuals 9re responsible for their actions
regardless of their mental or physical state as it
may be affected by mind-altering chemicals
such as alcohol and other d~ugs.
Student organizations may develop' more stringent regulations regarding alcohol use.

Locations
The sale of alcoholic beverages to individuals
of legal age will be permitted in licensed areas

•

•

by licensed on-campus distributors.
The sale or service of alcoholic
beverages to individuals of legal
age will be permitted at other select
campus locations for catered functions by properly authorized distributors.
The serving, possession or consumption of alcohol by individuals
of legal age may be permitted in
private residential rooms in the residence halls and other on-campus or
affiliated housing unless otherwise
prohibited by the governing organization. Consumption of alcoholic
beverages in public or common
areas within on-campus residential
units shall follow guidelines provided by their governing organization,
and local, state· and federal law.

Approval Procedures:
Student Groups
Prior approval for students or student organizations to host an event
where alcoholic beverages are
present in non-licensed campus
locations must be obtained from the
Director of Student Leadership
Programs.
The following information must be
supplied by the student organization and approved by the appropriate university, officials, no less than
15 calendar days prior to the
event(s) . These arrangements
include but are not limited to: sponsoring organization and nature of
· event; date, beginning and ending
times, and location of event; number in attendapce and method of
registering guests; method of designation for those of age/underage;
contained area where alcohol consumption is permitted; type of alcohol along with food and alternative
non-alcoholic beverages to be provided ; method of security including
number of campus police officers;
person to be contacted at event in
case of questions or problems.

Approval Proce_
dures:
Non-Student Groups
When an event is properly scheduled to take place in a location for
which a campus concession holds a
license, alcoholic 'b~verages are to
be sold through the concession and
their license. Groups or organizations who seek to sell beer or wine
along with a non-alcoholic choice at
other locations on campus must
obtain approval to secure a beer or
wine license from the Director of
Business Services prior to making
application for the license. With
approval tile license is then to be
obtained by the organization from
the Alcoholic Bever:ages and
Tobacco Division of the Department
of Business Regulations of the
State of Florida. Off-campus groups
or organizations who seek to serve
alcoholic beverages in a location
and situation which does not
require a license must obtain prior
approval to serve alcohol on campus from the Director of Business
Services.

"

UCF "Knights Safety
Guide"
To comply with all of the requirements of the Federal Crime
Awareness and Campus Security
Act of 1990, the University of
Central Florida publishes an annual
campus safety and security report
that contains the following information:

TUES 4/26

• How to report criminal actions or
other emergencies occurring on
campus and its available facilities.

7:30-10:20 T
9:00-10:15 TR

• Policies about security of, access
to, and maintenance of campus
facilities, including campus residences.
• Details about campus law
enforcement's authority and how
that division works with state and
local police agencies. Policies that
encourage accurate and prompt
reporting of all crime to the university police and the appropriate agencies also included.
• A descripti_on of the type of frequency of programs to:

• Inform students and employees about the prevention of
crimes.
• A policy to assist monitoring and
recording through local law enforcement of criminal activity by students
at off campus locations of recognized UCF student organizations,
including student organizations with
off-campus housing facilities.
• A description of available drug
and alcohol abuse education programs including appropriate policy
statements.
•A statement of policy regarding
the institution's campus sexual
assault prevention programs and
procedures to follow should a sex
offense occur.
• Statistics concerning the occurrence on campus of particular criminal offenses including those that
manifest evidence of prejudice
based on race, religion, sexual orientation, or ethnicity, as prescribed
by the Hate Crimes Statistics Act.
• Statistics concerning the number of
arrest on campus for liquor-law violations, drug abuse, and weapons possessions, including tho,?e crimes that
manifest evidence of prejudice as prescribed by the Hate Crimes Statistics
Act.
This report is available to you upon
request at the UCF Police
Department, Undergraduate
Admissions Office, Human
Resources Office, and the second
floor"lnformation Center" in Millican
Hall, or by web site at
- www.police.ucf.edu

EXAM DAY3
THURS 4/28 •

7:30-10:20 w
8:30-9:20 MWF
9:00-10:15 MW
(all a.m.)

7:30-8:45 TR
7:30-10:20 R
(all a.m.)

10:30-11:45 TR
10:30-1 :20 T

10:30-1 :20 w
11 :30-12:20 MWF
12:00-1 :15 MW
12:00-1 :15 WF

10:30-1 :20 R
12:00-1:15 TR

1:30-2:45 TR
1:30-4:20 T

1:30-4:20 w
2:30-3:20 MWF
3:00-4:15 WF
3:00-4:15 MW

1:30-4:20 R
3:00-4: 15 TR

6:00-7:15 MW
and Alternate Time

4:30-5:45 TR
and Alternate Time

6:00-8:50 w
7:30-8:45 MW
7:00-7:50 MWF
7:30-10:20 w
(all p.m.)

6:00-8:50 R
7:30-8:45 TR
7:30-10:20 R
(all p.m.)

• Inform students and employees about campus security procedures.
and Alternate Time

• Encourage students and
employees to be responsible for
their own security and the security of others.

EXAM DAY2
WED 4/27

EXAM DAY 4
FRI 4/29

EXAM DAY 5
SAT 4/30

EXAM DAY6
MON 5/2

7:30-10:20 F
9:00-10:15 M/
7:30-8:45 F
9:30-10:20 MWF
(alla.m.)

Finals for Saturday
Classes Are Held ·
During Regular
Meeting Times

7:30-8:20 MWF
7:30-8:45 MW
7:30-10:20 M
(all a.m.)

10:30-1:20 F
12:30-1 :20 MWF
12:00-1 :15 M/
10:30-11 :45 F

Finals for Saturday
Classes Are Held
During Regular
M~eting Times

10:30-11 :20 MWF
10:30-11:45 MW
10:30-1 :20 M

FREE PERIOD

1:30-2:20 MWF
1:30-2:45 MW
1:30-4:20 M

FREE PERIOD

4:30-5:45 MW
and Alternate Time

FREE PERIOD

6:00-6:50 MWF
6:00-8:50 M
7:30-10:20 M
(all p.m.)

1:30-4:20 F
3:30-4:20MWF
3:30-4:15 M/
1:30-2:45 F

FREE PERIOD

4:30-7:fs-F
6:00-8:50 F
8:00-8:50 MWF
(all p.m.)

-.~

T =Tuesday, R =Thursday; Evening classes have evening exams

SESSION
DATE

SESSION

A

June 24

SESSION
B

SESSION

c

.SESSION
-0

August 5

August 5

July 16

Attention Students and Instructors of Media-Enhanced/Reduced Seat Time Courses ("M'.' in Section Number):
Final Exam times for Media-Enhanced sections must be coordinated through the Registrar's Office (MH 161). Contact the Instructional
Facilities Scheduler at 407-823-3100.
Note To Instructors: ·
Comprehensive Final Examinations mu~t be scheduled during the final exam period at the times indicated. Any variance from this schedule must be approved by the Dean of the College/School and must be reported to the Instructional Facilities Scheduler at (407) 823-3100.
Instructors desiring to schedule multiple section· exams must contact the college assistant/associate dean, who will coordinate scheduling
with the Instructional Facilities Scheduler to minimize conflicts. Multiple section exams must be scheduled only during the specified Free or
Alternate lime periods. Instructors scheduling multiple section exams should avoid conflicts for students who have several multi·

pie section exams.
If a class does not meet at one of the listed time blocks, the instructor should call the Instructional Facilities Scheduler at 407-823-3100 for
clarification. The instructor is responsible for notifying students.
Classes that first meet during the day at a time·and/or within one hour, other than those shown, should follow the exam time for the estab·
lished class' p,eriod for that comparable time. Examples: Classes meeting at 8:00-9:45 TR should follow the exam time for the 7:30-8:45
TR class. Classes meeting at 9:00-9:50 TWF should follow the exam time for the 9:00-9:50 MWF class. Call 407-823-3981 or 823-4950 if
you have any questions.

For the complete and definitive version of the Drug-Free Workplace/
Drug-Free Schools Policy
Statement, please go to
http://www.goldenrule.sdes.ucf.edu.
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Corriputer labs ToOv~do
UCF Orlando Campus Computer Labs

I

ll•lll•lll•llli

Classroom Lab (CL1-101): 407-823-4141
Hours:
Monday through Thursday: 8:00 a.m.
to 8:00 p.m.
Friday: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

I·
I
I

!

Main Lab East -.CyberKnight Center (CC2-113):
407 ~823-5290
Hours: _ Sunday Noon to Friday 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
--

Main Lab West (CC2·104): 407-823-.2129
Hours: " Sunday: Noon to 10:00 p.m.
Monday through Thu_rsday: 8:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m.
_
Friday: 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Saturday 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Business Lab (BA1-148A): 407-823-58~8
Hours:
Sunday: Noon to 10:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday: 8:00 a.m.
to 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Harrison Corporation Engineering Lab
(ENG 11·201): 407-823-4058
·
Hours: . Sunday: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday: 8:00 a.m. to
8:00 p.m .
.. Saturday: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

UCF Regional Campus Computer _Labs
UCF at Cocoa (Bldg. 3, Rm. 184)
(321) 433-7971
Mon.-Thurs., 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Fri., 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
· Sat., 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
UCF at Daytona Beach (Bldg: 140, Rm. 204)
(386) 506-4037
..
Mon.-Thurs., 8:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Fri., 8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. .
Sat., 8:30 a.rn. - 12:30 p_.m.
UCF at Deland (Bldg 140, Rm. 204)
(386) 228-3090, ext. 2040
Mon.- Thurs., 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
fri., 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat., ~:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Resources

¥ Toll Road 40'8

-.

UCF Downtown (Bldg. 902, Rm. 203)
(407) 317-7700
Mon. - Thurs., 8:00 a.m. -9:00 ,p.m.
Fri., 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. .
(check for classes,running ~uring the time)
UCF at Palm Bay
- (321) 632-1111, eXt. 22Z17 •
Mon. - Thurs., 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 _p.m.
Fri., 9:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.ni.
Sat., 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
·ucF at>South Orlando (f:!ldg 902, Rm. 203)
(407) 317-7700
.
Mon. - Thurs., 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Fri., 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 .p.m.
Sat., 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

¥Orlando
lnternalional

Airport'

UCF Orlando Campus Kiosks
1. Communications Building (main lobby).
2. Visual Arts Building (2nd floor, near stairs)
3. Colbourn Hall (2nd floor)
.
4. Barnes and Noble Bookstore (Information area
adjacent 1o the_textbooks)
5. Campu·s Card Office
.
6. Howard Phillips Hall (1st floor, adjacent to
room 113
_
7. Colleges of Engineering and Business
Administration
Joint use facility (2nd floor) .
8. Math/Physics building (lobby of the
main entrance)
9. Chemistry Building (2nd floor, near room 202)

10. Biology Building (1st floor, near room 118)
11." Computer Science Building (main lobby)
12. Business Administration Building (on 2nd floor)
13. Engineeriiig Building (Room 107)
14. Health and Public Affairs Building I
{main lobby)
.
. .
15. Health and Public Affairs Butldmg 2 (lobby)
16. Millican Hall (2nd floor)
·
17. Millican Hall (outside Registrar's Office)
18. Millican Hall (3 units located behind the 1st
floor elevators)
19. Student Union (near information desk)
20. Student Union (Computer Store)
21 . Classroom 1 (near copy machine, east end)
22. Teaching Center (2nd floor)

UCF Regional Campuses Kiosks
UCF at Cocoa (outside Student-Union)
UCF Downtown (2nd floor)
·
UCF at South Lake (Clermont - main lobby area)
UCF at Palm Bay (3rd floor UCF office)
UCF at South Orlando (computer lab)
UCF at Cocoa (outside Student Union)
UCF Downtown (2nd floor)
NOTE: Computer labs are available for use at n:ost
locations. If not listed, check with the UCF Reg19nal
Campus office nearest you. Lab time~ may ~hange
during holidays when classes are not m session.

